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are highly vulnerable to open flame ignitions,2 how does the CPSC plan to prevent
against the distinct probability that open flame ignitions would become more frequent
and more severe as a result of greater movement to fabrics that perform well in a
smolder-only standard?
Questions about the proposal's failure to protect against ignition of filling materials.

The proposed standard lacks a provision for protection of the filling material (except in
the small percentage of cases that would be considered "Type II"), which is the largest
fuel load within the item offurniture itself, probably the largest fuel load within the entire
room, and perhaps the largest fuel load within the entire residence. Fire safety officials
advocate "layers of safety" or "safety redundancy," which is the generally accepted way
of ensuring the protection of life and property, especially if one or more safety measures
were to fail. This is why NASFM advocates for product safety standards in addition to
smoke alanns, residential sprinklers and arc-fault circuit interrupters. This is why
NASFM advocates for fire resistance of products that act as major fuel loads (such as
upholstered furniture and mattresses) as well as for safety measures directed at making
potential ignition sources safer (such as cigarettes, candles and lighters). And, within a
piece of upholstered furniture, it is why NASFM advocates for protection against both
major sources of ignition (smoldering and open flame) and of both cover and filling
materials.
In the case of the CPSC proposal, the cover material of the upholstered furniture would
be the only thing protecting against a major fire that would lead to room flashover in as
little as 3 minutes. And 3 minutes is, in most cases, insufficient for occupants to escape
from a fire.

•

How will the CPSC's plan protect furniture in which the cover material is
compromised, such as through rough use, faulty stitching of seams, cat scratches,
prior cigarette burns, etc.?

•

The CPSC's Standard for Flammability of Mattress Sets (Open Flame) has as its goal
"to minimize or delay flashover when a mattress is ignited in a typical bedroom
fire.,,3 Since upholstered furniture can have as much or more potentially flammable
filling material than a typical mattress, why is flashover minimization/delay not a
concurrent and equivalent goal of this rulemaking?

2 Such research is summarized in the report "Fire Behavior of Upholstered Furniture," by Vytenis
Babrauskas and John Krasny. NBS Monograph 173, National Engineering Laboratory, Center for Fire
Research, National Bureau of Standards, November 1985.
3 16 CFR Part 1633, "Final Rille: Standard for the Flammability (Open Flame) of Mattress Sets," Federal
Register, Vol. 71, No. 50, Wednesday, March 15,2006, Consumer Product Safety Commission.
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Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Subject: Upholstered Furniture NPR
To the Commission:
The National Association of State Fire Marshals (NASFM) appreciates the opportunity to
comment to the US Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) on its proposed rule,
"Standard for the Flammability of Residential Upholstered Furniture." As the original
petitioners of this rulemaking proceeding on furniture, back in 1993, NASFM has more
than a passing interest in its outcome, and we have followed the CPSC's actions closely
in the time since the first Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was issued in 1994.
The CPSC has changed direction in its approach several times during that period.
On a related subject, we were greatly encouraged by the CPSC's issuance of a final
residential mattress flammability rule in 2006 that requires mattresses to meet a very
stringent open flame standard, to go along with the smoldering ignition standard that had
been in place for over three decades. Consumers who purchase compliant mattresses are
now truly protected against fires involving this product, which is present in - and
represents a major fuel load in - virtually every home.
While upholstered furniture represents every bit as much a fuel load in the home as
mattresses, consumers have not had the benefit of mandatory federal flammability
standards for this product. The current rulemaking offered an opportunity for this
deficiency in product safety to finally be addressed.
However, the proposed rule for upholstered furniture issued on March 4, 2008, has left us
very puzzled and quite discouraged because of its failure to address two serious concerns:
small open flame ignitions, and the protection of the filling materials, except in a small
percentage of cases. By failing to address the flammability of upholstered furniture in a
comprehensive way, the CPSC is abdicating, in large measure, its responsibility to
protect consumers from unreasonable risks of serious injury or death from ignitions of
upholstered furniture, which consistently have been responsible for more residential fire
deaths than any other product under the CPSC's jurisdiction.
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The bottom line ofNASFM's recommendation to the CPSC is that it must expand the
current proposal to incorporate a small open flame ignition resistance requirement and
to incorporate the protection o(filling materials from both smoldering and open flame
ignition. Anything less will cause an overall step backward in achieving adequate fire
safety protection for consumers - which is unconscionable, particularly after so many
years o{studying this issue.
The NASFM Board of Directors asked its Science Advisory Committee (SAC) to assist
us in reviewing the notice of proposed rulemaking (NPR). The SAC, which was formed
in 1997, is an esteemed group of scientific and technical advisors from the fire science,
engineering, data analysis and product safety fields who advise the NASFM Board of
Directors and NASFM members on a wide variety of safety issues. A list of SAC
members and the SAC's recommendations to NASFM on this rulemaking are attached to
these comments for the public record.
NASFM has decided to address its and the SAC's concerns about the proposed rule
through a series of questions that we hope will create a focus for the CPSC as it proceeds
with this rulemaking. Additionally, we acknowledge Commissioner Thomas Moore's
thou~,tful comments on this issue in his statement of December 27, 2007, and believe
that the questions he raised are worthy of formal response by the CPSC staff.
Questions about the proposal's failure to address ignitions by small open flame.
Ignition of upholstered furniture by small open flames such as candles, matches and
lighters are being ignored by the CPSC in this proposal, except in the small percentage of
cases in which an interior fire barrier would be used with a smolder-prone cover fabric.
•

The CPSC's data analysis seems to imply that the problem of small open flame
ignition of upholstered furniture is going away on its own. Has the CPSC compared
notes with other organizations that conduct data analyses of this sort (such as the
National Fire Protection Association) to verify that the staffs interpretations of
residential fire data are consistent with other professionals in the field? What
precisely does such comparison indicate?

•

The European Combustion Behaviour of Upholstered Furniture Program (CBUF) in
the 1990s 1 demonstrated that the cover fabric is the controlling element in small open
flame ignition of upholstered furniture, not the filling material. Given the fact that
many cover fabrics that perform well in a smoldering test, such as synthetic fabrics,

1 "Fire Safety of Upholstered Furniture - the [mal report on the CBUF research programme." Bjorn
Sundstrom, ed. European Commission Measurements and Testing Report, EUR 16477 EN. In mock-up
tests by seven laboratories on 20 fabrics and 18 filling materials, almost all fabrics that ignited by a small
open flame did so with almost every filling material.
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•

Cotton batting filling was the major "bad actor" in cigarette-ignited mattress and
furniture fires that resulted in the adoption of mandatory and voluntary requirements
in the 1970s. Absent requirements for the adequate fire protection of filling materials,
how does the CPSC plan to ensure that the current materials used as fillings in
upholstered furniture would not be replaced by cheaper and even more flammable
materials? Has the projected increase in fire losses as a result of the likely use of
cheaper and more flammable filling materials been factored into the CPSC's cost
benefit analysis of the proposed regulation?

•

The CBUF research, as well as other research, also detennined that the filling
material is the controlling element in smoldering ignition of upholstered furniture, not
the cover material. This work confinned testing in the early 1970s that demonstrated
that the cover fabrics used on conventional upholstered furniture provided no
protection against the smoldering ignition of cotton batting filling. 4 If there is no
requirement for the filling materials to either be protected or perfonn in a way to be
resistant to ignition, and any filling material may be used, how does the CPSC plan to
guard against the possibility that the cover fabric tested against the standard foam
substrate of the proposed test protocol could be much more flammable with a
different filling material beneath it (for example, cotton batting) when used in actual
furniture?

•

There are materials, in common use today as cushioning, located directly beneath the
cover fabric, that are even more highly flammable than the standard polyurethane
foam substrate specified in the test - examples are loose-fill shredded polyurethane
cushioning and what is known as "slickened" polyester fiber. How will the CPSC
ensure that the use of filling materials such as these will perfonn the same as, or
better than, the standard polyurethane foam specified in the proposed test?

Questions about the validation of the proposed standard.
•

The CPSC staff claim that the proposed smoldering ignition standard is more
stringent than the UFAC program, but there are currently no validation data to
demonstrate this. Where are the data demonstrating that the proposed smoldering
standard is superior to UFAC in its protection of upholstered furniture?

•

Large-scale validation tests are planned to ensure that the projected effects translate to
how furniture behaves in the real world. How will the validation testing be
conducted? What will the validation testing be designed to show?

The earlier-cited NBS report, "Fire Behavior of Upholstered Furniture," summarizes the research results
referenced here.
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•

Wi111arge-scale validation testing be completed before the issuance of a final rule? If
the large-scale tests fail to validate the proposed standard, what does the CPSC plan
to do?

•

As one might reasonably expect, a limitation oflarge-scale validation tests on
examples oftoday's furniture is that materials and styles will certainly change in the
future due to fashion, economics, and any number of other influences. Such changes
will invalidate today's tests and could result in less-safe furniture. Row does CPSC
plan to ensure that its tests will remain valid and result in safe products in light of
future constructions of furniture?

Questions about the proposed rule's effect on other upholstered furniture
flammability standards.
•

In light of the CPSC's proposed federal regulation, the future of Califomi a Technical
Bulletin 117 (TB 117) appears to be in jeopardy. Compliance with TB 117 protects
upholstered furniture against both smoldering and small open flame ignitions and in
part is met by flame-retarding the polyurethane foam filling material. TB 117 has
been in effect for all residential upholstered furniture sold in California since the mid
1970s. Would TB 117 be preempted by the CPSC's standard? Ifthe California
Bureau of Rome Furnishings and Thermal Insulation applied for a waiver to be able
to continue enforcing TB 117 in California, would the CPSC grant the waiver? IfTB
117 were to be preempted by the CPSC rule as currently proposed, has the expected
increase in small open flame fires been factored into the CPSC's cost-benefit
projections for its proposed regulation?

•

It is estimated that 40% or more of the upholstered furniture currently being sold
nationally complies voluntarily with California TB 117. Whether or not TB 117 is
preempted by the proposed federal regulation, if the CPSC regulation does not require
that filling materials be protected, the voluntary commitment by manufacturers would
likely be abandoned in favor ofthe lower requirements ofthe federal regulation. Has
the expected increase in small open flame fires if manufacturers do not voluntarily
comply with TB 117 been factored into the CPSC's cost-benefit projections for its
proposed regulation?

•

California Technical Bulletin 133 (TB 133) is designed to protect furniture in
institutional settings from large open flame ignitions. TB 133 has been adopted in
several states and localities besides California. Would TB 133 be preempted by the
CPSC's standard? If the California Bureau ofRome Furnishings and Thermal
Insulation applied for a waiver to be able to continue enforcing TB 133 in California
(and other authorities applied for a waiver in their juridictions), would the CPSC
grant the waiver? IfTB 133 were to be preempted by the CPSC rule as currently
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proposed, has the CPSC factored the expected increase in large open flame fires into
the cost-benefit projections for its proposed regulation?
Questions about construction in light of experience with the CPSC mattress
regulation.
The California Bureau of Home Furnishings, Underwriters Laboratories, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology and mattress industry manufacturers themselves
have reported failures of products complying with the new 16 CFR 1633 open flame
standard for residential mattresses due to flame penetration into barrier seams that are not
properly sewn. Even one dropped stitch can allow a flame to ignite filling materials, and
this challenge has been a difficult one for mattress manufacturers to address.
•

If interior fire-blocking barriers were used on upholstered furniture, there would be
potentially many more seams than on. a mattress. The open flame barrier test in the
proposed upholstered furniture standard for "Type II" furniture does not address the
integrity of seams used in barrier materials. How does the CPSC plan to address this
potential source of vulnerability and failure in "Type II" furniture?

Questions about certification requirements.
A concern has been expressed by the North American Fire Testing Laboratories
(NAFTL) consortium that the self-certification approach for mattress testing lacks
language specifying proficiency in the use of the test method. As NASFM's Science
Advisory Committee has pointed out, without such a requirement, there has been a
tendency for some mattress manufacturers and suppliers to engage in "lab shopping" 
that is, searching for a laboratory that provides the desired results without regard to
competency in the execution of the test.
•

Does the CPSC plan to require that any laboratory used to test compliance with the
proposed upholstered furniture standard be required to demonstrate proficiency in the
use of the test method? How would such proficiency be demonstrated? If a
requirement to demonstrate proficiency is not included as part of this regulation, how
does the CPSC plan to prevent the problem of "lab shopping"?

•

The CPSC plans to allow furniture manufacturers to self-certify compliance with this
proposed standard. However, because upholstered furniture represents one of the
largest components of residential fuel loads, NASFM strongly recommends that
independent third-party certification be required. Would the CPSC consider a
requirement of independent third-party certification as opposed to self-certification?
If a requirement for independent third-party certification has been considered and
rejected by the CPSC, what is the reason for this?
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Questions about the affect of activities by other organizations and agencies on the
CPSC's rulemaking.
•

A new effort begun in the Fall of 2007 by Underwriters Laboratories CUL) and the
Fire Protection Research Foundation (FPRF) aims to approach upholstered furniture
flammability in a comprehensive way in part to provide guidance to the CPSC in its
rulemaking. A wide range of stakeholders and the world's most prominent scientists
in the field of upholstered furniture flammability are participating in this effort. CPSC
staffhave attended meetings on this project. Commissioner Moore has expressed
optimism in the outcome of this effort. Does the CPSC plan to make use ofthe
recommendations that result from the UL-FPRF research project?

•

For many years prior to the issuance of the CPSC's proposed rule, the CPSC had
worked in cooperation with the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
ensure that if flame retardants (FRs) were to be used to meet a proposed upholstered
furniture standard, they would be acceptable in terms of human health and
environmental effects. For example, the EPA had expressed an intention to issue
Significant New Use Rules under the Toxic Substances Control Act, which would
require advance notification to and approval from EPA regarding commercialization
of a chemical for "significant new use" as a fire retardant in residential upholstered
furniture. Have any Significant New Use Rules been issued or are any being
contemplated by EPA as part of this rulemaking? As part ofthe CPSC's decision to
discourage the use of FRs through this rulemaking, has the partnership with EPA on
this effort to ensure the safe application of FRs been abandoned?

•

In addition, the Furniture Flame Retardancy Partnership, which was organized
through the EPA's Design for the Environment program,aimed to "identify and move
toward environmentally safer approaches to meeting fire safety standards." What is
the status of the CPSC's involvement in the Furniture Flame Retardancy Partnership?
Will this Partnership have a role as the rulemaking proceeds?

•

The NPR notes that the National Toxicology Program (NTP) ofthe Department of
Health and Human Services was asked by CPSC staff to undertake a long-term
project to review several FRs that could be used to meet CPSC flammability rules.
How will the results of this proj ect be used, if at all, in a rulemaking?

In summary.
When it was first formed in 1973, the CPSC inherited a "Finding of Need" issued in
November 1972 by the US Department of Commerce that initiated "proceedings for the
development of an appropriate flammability standard or standards, or other regulation,
including labeling, for upholstered furniture, and fabrics or related materials intended to
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be used, or which may reasonably be expected to be used, in these products."s When the
CPSC first accepted NASFM's petition for a national mandatory upholstered furniture
flammability regulation in 1994, it was only to address small open flame ignitions of
upholstered furniture. The CPSC added cigarette ignitions to the rulemaking in 2003,
and now have abandoned small open flame ignitions, making cigarette ignitions the only
focus of this proceeding.
The CPSC's preferred approaches have ranged over the years from addressing only the
ignition of the cover material, to primarily protecting the filling material, and back again
to focusing only on the cover material. NASFM wishes that the CPSC would finally
decide to address the problem of upholstered furniture fires comprehensively as part of its
commitment to protect consumers. We believe that the rule as currently proposed would
cause an overall step backward in fire safety and unintentionally result in more frequent
and more severe fires in upholstered furniture. Because NASFM's own mission is to
protect life, property and the environment from fire, and because of our beliefin "layers
of safety," we cannot accept the currently proposed regulation unless it is expanded to at
least include resistance of furniture to small open flame ignition and protection ofthe
filling materials in all cases, not just the 5% currently projected by the CPSC.
NASFM would appreciate the opportunity to present these comments orally in a public
hearing.
Sincerely,

8P~

John C. Dean
President
Attachments

5 15 CFR Part 7, "Upholstered Furniture: Notice of Finding That Flammability Standard or Other
Regulation May Be Needed and Institution of Proceedings," Federal Register, Vol. 37, No. 230,
Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1972, Department of Commerce.

MEMORANDUM

To:

John Dean, President

Date: April 9, 2008

From:

Margaret SimonsoD, Chair, NASFM Science Advisory Committee

Re:

CPSC Proposed Rule, Standard for the Flammability of Residential
Upholstered Furniture

As requested, the Science Advisory Committee (SAC) has reviewed the proposed rule
dated March 4, 2008, by the US Consumer Product Safety Commission on the
flanl.mability of residential upholstered furniture. We provide the following comments
for NASFM's consideration and use in preparing its public comments to the CPSc.
General comment
While a national mandatory standard to address smoldering ignitions of upholstered
furniture is long overdue, the standard currently proposed by the CPSC in its Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking of March 4, 2008, is grossly deficient in two instances: its failure
to address ignitions by small open flame, and its failure to protect against ignition of
filling materials. Failure to address these issues severely blunts this proposal's ability to
substantially reduce upholstered furniture fire losses. The SAC also is concerned that
current levels of small open flame protection that exist in some of the upholstered
furniture sold today nationally would be discontinued under the proposed rule, reversing
gains in public safety that have more than likely contributed to the smaller proportion of
open flame ignitions of furniture in recent data.
The SAC encourages NASFM to support the expansion of the existing proposed rule to
incorporate a small open flame ignition requirement and to incorporate the protection of
filling materials, so as not to permit an overall step backwards for fire safety.
The proposed standard fails to address ignitions by small open flame.
•

The proposed standard lacks a small open flame requirement (except in the small
percentage of cases - called "Type II" by the CPSC - in which an interior fire barrier
would be used with a smolder-prone cover fabric; the CPSC projects that barriers

would be used in an estimated 5% of complying upholstered furniture). Thus, a
major cause of ignition of upholstered furniture (candles, matches, lighters) is being
ignored by the CPSc.
•

It is widely known that many cover fabrics that perform well in a smoldering test,
1

such as synthetic fabrics, are highly vulnerable to open flame ignitions. This is one
of the challenges of trying to protect furniture against both types of ignitions.
However, the answer is not to just pick one type of ignition to protect against, and
ignore the other. Limiting attention to only smolder-resistant cover fabrics without a
concurrent requirement to protect the furniture against open flame ignitions could
result in more frequent, and more severe, open flame fires than currently are recorded.
•

This is supported by research by the European Combustion Behaviour of Upholstered
Furniture Program (CBUF) in the 1990s,2 which demonstrated that the cover fabric is
the controlling element in small open flame ignition of upholstered furniture, not the
filling material. In mock-up tests by seven laboratories on 20 fabrics and 18 filling
materials, almost all fabrics that ignited by a small open flame did so with almost
every filling material.

The proposed standard fails to protect against ignition of filling materials.
•

The proposed standard lacks a provision for protection of the filling material (again,
except in the small percentage of cases that would be considered "Type II"), which is
the largest fuel load within the item of furniture itself, as well as probably the largest
fuel load within the entire room, if not the entire residence. If the cover material on a
"Type I" piece of furniture is breached (which occurs quite frequently as experience
has shown from rough use or simply a dropped stitch during manufacture), exposing
the filling material to ignition, the result can be a fire that is hot enough to flash over
a room in as little as 3 minutes. The CPSC should have a goal of not just preventing
ignition, which is of course primary, but secondarily delaying the propagation of the
fire to provide sufficient escape time to occupants. Escape time of 3 minutes is, in
many cases, insufficient. A filling material standard would provide critical additional
time to protect occupants from dying in fires that initiate in upholstered furniture.

•

Without requirements for the adequate fire protection of filling materials, there is no
assurance that the current materials used as fillings in upholstered furniture would not
be replaced by cheaper and even more flammable materials. Cotton batting filling
was the major "bad actor" in cigarette-ignited mattress and furniture fires that resulted
in the adoption of mandatory and voluntary requirements in the 1970s.

I Such research is summarized in the report "Fire Behavior of Upholstered Furniture," by Vytenis
Babrauskas and John Krasny. NBS Monograph 173, National Engineering Laboratory, Center for Fire
Research, National Bureau of Standards, November 1985.
2 "Fire Safety of Upholstered Furniture - the final report on the CBUF research programme." Bjorn
Sundstrom, ed. European Commission Measurements and Testing Report, EUR 16477 EN.
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•

The CBUF research, as well as other research, also detennined that the filling
material is the controlling element in smoldering ignition of upholstered furniture, not
the cover material. This work confinned testing in the early 1970s that demonstrated
that the cover fabrics used on conventional upholstered furniture provided no
protection against the smoldering ignition of cotton batting filling. 3 Thus, absent a
requirement for the filling materials to either be protected or perfonn in a way to be
resistant to ignition, the cover fabric tested according to the proposed standard could
perfonn very differently with a different filling material beneath it when used in
actual furniture.

•

Examples of materials even more highly flammable than the standard polyurethane
foam substrate specified in the test are loose-fill shredded polyurethane cushioning
and what is known as "slickened" polyester fiber, both of which are commonly used
in residential upholstered furniture today directly beneath the cover fabric. The result
of the standard that is currently proposed would be an upholstered furniture
flammability test that fails to measure real-world perfonnance.

CPSC staff have not provided data to validate their claims.
•

The CPSC staff claim that the proposed smoldering ignition· standard is m:ore
stringent than the UFAC program. Unfortunately, there is currently no validation data
to demonstrate this. We advise NASFM to encourage the CPSC both to provide data
demonstrating that the proposed smoldering standard is superior to UFAC in its
protection of upholstered furniture, and to conduct the planned large-scale validation
tests without delay to ensure that the projected effects translate to how furniture
behaves in the real world.

•

It is important to keep in mind one limitation of large-scale validation tests on
examples oftoday's furniture: materials and styles will certainly change in the future
due to fashion and economic pressures. A valid perfonnance standard must protect
against future constructions that could result in less safe furniture. The CPSC should
discuss how it would address this limitation as it proceeds with a standard.

Will the CPSC proposed federal regulation preempt California Technical Bulletins 117
and 133?
•

In light of the CPSC's proposed federal regulation, the SAC is concerned about the
future of California Technical Bulletin 117, which protects upholstered furniture
against both smoldering and small open flame ignitions and in part is met by flame
retarding the polyurethane foam filling material. TB 117 is currently in effect for all
residential upholstered furniture sold in California, and if it is preempted by this
CPSC proposed rule, it would amount to a reversal of a major public safety regulation

3 The earlier-cited NBS report, "Fire Behavior of Upholstered Furniture," summarizes the research results
referenced here.
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that has been in effect for over 30 years in one of the most populous states in the
nation.
•

Additionally, it is estimated that 40% or more of the upholstered furniture currently
being sold nationally complies voluntarily with California Technical Bulletin 117,
which addresses both smoldering and small open flame ignitions of upholstered
furniture. Absent a requirement to protect the filling materials in furniture under this
proposed rule, along with the preemption of California TB 117, the SAC is concerned
that the voluntary commitment by manufacturers also would be abandoned, further
reversing public safety gains.

•

This calls into question the CPSC staff economic analysis. If the estimated 40% or
more of upholstered furniture that currently complies with California Technical
Bulletin 117 will be manufactured to meet the lower requirements of the Federal
regulation, fires, injuries and deaths due to small open flame ignition are very likely
to increase. The CPSC staff economic analysis did not take this into consideration.
Again, there is no assurance that the current materials used in upholstered furniture
would not be replaced by cheaper and even more flammable materials.

•

The federal preemption might also extend to California Technical Bulletin 133, which
is designed to protect furniture in institutional settings from large open flame
ignitions. TB 133 has been adopted in several states and localities besides California.

Construction - Experience with the CPSC mattress regulation applies to upholstered
furniture.
•

The California Bureau of Rome Furnishings, Underwriters Laboratories, National
Institute of Standards and Technology and mattress industry manufacturers
themselves have reported failures of products complying with the new 16 CFR 1633
open flame standard for residential mattresses due to flame penetration into barrier
seams that are not properly sewn. Even one dropped stitch can provide entree for a
flame to ignite filling materials, and this challenge has been a difficult one for
mattress manufacturers to address.

•

If interior fire-blocking barriers were used on upholstered furniture, there would be
potentially many more seams than on a mattress. The open flame barrier test in the
proposed upholstered furniture standard for "Type II" furniture does not address the
integrity of seams used in barrier materials. We encourage NASFM to inquire as to
how the CPSC plans to address this potential source of vulnerability in "Type II"
furniture.

Certification
•

A concern has been expressed by the North American Fire Testing Laboratories
(NAFTL) consortium that the self-certification approach for mattress testing lacks
language specifying proficiency in the use of the test method.
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•

The SAC strongly suggests a requirement that any laboratory used to test compliance
with the proposed upholstered furniture standard be required to demonstrate
proficiency in the use of the test method. Without such a requirement, there may be a
tendency for manufacturers and suppliers to engage in "lab shopping," to find a
laboratory that provides the desired results without regard to competency in the
execution of the test.

•

The CPSC plans to allow furniture manufacturers to self-certify compliance with this
proposed standard. However, because this product represents one of the largest
components of residential fuel loads, the SAC strongly recommends that independent
third-party certification (such as that being considered by Congress for toys in the
anticipated reauthorization legislation affecting CPSC) be required.

Use of flame retardants.
•

For many years prior to the issuance of the CPSC's proposed rule, the CPSC had
worked in cooperation with the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
ensure that if flame retardants were to be used to meet a proposed upholstered
furniture standard, they would be acceptable in terms of human health and
environmental effects. For example, the EPA had expressed an intention to issue
Significant New Use Rules under the Toxic Substances Control Act, which would
require advance notification to and approval from EPA regarding commercialization
of a chemical for "significant new use" as a fire retardant in residential upholstered
furniture. In addition, the Furniture Flame Retardancy Partnership, which was
organized through the EPA's Design for the Environment program, aimed to "identify
and move toward environmentally safer approaches to meeting fire safety standards."
Given the CPSC' s current desire to provide options that do not require the use of fire
retardants, it may be worth inquiring about the status of the EPA's efforts in this
regard and if EPA will have a role moving forward.

In summary
The SAC urges NASFM to place these and any other concerns about this proposed rule
on the CPSC public record, with the goal of expanding the current proposal into a
meaningful flammability standard that addresses both smoldering and small open flame
ignitions of upholstered furniture and that adequately protects the filling materials from
ignition in order to provide occupants with sufficient escape time in the event that the
cover fabric fails to prevent a fire from spreading.
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Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Chairwoman Nord:
I am writing to express my concerns for the direction the CPSC is moving in regard to
fire safety standards on residential furniture. As a medical professional, I see first-hand
the devastating affects of burn injuries on survivors and their families. It is my
responsibility not only to treat the wounds that come into the hospital, but also to do
everything in my power to prevent these often-avoidable accidents from occurring. I am
alarmed by the proposed measures by the CPSC, as they do not seem to be moving
toward more extensive fire safety standards, but instead further away from it.
Currently, fires starting on upholstered furniture and mattresses are responsible for over
35 percent of fire-related deaths, claiming the lives of up to 17 people each week. Despite
this staggering statistic, the Commission is considering a measure to remove the heavily
studied flame retardants in the foam of furniture.
Chemical flame retardants are used to protect the foam as well as the covering fabric
from both small open flames and smoldering ignition. While they do not put out fires,
they do provide crucial added time for the occupants to leave the residence thus saving
lives. The reduction in fire deaths over the years has been attributed to the use of
approved and studied chemical flame retardants. To eliminate this important element
from the fire safety arsenal will result in an increase in fire deaths and property damage.
Fire-related injuries are some of the most costly and emotionally damaging injuries, and
without appropriate fire retardant protection, the risk for fire-related deaths is
unimaginable. Approving this kind of measure would be a step in a very dangerous
direction for the CPSc. To date, this type of legislation has been reviewed by 48 states
and has been repeatedly turned down.
It is crucial that the CPSC understands that the medical community stands on the side of

fire safety and opposes any action to lessen the existing fire safety standards.
The current flammability standards playa significant role in residential fire safety and the
proposed measures to eliminate these effective fire prevention tools should be revisited
by the CPSc.
Sincerely yours,

W/fttIAM fJcLh

William P. Schecter, M.D.
Professor of Clinical Surgery
University of California, San Francisco
Chief of Surgery
San Francisco General Hospital
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April 18, 2008

Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Chairwomen Nord:
I am writing to express my concerns for the direction the CPSC is moving towards in
response to fire safety standards on residential furniture. As leaders in our state, we must
fulfill our promise to our constituents, to establish sound legislation that will protect
every citizen and put their safety above all other concerns,
In 2004, all stakeholders reached a consensus on a standard that would make sure all
parts of a piece of furniture are flame retarded. It was agreed that both the covering
textile and the foam needed to be retarded in order solve the problem of furniture fires.
Ignoring this consensus, the CPSC staff continued to release proposals either calling for
treating the covering fabric or the foam but not the entire piece of furniture.
Chemical flame retardants are used to protect the foam as well as the covering fabric
from both small open flames and smoldering ignition. While they do not put out fires,
they do provide crucial added time for the occupants to leave the residence thus saving
lives. The reduction in fire deaths over the years has been attributed to the use of
approved and studied chemical flame retardants. To eliminate this important tool from
the fire safety tool box will result in an increase in fire deaths and property damage.
In fact, it is quite possible that measures like the one being considered by the
Commission could weaken some of the toughest laws in the country such as California's
furniture safety standard. On another note, 84% of furniture designed with no protection
in the foam tends to be the class of furniture that finds its way either in its original or
second-hand form in lower income households who cannot afford the higher-value,
barrier protected furniture. The proposal does not address the increased danger that these
citizens may be exposed to.

RECYCLED PAPER - SOYBEAN INKS

We have the opportunity to do this right the first time. The CPSC must take the time and
consideration to propose a concept that will not require adjustments and further debate in
the coming years.
To finalize a standard that will lead to high protection from fire for one end of the
economic spectrum and a lesser standard for those at the lower end is not fire protection
for all consumers. The CPSC should reconsider the stakeholder agreement from 2004,
designed to protect the fabric and the foam, resulting in a standard that will provide the
maximum protection to the public.
Sincerely,

Robert A. Rita
State Representative
.
28 th D'lstnct
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Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Dear Chairman Nord:
I am writing to express my concerns for the direction the CPSC is moving towards in lessening
the fire safety standards in the manufacturing industry.
In 1998, the CPSC reviewed the 16 chemical flame retardants that could be used to meet a
flammability standard. 8 of those 16 were deemed safe and effective for use. For the CPSC to
now say chemical flame retardants do not need to be used to meet a srandard is setting a
dangerous precedent. While the staff proposal does not specifically say chemical flame retardants
should not be used, the statement that a standard should not rely on chemical flame retardants will
result in foam manufacturers discontinuing use of this important safety product.
As a person who runs a trade association, the CPSC proposal compromises my position as a
corporate leader because there will be no means of ensuring that the new approved and un-studied
flame retardants are as effective as those currently being used.
Chemical flame retardants are used to protect the foam as well as the covering fabric from both
small open flames and smoldering ignition. While they do not put out fires, they do provide
crucial added time for the occupants to leave the residence, thus saving lives. The reduction in
fire deaths over the years has been attributed to the use of approved and studied chemical flame
retardants. To eliminate this important tool from the fire safety tool box will result in an increase
in fire deaths and property damage.
In 2004, fire-fighters, physicians, environmentalists and manufacturers reached a consensus on a
standard that would make sure all parts of a piece of furniture are flame retarded. It was agreed
that both the covering textile and the foam needed to be retarded in order solve the problem of
furniture fires. Ignoring this consensus, the CPSC staff continued to release proposals either
calling for treating the covering fabric or the foam, but not the entire piece of furniture.
Leaders like myself, need the Commission to develop a standard that wiii provide the maximum
protection to the public in order to ensure quality products from manufacturers. The CPSC should
reconsider the prior stakeholder agreements, designed to protect the fabric and the foam and to set
an industry standard for fire safety.

/ fLX
Mark A. Biel
Executive Director
Headquarters
2250 E. DEVON AVENUE, SUITE 239, DES PLAINES, IL 60018 • TEL: (847) 544-5995 • FAX: (847) 544-5999
Springfield
400 ~.: ~~~c}JSH~5, SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704 • TEL: (217) 522-5805 • FAX: (217) 522-5815
Website: www.cicil.net

April 21, 2008
Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Dear Chairwomen Nord:
I am writing to express my concerns for the direction the CPSC is moving towards in
lessening the fire safety standards in the manufacturing industry.

In 1998, the CPSC reviewed the 16 chemical flame retardants that could be used to meet
a flammability standard. 8 of those 16 were deemed safe and effective for use. For the
CPSC to now say chemical flame retardants do not need to be used to meet a standard is
irresponsible. While the proposal does not specifically say chemical flame retardants
should not be used, the statement that a standard should not rely on chemical flame
retardants goes against years of research that proves their importance in residential fires.
Small business owners are responsible for consumer safety and strive to distribute
products and provide services that meet the highest standards of fire protection. The
proposal compromises my position as an ethical entrepreneur because I will no longer be
able to guarantee that my customers are protected by the approved and studied chemical
flame retardants.
Chemical flame retardants are used to protect foam as well as covering fabric from both
small open flames and smoldering ignition. While they do not put out fires, they do
provide crucial added time for the occupants to leave the residence, thus saving lives. The
reduction in fire deaths over the years has been attributed to the use of approved and
studied chemical flame retardants. To eliminate this important tool from the fire safety
tool box will result in an increase in fire deaths and property damage.

In 2004, fire-fighters, physicians, environmentalists and manufacturers reached a
consensus on a standard that would make sure all parts of a piece of furniture and other
foam-based products are flame retarded. It was agreed that both the covering textile and
the foam needed to be retarded in order solve the problem of residential fires. Ignoring
this consensus, the CPSC staff continued to release proposals either calling for treating
the covering fabric or the foam, but not the entire product.
Small business owners need the Commission to develop a standard that will provide the
maximum protection to the public. The CPSC should reconsider the prior stakeholder
agreements, designed to protect the public and to set an industry standard for fire safety.

cc:

cpsc-os~cpsc.gov
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April 24, 2008
Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Be~hesda, MD 20814
Dear Chairwoman Nord:
I am writing to express concern about the direction the Consumer Product Safety
Commission is taking in establishing fire safety standards for residential furniture. As a
member of the California Legislature, I must fulfill my promise to my constituents to
establish sound regulations that will protect every California citizen and put their safety
above all other concerns.
The performance-based standards established by California's Bureau of Home
Furnishings and Thermal Insulation evaluate the ability of furniture products to withstand
both open flames and smoldering cigarettes. Measures like the one currently being
considered by the CPSC could preempt California's furniture fire safety standards, which
are viewed nationally by fire safety officials as the "gold standard." The CPSC proposal
could also derail progress toward development and application of more protective fire
safety standards to a broader range of consumer products.
For example, by limiting the scope of its proposal to cover fabrics, subject only to a
smoldering ignition source, the CPSC proposal fails to address the increased fire danger
that low income citizens face from less expensive furniture products that may not include
adequate fire safety measures. Approximately 84 percent of furniture using foam fill that
is either not treated for fire resistance or wrapped inside a flame resistant barrier tends to
find its way, either in original or second-hand form, into lower income households. This
foam, which fire officials have likened to "solid gasoline," presents an extreme hazard
that will not be addressed by the current proposal.
It is my understanding that a stakeholder consensus was reached in 2004 on a federal
flammability standard that addressed all of the individual components that make up a
given piece of furniture. This is an approach that has been in place in California for some
time, and has proven effective in reducing fires and resulting injuries and deaths, as
evidenced by the lower incidences of all three outcomes. My concern is that the current
CPSC proposal could actually undermine this lifesaving progress by preempting and
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replacing California's comprehensive, proven approach to fire safety with a less
protective standard.
Furniture should be made as fire safe as possible, and the standard for testing that level of
protection should be comprehensive and not leave out such obvious potential sources of
fire as an open flame. While it is not practical to make furniture 'fire proof," making
furniture fire safe is achievable through a variety of means and doing so can provide
crucial added time for occupants to escape and for emergency responders to gain control
of a fire.
It is critical that the CPSC set an appropriate, practical standard that addresses real-world

situations and economics. The CPSC should promulgate a standard that will provide
adequate and equivalent fire protection for all consumers across the economic spectrum,
and it should not undermine strong, proven measures that are already in place, such as in
California.
I encourage the CPSC to reexamine the model stakeholder agreement reached in 2004
and propose a comprehensive furniture flammability standard that will provide maximum
protection to all citizens and not preempt those states that have already adopted such
measures.

Sincerely,

CAMERON M. SMYTH
Assemblyman, 38 th District
Vice Chair of Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials Committee

lIIinois Manufacturers' Association

April 29, 2008

Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Chairwomen Nord:

On behalf of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association (IMA) and its 4,000 member companies, I
would respectfully like to express our concerns regarding possible changes that will be made by
the Consumer Products Safety Commission (CPSC) with respect to fire safety standards on
residential furniture. In our opinion, the proposed changes being considered will cause harm to
employers and more importantly the residents of the United States.
Over the years, there has been a significant reduction in fire deaths due to the direct use of
approved chemical flame retardants. The use of these products has been studied and deemed
safe by a variety of independent sources. At this point, eliminating this tool from the fire safety
tool box will result in increased fatalities, injuries and property damage.
Simply stated, chemical flame retardants are used to protect the foam as well as the covering
fabric from both small open flames and smoldering ignition. While they do not put out fires, they
provide crucial time for building occupants to flee a fire and additional time for firefighters to
respond.
Secondly, the new measures will disproportionately impact low-income and minority communities.
Studies show that 84 percent of furniture designed with no protection in the foam tends to be in
the class of furniture that ends up in the lower-income or minority households either in its original
or second-hand form. Many of these individuals will be unable to purchase costly furniture with
these new standards.
It is critical that the CPSC study and understand the negative ramifications of its potential action.
Not oniy wiii it harm the economy, but it will make a sector of our citizens less safe. The Ii'ViA
recommends that the CPSC reconsider the standard and work to ensure a workable solution that
will protect Americans.

Regards,

220 East Adams Street • Springfield, Illinois 62701 • Telephone: (217) 522-1240 • Fax: (217) 522-2367
1211 West 22nd Street, Ste. 620 • Oak Brook, Illinois 60523 • Telephone: (630) 368-5300 • Fax: (630) 218-7467
Web Site: www.ima-net.org • E-mail: ima@ima-net.org
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CHAMBER

April 29, 2008
Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814

"

Dear Chairwomen Nord:

I am writing on behalf of the New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce ("State Chamber") to
express our concerns for the direction the CPSC is moving regarding fire safety standards on
residential furniture. We are alarmed by the proposed measures the CPSC is considering.
The State Chamber, which seeks to promote the uniqueness and diversity of our members and to
empower our citizens, foresees that the proposal will cause unanticipated harm to the economic
and personal well-being of our residents. The State Chamber consists of leaders in business,
community and governmental sectors who fear that the proposal will disproportionately affect
low-income and minority communities. These individuals will be financially unable to fulfill the
necessary adjustments the CPSC proposal requires, making the proposal a direct threat to lower
income and minority communities.
The reduction in fire deaths over the years has been attributed to the use of approved and studied
chemical flame retardants. To eliminate this important tool from the fire safety tool box will
result in an increase in fire deaths and property damage. Chemical flame retardants are used to
protect the foam as well as the covering fabric from both small open flames and smoldering
ignition. While they do not put out fires, they do provide crucial added time for the occupants to
leave the residence, thus saving lives.
In addition, 84% of furniture designed with no protection in the foam tends to be the class of
furniture that finds its way either in its original or second-hand form in lower income households
who cannot afford the higher-value, barrier protected furniture.

To finalize a standard that will lead to high protection from fire for one end of the economic
spectrum and a lesser standard for those at the lower end is not fire protection for all consumers.
The State Chamber is charged with making New Jersey and our communities a better place to
work, live and play. With this mission in mind, we recommend that the CPSC reconsider the
stakeholder agreement from 2004, designed to protect the fabric and the foam in furniture,
resulting in a standard that will provide the maximum protection to the public.
Sincerely,

~4.E;rL
MICHAEL A. EGENTON
Vice President - Environment & Transportation

216 WEST STATE STREET· TRENTON, NJ 08608
PHONE: 609-989-7888 • FAX: 609-989-9696 • WWW.NJCHAMBER.COM

NEW JERSEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE·

\}I(/ rJ{fV
STATE CAPITOL
P.O. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0066
(916) 319-2066
FAX (916) 319-2166
DISTRICT OFFICE
41391 KALMIA STREET, SUITE 220
MURRIETA, CA 92562
(951) 894-1232
FAX (951) 894-5053
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COMMITTEES
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, RETIREMENT
AND SOCIAL SECURITY
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION
ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND
TOXIC MATERIALS

KEVIN JEFFRIES
ASSEMBLYMEMBER, SIXTY-SIXTH DISTRICT

April 30, 2008
Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety CommIssion
4330 East West 'Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Chairwoman Nord:
I am writing to express concern about the direction the Consumer Product Safety
Commission is taking in establishing fire safety standards for residential furniture. After
serving 29 years in the fire service, I know the importance of these standards in fire
prevention. As a current member of the California State Legislature, I must fulfill my
promise to my constituency to establish sound regulations that will protect every
California citizen and put their safety above all other concerns.

The performance-based standards established by California's Bureau of Home
Furnishings and Thermal Insulation evaluate the ability of furniture products to withstand
both open flames and smoldering cigarettes, Measures like the one currently being
considered by the CPSC could preempt California's furniture fire safety standards, which
are viewed nationally by fire safety officials as the "gold standard." The CPSC proposal
could also derail progress toward development and application of more protective fire
safety standards to a broad~r ]'ange of consumer products.
For example, by limiting the scope of its proposal to cover fabrics, subject only to a
smoldering ignition source, the CPSC proposal fails to address the increased fire danger
that low income citizens face from less expensive furniture products that may not include
adequate fire safety measures. Approximately 84 percent of furniture using foam-fill that
is either not treated for fire resistance or wrapped inside a flame resistant barrier tends to
find its way, either in original or second-hand form, into lower income households. This
foam, which fire officials have likened to "solid gasoline," presents an extreme hazard
that will not be addressed by the current proposal.
It is my understanding that a stakeholder consensus was reached in 2004 on a federal
flammability standard that addressed all of the individual components that make up a
given piece of furniture. This is an approach that has been in place in California for some
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time. and has proven effective in reducing fires and resulting injuries and deaths, as
evidenced by the lower incidences of all three outcomes. My concern is that the current
CPSC proposal could actually undermine this lifesaving progress by preempting and
replacing California's comprehensive, proven approach to fire safety with a less
protective standard.
Furniture should be made as fire-safe as possible, and the standard for testing that level of
protection should be comprehensive and not leave out such obvious potential sources of
fire as an open flame. While it is not practical to make furniture 'fire proof," making
furniture fire safe is achievable through a variety of means and doing so can provide
crucial added time for occupants to escape and for emergency responders to gain control
of a fire.
It is critical that the CPSC set an appropriate and practical standard that addresses real
world situations and economics. The CPSC should promulgate a standard that will
provide adequate and equivalent fire protection for all consumers across the economic
spectrum, and it should not undermine strong, proven measures that are already in place,
such as in California.
I encourage the CPSC to reexamine the model stakeholder agreement reached in 2004
and propose a comprehensive furniture flammability standard that will provide maximum
protection to all citizens and not preempt those states that have already adopted such
measures.

Sincerely,

".

r

(~/
Kevin Jeffries
California State Assembly
Assemblymember, 66 th District

cc: cpsc-os@cpsc.gov

STATE CAPITOL
P.O. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0115

<tktlifllrnia ~egislafure
May 1, 2008
Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Chairwoman Nord:
We the undersigned members of the California State Legislature would like to express
our support for the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) proposed
regulations to improve fire safety for furniture products. These new regulations will help
reduce fire-related mortalities and injuries nationally as well as in California and we
support these prudent standards.
The new regulations are the result of years of study and deliberation by the CPSC and
they are supported by a wide range of furniture industry groups, consumer advocates,
environmental organizations, and fire safety proponents. In the proposed standard the
CPSC notes that open-flame tests on components found inside furniture, such as the one
mandated by California's outdated TB 117 test procedure, leads to the use of some fire
retardant chemicals "that could pose both cancer and non-cancer chronic health risks."
We agree that it is not prudent to mandate the use of halogenated fire retardants in
intimate use products like furniture, mattresses, and bedding, and have been working to
modify TB 117 through legislation known as AB 706 now pending in the California
Senate. We support the CPSC's strong perfonnance-based standard that is reflective of
how fires actually start instead of an open-flame provision for filling materials in the
nation's furniture.
A letter being circulated in the California Legislature by the bromine industry charges
that the new CPSC regulations would compromise fire safety in California and that it
would increase the cost of furniture for low-income communities. These charges are
false. In the 30 years that California has required our furniture to contain toxic fire
retardants we have not seen a greater reduction in fire deaths than has occurred in other
states without the fire retardant mandate. Furthennore, the new CPSC standard is lik~ly
to make furniture more affordable for low-income communities in California by
removing some costs in the manufacturing process, and providing for a unifonn national
standard that does not require two sets of inventory - one for California, and another for
the other 49 states.

.~
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It's time California reformed our state's fire safety standard to achieve equivalent fire
safety without toxic bromine industry chemicals. We the undersigned members of the
California State Legislature support the proposed CPSC regulations and request that you
move forward with full approval of these important fire safety standards.
Sincerely,
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STATE CAPITOL
PO. BOX 942849
SACRAMENTO, CA 94249-0013
(916) 319-2013
FAX (916) 319-2113
DISTRICT OFFICE
455 GOLDEN GATE AVE., SUITE 14300
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 557-3013
FAX (415) 557-3015
assemlymember.leno@assembly.ca.gov
www.asm.ca.gov/leno
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APPROPRIATIONS, CHAIR
ELECTIONS AND REDISTRICTING
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PUBLIC SAFETY

MARKLENO
ASSEMBLYMAN, THIRTEENTH DISTRICT

May 16, 2008
Members of the California State Assembly signing the letter in support of the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission's proposed rule, "Standard for the Flammability
of Residential Upholstered Furniture" (16 CFR Part 1634) without a small open flame
standard for foam.

Mark Leno (San Francisco)

Patty Berg (Eureka)

Fiona Ma (San Francisco)

Julia Brownley (Santa Monica)

Sally Lieber (Mountain View)

Jose Solorio (Santa Ana)

Mary Salas (Chula Vista)

Wilmer Amina Carter (Rialto)

Mary Hayashi (Hayward)

Mervyn Dymally (Los Angeles)

Gene Mullin (South San Francisco)

Anthony Portantino (Pasadena)

Mark DeSaulnier (Martinez)

Noreen Evans (Santa Rosa)

Betty Karnette (Long Beach)

Curren Price (Inglewood)

Pedro Nava (Santa Barbara)

Joe Coto (San Jose)

Felipe Fuentes (Los ..AJlgeles)

:Mike Feuer (Los iillgeles)

Mike Davis (Los Angeles)

Sandre Swanson (Oakland)

Ed Hernandez (Baldwin Park)

Dave Jones (Sacramento)

Ira Ruskin (Redwood City)

Jared Huffman (San Rafael)

John Laird (Santa Cruz)

Loni Hancock (Berkeley)
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Coats
North America

Coats North America
3430 Toringdon Way
Suite 301
Charlotte, NC 28277

Telephone; 7041329-5800
Fax;
704/329-5827

May2,2008

US Consumer Products Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, Md 20814

Attn: Mr. Dale Ray,
Coats has reviewed the proposed CPSG 16CFR Part 1634 draft and found several areas where we would
like to suggest amendments to the document. I am attaching a copy of the draft with highlighted and
numbered sections showing where we feel changes should be made in order to produce more consistent,
relevant and dependable legislation.
We are asking that the flammability testing not be limited to only fabrics but extended to include seams as
well. As you might well imagine, we feel that an upholstery seam is more likely to be subject to flame risk
than would be plain fabric. There is also the precedent set forth in CFR 1633 mattress legislation which
does include seam flammability testing.
Please consider these suggested changes and let us know if you feel that some or alt of them could be
included in the next draft of the GFR.

"1)
(f) Upholst6ry cover fabric means the outermost layer of attached fabric or other material, such as
leather and sewing threads in seams, used to cover the seating area of the upholstered furnIture item.
2)
(s) Specimen means an individual piece of upholstery fabric, barrier material, and sewing threads
in seams, as define,j In paragraph (n) of this section, used in a mockup assembly for smoldering or open
flame ignition testing.
3)
(c) Summa!y of § 1634.4 through § 1634.5 tests. The test methods set forth in §§ 1634.4 through
1634,6 measure the flammability performance (resistance to smoldering or small open flame ignition) of
cover fabrics, fire tarrier materials, and sewing threads in seams through a series of tests using small
scale mockups representative of the typical construction of upholstered furniture.
4)
Vertical ana horizontal panels of a standard foam substrate are covered, using the upholstery
cover fabric to be tEsted. The standard cover fabric can be with or without stitched seams
5)
The mockup must not continue to smolder nor the sewn seams rupture at the end of the test or
transition to flaming at any time during the test, and the substrate must not exceed the mass loss limit.
6)
(c) Significance ana' use. This test method is deSigned to measure the resistance of an
upholstery cover fabric and any associated seams to a smoldering ignition source when the fabric and/or
seams is placed over a standard polyurethane foam substrate.

1)

(5) At 45 m:nutes, jf the mockup assembly is smoldering or jf stitched seams have ruptured,
recor::! a failure for the mockup and extinguish with appropriate means and proceed to paragraph (m) of
this section. See Subparts G and D of this part.

8}
(m) Passlf~il criteria. (1) The sample passes the requirements of this test procedure if the
following criteria are met:
(i) ok as written
Oi) ok as written
(iii) ok as written
(iv) No stitched seam has failed with rupture from melting or burning.
9)
Vertical and horizontal panels of the interior fire barrier material to be tested are placed between a
standard foam substrate and a standard cover fabric. The interior fire barrier material and standard cover
fabric can be with or without stitched seams

10)
(c) Significance and use. This test method is designed to measure the resistance of an interior
fire barrier material and any associated seams to a smoldering ignition source when the barrier and/or
seams is placed between a standard cover fabric and a standard foam substrate.
11)
(g) Standard cover fabric. (1) The standard cover fabric represents a smolder-prone fabric and
any associated sewn seams. Use the standard cover fabric specified in subpart C of this part.

12)

(5) At 45 minutes, if the mockup assembly is smoldering or if stitched seams have ruptured.
record a failure for the mockup and extinguish with appropriate means and proceed to paragraph (m) of
this section. See Subparts C and D of this part.
13)
(n) Pass/fa:1 criteria. (1) The sample passes the requirements of this test procedure if the following
criteria are met
(I) ok as wrtten
(ii) ok as w~itten
(iii) No stitcled seam has failed with rupture from melting or burning.

14)
The interior fire barrier material to be tested is placed between a standard cover fabric and a
standard foam substrate and assembled on a metal frame. The interior fire barrier material and standard
cove;- fabric can be with or without stitched seams
(c) Significance and use. This test method is designed to measure the resistance of an interior
fire barrier malerial and any associated seams to an open flame ignition source when the barrier and/or
seams is placed between a standard cover fabric and a standard foam substrate.

15)

16)

(iii) Terminate a test run if any of the following conditions occurs:
(A) The mockup self-extinguishes;
(B) The 45 minute test duration has elapsed;
(C) A stitched seam ruptures; or
(0) The mass of the mockup reaches more than 20% mass loss of the initial mass before
45 minutes have elapsed.

Sincerely.

Chris Smith
Director of Governnental Affairs. CNA
Coats North America
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Tuesday,
March 4, 2008

Part II

Consumer Product
Safety Commission
16 CFR P-'art 1634
Standard for the Flammability of
Residential Upholstered Furniture;
Proposed Rule

Federal Register I Vol. 73, No. 43/Tuesday, March 4, 2008/Proposed Rules
In accordaneo with tho National
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"),
the Exocnti ve Dirnctor of CPSC has
issued a Finding nfNo Significant
Impact ("FONS!") for tho proposed
uphnlstored furnituro flammability
standard. The FONSI is bu,;;ed on thB
staff's Environmental Assessmont and
concludos that thure will be no
significant impllGts on the quality of the
human environment as <l rHsult of the
proposed upholstHred fumilurc
flammahility standard. Tlu Commission
rnqup-sts COlllnlenlS on bot:) the
Envimtlillulltal Assessnlfmt and the
FONS!.!!3

I.. Executh'e Order 12988
According to Executivt! Drdcr 12988
(Fobruary S, 1996), agencies !Utlst state
tIl() preemptive effect, if any, of new
regulations. The premnptivc effect of
this proposed regulation is as stated in
sllctJon16 of tho FFA. 15 U.S.C. 120:I(a).
M. Effective Date
Tho Commission propOHlS that the
rule wouLd bncouw nffectiv(l ono voar
from publication of a final ruIn
the
federal Register and would apply to
upholstered fumi t1lft) man LJ factured on
or aflfJr Ihat date. The Commission
helieves that a one-Vear effuctive dute
should allow sllft1do1lt tim!: for
manufacturers to develop products for
nationwide markets that willmeellhe
proposed requirements. Tile
Commission roquests comments,
esper.iaHy from small busbesscs, on the
proposed effective date onj tJ)(l impact
it would hilVO.

in

N. Proposed Findings
1. Gener(ll, In ordor to iHllll 11
flammability standard uncer the FFA.
the Commission must make certain
findings and include these in tho
rogulation, 15 U.S.C 1 Hl:iLj}(2}. These
findings afO discussod in this seclion.
2. VoJuntmy Momlards. fn tho 19705
t1w Uphob;t\ll:;~d Furniture Action
Council (UFAC) dnvolopod a voluntary
industry program to asses~ the cigarette
ignition propensity of upholstornd
furniture. Thl! substancu ofthe UF'AC
tl!sls was them adopted in ':he ASTM E
1:1S:{ test method. CPSC staff nstimatos
thut approximlltnly ~IO% 0:' furniture
production conform!i to th'J UFAC
voluntary progrum/ASTM £-1:153
standards. However. while fire lossos
from cigaretle.ignited uphubiored
fnmiture Ems have heon doclining, a
IIlf'JH numher of deaths (26U annually)
'n Butl: ortlmsIl dOCllIuIlnts are "vailable from the
CommissIon's Office of the Scr.retilry (see
ADMESSfS s~lioll above) or (rmnltm COlllllli..... iol\·s
Web sile at: hltp:llwww.cpsc.gov!iibruryf{Qia!
j!,i"08Ibriefll,,ie{irtg.lJtu,l.
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und injuries (320 annually) ovnr the
action u!ttlrnativc arc unlikely to result
porind 2002-2004 lhat could be
in adnquHte reduction or elimination of
addressed by the proposod rule remain.
tho risk. Themforu, the Commissicl11
Morn()vor, CPSC laboratory testing has
finds that tho proposed upholstered
found that UFAC-conforming furniture
furnituro flamUJAbilitv standard is the
ullVortholoss ignito llnd burn when
least burdol1snme mq;tirernent that
{lXposed to smoldering ciganlltes. The
wnuld prevent or udoquatnly f{)duCl~ tho
Cnmmi,~si()n is unaware of allY other
risk of injury for whiGh titn mgulation is
lldoPIOd and implomol1tnd voluntary
boing prom ulgated.
shmdards that addrtlSS thn risk of fire
0, Conclusion
from uphol!itnrnd furniture ignitions.
AGGordlngly. the Commission finds that
For llw reasons stated in this
cOl1lpliancu with any adoptod and
pmamhll~, the Commission pruliminarily
implemontt)d voluntary upholstered
finds that u flammabIlity standard for
furniture fllu11lnability standard is not
up!lo!stHmd furnitur(l is needed to
likely to result in the 'elimination or
adequately protot!lho puhlic: against the
adequate reduction of tha risk uf injury
from such fires.
unmusonable risk of the oc(:urrem:o of
3. Relationship a/hollefits to costs.
firc leading to death. injury, und
Tho Commission estimates tho potential significant prnpfnty damage. Thu
discountod benefits of a voar's
Cmnmission also preliminarily finds
prod\lction of upholstored furnitufO
that the standard is rnasollabl",
complying with the st.mdard to nmgu
technologically practicable, ilnd
from about $41$1 millioll to $424 million appropriate. The Commission further
(bwmd OIl a 3 percnnt discount Tilte).
finds that the standard is limited to the
Cumplium:u (:osts range) from an
fabrics, rolatod materials and products
estimated $34 million tu $59 miUion
whiGh present such unmasonah!e risks.
annually, Thus, projected net bandits of
the proposed standard range from $363
List of Subjects in 16 eFR Part 1634
million to S:i85 million. On this basis,
ConslIlller prot(x:\iOI1, Flammahle
the Commission finds that the expt;ll:ted
llIatertals, Labllling, Upholslllflld
benefits from the regulation bear a
furnitllfl!, Uphlllstmnd furniture
reasonable rnlationship to its costs.
4. Loast burdensomereqllirtlmBllt. The matilriuls, Hlll:ords. Textiles, WarrAnties.
Commission considcrud proposing the
For the wasolls stiltlld in tho
following alternatives: tho staff's 2005
preamble, the Commission proposos to
draft standard, the staffs 2001 drtlft
amend THlo 16 of the Codo of Fedoral
small open flamo btandard, wvisod
Rngulations hy adding part 1 H:-\4 to rHad
requirements drafted hy California, a
as follows:
rulo based on tho industry's voluntary
program, and a "no action" alternative
PART 1634-STANDARD FOR THE
under which the status quo would
continuo to provail. Although the starrs FLAMMABILITY OF UPHOLSTERED
FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERED
2005 draft standard could result in
suhstantial not hennfils, it would iUl].lOse FURNITURE MATERIALS
signific.mtIy higher costs <lnd would
SUbpart A-General, Definitions,
nOCllssitato th{~ increased usn of FR
Performance Requirements
chemicals. While the staffs 2001 draft
small open flame standard would likoIy Sec.
De morn OffOl;ti vo in rnduc:ing small
1(;34.1 Purpose, scope and effeclive date.
open name fire losses, it would also
16:14.2 Ddinitions.
impnse greater costs and necessitate :m
')634.3 GellllraJ requlmmenls.
increase in FR chemicals (nearly 66
1630\.4 tJpholstory cnVl:r fabric smoldnring
percent of upholstery covers would
ignition r,,~~istanc:e Wsl.
likt~ly need to receive FR treatments to
Hl34.5 Interior fire bilrrier malerial
pass). A proposal basod on California's
smolderin~\ ignition resistilnce test.
Til 117 requiroments, whic:h contains
1634.6 Interior fire blmier t11alerilll opnn
provis ions for both fabrics and filling
flamn ignllion rasislllnc:e !<lsI.
materials. would likely have substantial
annual costs (aDout $:370 million) aud
Subpart B-Requirements Applicable
would result in significantly lower unt
to Manufaclurers, Labeling, Guaranties
bonefits (about $HlO million) than the
proposod stundurd. Thu fact that
1Cl34.7 RequimmenL~ applicable I<J
signifiGal1t Itwols of annual doaths and
uphl)L~lernd f()rniturl~ llulterinl
injurins romain dospito tho existem:o of
JnanUfilGh1Cors.
tho voluntary st:mdard and a high level
lI,34.H I.llbeling.
1634.9 R{lquinm)(lnt~ applicabltl to
of com pliance with it demonstrate that
guaranlies undcr Scction n of thn FIlA.
both tho alternatives of a rule based Oil
15 U.S.C. § 11!J7.
the voluntary standard and the no

,.an
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SUbpart C-Test Apparatus and
Materials for Smoldering ignition
Resistance Tests
Tosl mom.
Spocimen holder.
1634.12 Ignition source.
1634.13 Shunting IlllltOrillL
1634.14 S\luu!ard polyurethane (oam
substraln.
1634.15 StandMd colton vel vot cover fabric.
Hi34.10

1G34.11

1634.1(> Conditioning.

reupholstered on or after the off()(:tive
date of this standard is subject to Ihe
requirHments of Ihis parI.
(c) Effective date. ThtJ standunl shall
h(~XllUe off(lctive on [th(l effective date
of this standardl and shall apply to all
upholstamd fumiture, as defined in
1643.2(,1), manufacturnd or
reuplwlsltJwd on or aftnr that dale.
§ 1634.2 Definitions.

In additiolJ to the dnfillilions given in
section 2 nfthoFlamllHible Fabrics Act
as amended (15 U.S.C. 1191). tho
following definitions apply for purposes
1634.17 Tns! facility and eX113nsi system.
oflhis part 1634.
1634.18 (~lllti(lns.
(a) Upholstored furniture mtmns, for
purposes of this part 1634, an article of
Subpart E-Test Facility and Materials
seuting furnishlng intended for indoor
for Open Flame Ignition Resistance
use in u home or other residential
Tests
occupancy that: consists in whole or in
163'1.19 Tost mom.
part of resilient cushioning materials
11134.20 Butane gas flame ig:lition source.
(such as foam, hatting, or relatud
'11334.21 Metal tost frame.
materials) enclosed within a Govering
H134.22 Standard rayon cOV',JI' fabric.
consisting of fabric or related material s.
16:~4.Z:J
Open flamll ll'lsl~ fabric cnl-onl
such aslnathor; and is constructed with
dilllOllSioIlS.
contiguous upholstowd sout and back or
1634.24 Stanchltd polyurethar!U foam
arms(s).
substrate.
1634.25 COllditirmilll\.
(1) Hums included in tho s(;ope or
paragnlph (a) of this section include, hut
Subpart F-Reupholstering
arn not limited 10, products that are
intended or promoted for indoor
10:H.2fl R(1quirements applicable to
rosidential use for sitting or reclining
reupbolslorillg.
upon, such as: chairs, sofas, motion
Figures
furniture, sleep sofas, home office
furnituro customarily offered for sale
Figure 1 10 Part 1634-{.:igartr:to Ignition
Spodmnn H()I(I()I'-BII~n
through retailers or otherwise available
Figure 2 10 PlIrt 1 ()3'1-{~:jgarll:le T~lliti()n
fllr residentiaJ usn, und npholsterr.d
Specimen HoJder-MovabLl llorizontal
filrnituffi intflllded for use in
Support l'auol
dormitorins or other rnsidential
Fignro 3 to ParllfJ34-Moc:.kcp Assembly for
ncclIpanr:ios. This includes the
Upholsillry Cover hlbri<: SC:lOldering
UlHlttachlld c~lshions or plllows on such
Ignition RI'"<iSltUlCtJ Test
Figure <I til P"rIW:H........ Moc:kl;p J\ssomhly for items if thev are sold with the item of
upholstorucl fmnitllrn.
Inloriol Filll Barri"r Matorinl Smoldering
IgnHion Resislall(;(J Test
(2) Items excluded from the scope of
Figure 5 to Pari 1634-CuHh:1 TOOlplllllJ
paragraph (a) of this section consist of:
Dimonsions for Open Flamd Test
furniture, such as palio chairs, intended
Figultl 6 to Pnrt 1634-()pell F1am.e Metal
sololy for outdoor use; furniture without
Tesl Frnmo
Figure 7 to Part 1634-MockLJ) Assembly fnr contiguous upholstered seating and
Intllrior Fil'(! Barrior Matf'll'i<: Js Open Flalne backs and/or arm surfaces. snch as
otlomans; pillows or pads that are. not
Ignition RnsiswncH TflSt
sold with an article of furnituru;
Authority: 15 LJ.S.c. 1l\l3.
comme.rcial or industrial furniture not
offnrod for sule through rntailMS or not
Subpart A-General, Definitions,
othnrwiso availahln I'()r residential usc;
Performance Requirements
furniture intended or sold sold)' for use
§ 1634.1 Purpose, scope, and effective
in hotels and other shorHerm lodging
date.
and hospitality establishments; futons,
(a) Purpose. This part 15:14 establishes flip chairs, the mattross portions of
sleop sofa<;; and infant or juvnniln
flammability limits thut an upholstomd
products such as walkors, strollers, high
furniture subjoct 10 this put must meel
chairs, or pIllows.
before sale or introduction into
(b) Type I upholstewd furniture
commurl:fJ. The purpose of these
means upholstorcd furniture that is
n1quirmlllmts is to reduce deaths and
constructed with an upholstery CQvor
injuries assodatt!d with upholstered
furniture fifOs.
fabric or other material that covers the
(bj Scope. All uphoistnrad furniture as seating area and is curtHi(ld tn moot tho
dl1f1JIlH! in §1634.2(a) uumufadured or
perfnnnanm rcquiroments of § 11334.4.
Subpart o-Test Facility, Exhaust
System, and Cautions

(e) Type II upholsturud furniture
llItluns uphoJstered furnitLHo that is

constructed with an intorior fifO barrier
material that.:
(I) Is loc:alnd directly beneath the
extnrnal (xIVoring material:
(2) Completnly encases the filling
material used in thu S(lating ama ot'thtl
Hom of upholstered furniture; and
(3) Is certified to meet tho
perfornwlJco req~drumtJJlts of §§ 16:14.5

and '1634.6.
(d) Manulactumr means ,my entity
that produclls or reupholsters
upholstered fumituru or manufactures
upholsturod furniture materials subjoct
to this part 11):14. For pnrposus of this
part, an importtJr uf upholstofod
t'umituro is also fI manufat.:tufCf. See
subpart F of th is part for add itiomJi
information on reupholstering.
(e) Produced means, for thll purposns
of this part 1634, manufactured or
imported.
'tjrt!" !I'("l!'''
ill('
(Ii Fnlnh;ler'
. . . r" <.. -' •. -,- y ('(>VHf'
.,." ,<'.,/,
<
outul'1unsl !ayur of altadwd fabric or
other n'luterIn"t. $uch d~ leath(~r, "Used to
cover tho seating area ('}1' tht: uphoisten':~d
fnrni1ufU itnHL
(g) Cmviee iWluns the lowliolJ in the
mockup formed by the intersection of
the vertical and hori7.ontal surfaces of
the lest mockup.
(h) IIJlerior fire barrier meallS a fire
resistant material whit:h is interposed
hotwnen thn upholslnry cover fabric and
any interior fiJI ing material.
(i) Fire-resistunt material meaus u
materIa I ('.apable of redUcing the
likelihood of ignition or delaying fire
growLlt.
(j) Flame refal'danllTJeanS having a
chemiGal coating or trtlutment added
that impalts greater fire resistance.
(k) Ignition (for oven flame testing)
means continuous, self-sustaining
combustion. characterized by tilt!
proseuc:e of any visible flaming,
glowing, or smoldering, after removal of
the ignition source.
(I) Nlola! test [mnw means thn
tlpparatus consisting oftwo wt:tangular
metal frames used for assemblv of
snuling arna !!lockups in open fhulle
ignition resistance tests. See sllbpart I~
of this part.
(rn) Mockup assembly means tim
seating aroa mockup consisting of the
component material to be evaluated and
all roquired standard test OIuteria]s,
fully assembled in the uppropriate
specimen holder or metal tHst frame.
(n) Sample means a material to be
tHsted fur use in upholstered furnilllfO
subject to this part.
(0) Seating urea moans those portions
of au itew of upholst.ered furnilurtJ
which a pOlson may sit upon, or rest
against while sitting, including tha scat
~

~

~j,
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and tho inside of tho back md arms of
the item. The seating ama :nc:ludns such
surfaces of any loostl pillows or
cushions that are not uttachod to tho
item of 11 pholstmod furniture but are
sold with it.
(p) Self·extinguishment :lwans the
\Jnussisted termination of :my visible
combustion within a dnfinnd timn
pllriod ufto! ignition SOurCil removal and
before the spocimnll 1s completely
r.onsumcd.
(q) Shtmting material means cotton
sheeting fabriG used to C()\llr the
cigarette ignition source in smoldering
Ignition resistance lests. Sne subpart C
ofthis part.
(r) Smolder means combustion
characteri...nd by smoke PCldUl;tion.
\...·i~~(l~t visihle flame or gbwing:
\$) Specunen rrlHuns ~H1 ulchvtdUi:l1
pince Lif upholstery fabric dl' barrier
nlfJh~ridL ~lS

defined in paLJ){rnph f.n) of

H]iS spcHrPl U$1~tJ irl a PH){ ~iU:,} ',I}.;S~,Hpt)lv

i~); s;·;;t:i~l~;rin~·;).~> (;pnn '·f1.an;,o l'tf~;~i·U~')l~t .~
'lnsting.
(tl SnHdmen holder motus the two

woodl;n panels used for assUlllbly of
seating area mock ups in smoldering

the typical construction of upholstered
furniture.
ld) S'wndard cover fabric cuttiflg-(1)
SmoldHrillg test. TIIU vortit:al pan(ll
pieces shall be cut with the long
dimt}l1sion being in thu warp direction
and the top edgu is defined such lhut tho
pHo lays smooth when blUshnd from top
to bottolll. The horizontal panel pieces
shall be Gut with the [ong dimension
being in the warp direction and tlle lop
edge is defined such that the pile lays
smooth when brushed from top to
bottom.
(2) Open flame test. The open flome
test spndmens shall be cut with the long
dimension being in the warp dirnr.tion
(if applicable).
§ 1634.4 Upholstery cover fabric
smoldering ignition resistance test.
(u) Scope. This test method is
intnodod to mOJSllro thn dgamttn
ignHion resishulGC of upholstery Govor
fabrics used in upholstered fumiture.
This tost applies to all upholstery cover
fahrir.s to he used in Typo I upholl'iored

fllrniturn.

(b) Summary of test method. Ten
initiul test spednwns OJ"(! roquimd for
the uphnlstnry envoI' fabrics sample.
Vnrtic~J and ho.riztn1tal1)~H!(~I$of ~.t
sta,nd;:-1rd rnarn sub;)trat(~·are covered.
usIng the upholstt!ry COVOI' fubric to be
tested. The.;e prmels are Dlaced in the
spodmon holdors, and a 'lighted
cigarette is placed in tho CHJvico formod
by tho intersoction of vertical and
horizonlal panni:; of OOGh test assombly.
Each cigarette is covered with a piece of
shl:1eting fabric. The cigarettes are
allowed to hurn thoir ontirn lnngth. Test
uWi\surom()llts und observations ore
reGorded during and after the 45-minute
test duration. Tim mockup must not
cnntirHH: to Stllo1df~j' nt th~~ f~rHi of the
tust or tran~iHon 10 t1luuin2 at anv tin:n
§ 1634.3 General requirements.
dming tlw test. and the su'bstrate-'musl
nul. w,,,'l}cd Ihn nwss loss limit. if Ihe 10
(u) Upholstered furniture. Each item
initial spodmm.:; nwnl. the perfonnanco
of upholstorod furniture subject to this
pan shall comply with the pmformanco criteriu in paragraph (Ill) ofthis sectioll,
the cover fabric sample P<\SSt!S. If a
mquirOlllents of this part i'.pplicabln to
failuro is rocordcd in any of the 10
thn upholstumd furniturll mattlrials
initial specimens. the tost shall bo
requirnd for that "Type" cf upholstered
rcpeatod em an additional 20 specimens.
furniture! nnd all other applic:able
At leust 25 of the ::10 specimens tested
requirements of this part.
must meet the performance criteria of
(b) Guaranties. Each gmrallty issued
undor this part shalll>e in accordancf.l .. paragraph (m) of this section.
fc} Signi{iCU!1ru and use. Th~s lust
with thn applicable requiromullts of
Dl0thoCf ·'is 'designed to rnnasuro the
§ 1 f;:l4.9.
l'wi!;;iallCO flf an upholsterv cover fahric
te} ,S~HIF1Hn}' of § 1U34.4 tbruugh
§ lfi34vB test!L 'ThH tn~\t Hlethnd:; set forth to u srnolduring ignition s~~uf(:n \Nhen
ill §§·1II:t4.4lhrough 1(:i34J,mnnsum Ihe the fnbrit: is pl;)(;;;d oyor a standard
t1arnuldhVity rH~rf()rn~dnte (n~1iistal'ice to polyurethane foam substrate.
smoldering or sInall OjJUIl flame
(d) Test a}Jpa(QWs and mnterilJ/s. The
ignition) of cover fabrics Hnd fim bardnr test apparatus and materials used in this
I1ldwl'ials through a SHrillS of tests using
test are detailed in suhpart C of this
small :;ciJ!e mockups rnprusentalive of
part.

ignition rosistancc tests. S;)() subpart C
of this part.
(0) StQndard pOlyllrotlwllO foam
(SPUF) substrate means the standard
suhstrate used for the assulllb[y of
seating area mockups tn ovaluato
matt!rials IIsed in upholstered furniture
construetion. See subpart~ C <lIld E of
this part.
(v) Sllbstrate means the innermost
matorial ofthn tested soaling area
mockup, representing the filling
material used in upholstered furniture.
(w) Warp 01' machine directi01l of the
fubric means the dirE~ction of yarns I:hat
run hmgthwise, i.e., parallel to selvagE'.:.
in woven fabrics.
'..
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Ignition source. The ignition
is the standard cigarette specified
in suhplut C of this pUlt.
(I) ShClitiIlg material. Sheeting
maturial shall bo used to covor thn
standard test cigarettes. For testing, the
fahric shall hI) cut intn squares '127 x
127 nJm (5.0 X 5.0 in). Use the shneting
material spncifiod in subpart C of this
part.
{g) Standard polyurethulle foam
sllbstmte. Upholstery cover materials
shall be tested in a sptlcirnen holder
using shmdlird Polyut<ilhane foam
(SPUn substrate. Use the SPUF
substrate specifioclln suhpart C of lhis
Part.
(1) The SPlJF substratEl shall be Ctlt
into 203 x 203 x 76 mm {a.o x 8.0 x 3.0
in) pieces for vortical panels and 127 x
203 x 76 mill (s.o X 8.0 x :1.0 in) pincns
fur horizontal p'l1le!s.
(2) f..uch SPUF substrate pitl<;Q shull bo
hand (:rushed boforo use by wadding or
balling tip One time in the fist.
(3} On tho dutu shnot, rm:ord lh\)
initial mass of cad! hodY.unta! ,md
vortir.al spur substratu piece to the
nearest 0.1 grams.
(h) 8pcdnwl1 holdct. The spedmon
holder shall consist of two woodon
panels, each II nominal 20:1 x 2(J:l mm
(H.O x ll.O in) 'llld norninul19 nun (0.75
in) thicklwss. joined together at 0I1e
edge. A moveable horizontal panel
snpport shall he positioned 011 a
centrally located guide. St.'{;l subpart C
and Figures 1 and 2.
Tnst [adlity and cautions. The test
facility, exhaust sy~"tem, and cautions
are delailed in subpart l) of this part.
OJ. Conditiolling. All test spodmulls
and stand"lrd test materials (including
SPUF substrates, cigarettes, lind
shmlting material) sllalll>e conditioned
in accordance with subpart C ofthis
part.
(k) Test specimells-(1) Spt1l:il1Wll
requiremellts. (i) Frnm the uphnlstnry
covnr fabric samplu to be tested, initially
10 specimens shall be cut, comprised of
vertical panels, (l<!ch 203 x 432 mill (8.0
x 17.0 in), und horizoutal panels, each
20;\ x 2BO mm (!l.n x 11.0 in).
(ii) The vertical and horizontal pand
covel' rabric: piecus shall be cut with the
long dimension in the warp direction
llnd sudl that the majM areas of fabric
variation will lie in the cl'Ovice ofthu
lllor:kup aSIHlmbly.
.
(iii) TIl(! horizoutal panel cover fabric
pieces shall bo mounted warp to wnrp
with the vertical panel pinces such that
the major areas of fubric variation will
[ie in tho CruV1l:H of thn mockup
assembly.
(2) Specimell mou!lting. (i) For
vortical panols, place Ilw envor f(lhriG 011
the 20;l x 20a x 76 mm {B.O x B.O x 3.0
(e)

SOurCEl

m
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in) SPIIF substratc pinces, taking c:are
(ti) Remove cotton sheeting fabric and
(h) SummaI}' of test method. Ten
that any armis of fuhric variation
remains of upholstory fahric from the
initiallnst spocinwns IIrc reqUired for
mentioned in paragraph (k)(1) of this
substrate pieces,
tbe interior fire barrior sample. V,'rtb.tl
(7) Carefully remove the SPUF
und horizontul panels or till' inj()rinr fire
sc(;tion ure positioll{!d sue!! tlmt they
substrate pieces, dean all carbonaCtl0Us
billTior material to be Insled are nJaced
will form the Crl1Vinl of thu assembl<ld
bntwoen a standard foam sllbslr,;te Hnd
mockup. The warp or mac!linc direction char from panels with a brush.
(8) If the application of an
iI standard cover fahdc. The panols arc
of the f<ibric should nm front to back on
extinguishing agent wa~ not necessary
placnd in the specimull holders and a
tho mockup assembly. Attlch the covor
lighted Cigarette is placod in the crevice
fabric to the SPUr- substrlLt! pieces with or a ga~oous extinguishing agunt (o.g"
carbon dioxide or nitrogen) was applind formed bv the intcrseclinn of Ihe
straight pins uud pullthu cover fabric
v(lrtical alld horizontal panols in nuch
smooth sn that 110 air gaps Hxist between to the SPUF suhstrate, record the lmiSS
of tho un-charred portions of Ill() SPUF
l<lSt assembly. Each dgunltte is covnred
the fabric and SPUF substrate. Attach
substrate pieces 10 the llllurest 0.1 grams with u piece of shoeting fabric. The
the cotton slwutillg nmturi,llto til(!
dgaruues are allowed to buJ'll t1wir full
vmtical puonls with struig:lt pins Sll that withiu J 5 minntus and procced 10
parngruph (Ill) of lhis section.
length. Test measutllrmmts and
the shcnling mHlcrial will ::ovnr the
. (m) Pass/fbi! rrUnde. (1) "fhe "am pII;
observations are mcordnd during and
dgarettl~ when plar.cd ill the crevice,
pass!,s 1!H, l'u(juirnrmHHs of tbis w;;t
after the 45-milJule test dma1ion, Tho
approximatdy 50 rnm (2 i:l) from the
[lril(;ndu;,;! if j'IF! following Gritnrin are
substrate mU~1 not QXGcnd thn mass loss
top of the 20:~ mm (8.0 in) dinUlllslOn.
limit at tho ond of tbn tElst and the
OJ) For horizontol pands, place the
mel:
(iJ No mockup l:un!::HH;S In :;molder
mockup assembly must not tnlllsition to
cover fahrir. on the 127 x 2():~ x 76 mm
nfter the 45 rnirHltn!esl duration;
open flaming at anytinw during the tnsl.
(5.0 x Ito x :W in) SPUF substrutc
No mockup transitions 10 O[Hm
If t IIC unlla
. . , I 1O
'
I
pieces, hIking eme that any areas of
I
specmHlllS
mnclllt\
perfonnanclJ critllria in paragrilph (ll) of
fnhrh: variation menticmec ill paragraph fmmlng; and
[1ilj No SPUF substrate [Le., sum of
this snction, thn interior lim barrier
(k)(l) of tllis sOGtion are on tho edge
both horizontal and vurtieal pinCllS)1 of
d J
which will form the crevice of the
sample passes" If a failure is reem, He in
assemblud mockup. 'rho \·varp direction anv< mockup dssnmhlv• bas more than
any of the 1(J initial specimells. thn test
10% rn11% los,;.
shull bu ropeatod on an additional 20
of tho cover fubric shall I'lL1 front to
(2) [1' dw 'til initial spet:!rncns llluut the
hack on the mockup assmnbly. Attach
puformanCtl critoria of this paragraph
specimens. Tho performance criteria of
the cover fahric to tht1 SPLF substrate
(m), the covtJr fabric sUTnple passus, If a
pilragraph (n) of this sectioll must bo
pieces wilh struight pins ll:ld pull thc
failure is recorded in any of tho 10
met Dn at Jeust 25 of Hw :~() sped mons
fabl'k smooth so thut no air gal)S exist
initial spodmons, tho test shall be
te~t~d;..., '['i " ,_, . I _, '1'1.; . , H'r
bntwccn the fabric and fOWl substrato.
repeated Oll all additionalZO spucinums, ..."... .r./ .">J,,,.ll. ;c:r,:), t. (:nr, II',.. "'S :L>.
(iii) Place tho assemblod vertical and
At Inast 25 of tho 30 specimens tested
tr:ll~:j()~ ~';l~lslgr,\!ln,l~l.~F;::~Hn;t;1:1
horizon1al p<mels in the spl)dmcn
must tnllCt thu criteria ohMs paragraph. 11,S1St,:r'~\;Ji ,m wt,cr,.", f:". ~)~)frH.r
holder. Pross the horizontal panel
(Il) Test report. Thu test report shall
matnrml to a s!1101oe',:ng 11Sxmmn 5orm:u
against the vertical panel to creat~ a
whon tho harnt",:' ;' JHHCH(f bilIWH:ln a
indudl), at a minimum, the following
straight-line crevice at the intllrsection.
inforuliltion:
FlarHlar~1 COVIJr latmc and a ;;;;ulOdrd
Sen Figure 3.
(1) NlllllU and address of lest
foam substrate.
(I) Test procf!dum. (1) P]acn the
(d) Te8t apparatus and matorials. Thn
laboratory;
assembled IIlockups a suffcient
(2) Date of thE! t05t($);
test appmat\ls and muterials arc detailed
distance apart from each ether to ovoid
(3) Name of the operator conduc:ting
in suhpart C of this part.
heat lransfer bntwoen sam :)I(lS.
the tust;
(e) Ignition sOl/ree. Tbe ignition
sourco is the standard dgarcll.O specified
(2) Light cigarettes so th;11 no lllClre
(4) Completo description of the tost
spedm~ms;
in subpart C of this part.
than 4 mm (0.16 inch) is Limed away
(5) Applicable smoldering and mass
(f) Shcwting materia!. Sheeting
and pluce one cigarette on each mockup
material shall be llsod to cover lhe
crevice crcatod bv tho into fsoction of the and data for ouch SPUF substrate piece
vcrtic:a I and hori~()ntal pa.nels, sur.h that from lJ(u:h mOGkup induding:
standard test cigal·etlt~s. For tesl.fng, tlln
ruhric shall he cut intu squares 127 x
(i) Mockup smoldering at 45 minutes
the r.igal'eHfj contacts both surfa-eus and
127 1l11l1 (5.0 x 5.0 in). Use the sheeting
is equidistallt from dlt! skb edg(lS ofthH (Ycs/No);
(ii) Pre-test mass;
material spocifiod in subpart C ofthis
tost pano]:;.
(iii) Post-test mHSS; and
(a) Immediately aftllr pbcmnollt in tlw
[jv) The percent mass loss of the
part.
{g) Stundurd con:~r
crevice of each mockup, c!wcr cigarot\(~s
r1) Tlw
SPUF substl'"dtH of each mockup
with cottO;l sheeting illlCl ftln one finger
a~:)nmhlv.
:-:tundard >':0 \d H' fabric n'~prw..;{~,nLt d
over the shoot along Ihe !o.1gth of the
(f3) St'ltemcnt of ovtmdl pass/fail
f;,bri,. \"", th' '1:w;l"rd
r.nvered cigarette to ensurf< good COVtlr
rf.}$ults.
~:uvnr f~_d..!ri{:
!11 ";UbP~lrt C df
sl!eeting-to-dgaretllJ contll::t and l)(lgill
tbi~~ -part.
limnr. If a Inst is inadvertently
§ 1634.5 Interior fire barrier material
(:;i Fruin the stancard cover fabric.
smoldering ignition resistance test.
interrupted or ,,t cigarutto self.
ill itially 10 pieces shall be Cllt for
extingnishes 011 lighting, it shall be
vertical palluls each 203 x 432 min (8.0
(a) Scope. This tustll1nthod is
repeated from the beginning with U MW intendod to measure the cigarette
x 17.0 in) and illitially 10 pieces for
cigarette.
ignition resistanco of intorior fico harrior horizontal plllwls nac:h 203 x 280 nun
(8,0 x 11,0 in).
(4) Continuo testing for 45 minutes.
materials used ill upholstered furniture
to be llsud in Type 11 upholshlred
(h) Standanl polyurethaTle foam
(5) A~ 4~ minut?s ..if the lHockul.' .
assetnbrv lS srnolGerlo!..!, rt>cord d. Lulurn furniture. This lest method applies to
substmte. (1) Firo barrier materials shall
fur the rllOckup and ox'!'inguis!l \vith
fire-resistant rn,ltorials induding, hut
bu tested in a spucimon holder using
appropriate m(~ans dXle! prnc~~ed to
nut Jimitud to, all intorior fahrics or high standard polyurothano fO<tll1 (SPllF)
pantgr;;;ph (rn; of thb 3tCt~ lfL Sne
substrata. Use tho Sf>UF ~l!bsttat()
loft battings tu be q llil Ii ned as firc
Snhp;!rt:-; {: ,jEd n ufthls;' vt.
barrit!rs.
$ptJcifi~ld in subpart C nf this part.
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(2) The spur substrate .:hall bo cuI
straight pins und pull smooth so that no 0.1 gram ,md compure the measurement
into pieces 20:~ x :wa x 7£ mill (8,0 x
air gaps exist.
with tho previous orw,
!:l.0 x :1.0 in) for vertical pf,nels and 127
(iii) Place the assemhled vertical and
(v) Rupoat this procedure tlvery three
x :.w:ix 76 film (5,0 x 1'..0>- :l.O in) for
hori7.(lIltul p,!nl)ls in the spodmnn
huurs llntil the mass of the suhstrate
horizontal panels.
holdnrs. Press the hori7.lJlltal panel
pic:r.~s remains within a tolerllllct: of
(:l)Ear:h SPUF substrale piece shall be against the vertical panel to create a
(U;% from tho previous [(lading.
hand crushed buforu ust) I:y wadding or
straight·line crevico at the intersection.
(vi) Re-mlldition thl: SPtn~ piol',P.ii
h'llling up olle time in the fist.
Soe Figure 4.
according to puragraph (k) ofthis
(4) Record the initial llIHSS to the
section.
(m) Test pmcr.dure, (1) Plm:e tho
nearest 0.1 groms of each hori7.ontal und assembled mockups a sufficient
(vii) Rer.ord the IlIUSS of the un·
vertkal SPUF substrate pi'Jt:o in the data distanco apart from each other to avoid
charmd portions of the SPUF substratn
beat transfer between samples.
sheot,
pieces to thn nt~arost 0.1 grams.
(i) Specimen bolder. Th.~ specimen
(2) Light cigarettes so that no lIIore
(n} Puss/fail r:titvriu. (IJ Tho siHl1ple
holder shall consist of two wooden
than 4 mrn {O.16 inch) is burned away
pusses llw mqt.JinmlJ.'11[;5 of iLL> ('f51
panels, Clach 11 nominal 203 x 20:~ mill
and place 0110 cigarette on each mockuf' prnc:ndun: j th:
cri!.nr!;: arc
(B.O x 8.0 in) aud nominal 19 mm (0,75
' inler~l)ction Ofthli fTh;;:'
cTUvicn crnated b y trll!
in) 1.hl'c,:1r,nes,s,
,'OI'Clnd
t(l'!Hf1(',"L
at OI1~."
,,,~, C"n ii'
"
I ,.
r
~
...
t.
vorlica I DJIlI LllOl'izonta! panels, such th at
(1) :';0 "I <i ' Sui,S,;';;" n,O,,"-Hl~ 0,
",d
p'~11~1
,I! 'onZ"ll;'.Ii
'
. ' ,Hli: \\""lC:Ji
" oO"'
,.,..• nA ,ITI(',ve','lb'c,
•
, he')rt''',''In',a!
«
n
"
t Iw cigarette cOlltacts hot h su rfaces anII '"(l,ci
n
SUjl!)Ort is [)ositionnd
, edgtls of the
,
... on a c')ntrall\'
"
,In'''
in,;;n ;: ."'J,,""'''
is nquidistaul from the sine
!lo;~::;;l~.g\lide. See subparr C and FigurBs In:;t pands.
has wnm [knl '1 ,),. nuss )uss: and
i

, •

,

"

j,'}c/'/ity' (Ind .':Clllt.i()IIS. Tho tos't
(3) Immediately afte)' p!acmnunl in the
Uill<o nmckup
tFlri;;.itiuns
(J') ''''es'!
liT.
,...
'I'
I
k
~
tonpnnHa.rning.
facilit\!, exhaust s.vstum. ind cautiuns
cr~Vlce 0 uac J moe up, covor (;Igaretles
wl'th ('ot"',)ll -I'le'etl'ng and rlln OIle fl'lll1tll'
J
[:OJ If lhn Hi initial specImens moet tho
arc dlltailod in subpart D of this part.
., ~
.,
b
~r tll(' Shl)(.t
perfonnanco crit(.lria. of this rmra<o'ruI)h
l)V
(k) Comlitioning. All tost specimens
,,,",.,
", ,ot(lng til'e length. (lfth".
'ov d (.1
"ga r.e
elt to cosura goo d r.over
(n), the interior fi{()-barrier sitmplo
C,ew
and standard tost material:; (indudin<o'
ttc eon t ac t an d"llegul
passes. If II failure is rocorded in auy' of
t· t .
spur substrates, cig.arelte'i. and
s h !lOlllg-O'(:Igare
·
If
t' . d rt tl
lhn 10 initial specimens. the test shall
t lmer.
sllCloting. material) shall hI' GOndltiolled
a es IS ma veen y
. t
d'
tt
If I '
• 1
be mpcatod on all additional 20
in accmoance with subpa;t C of this
1lI orruptn or clgare e su eXLlfigUl.s les
part.
Oil lighting, it shall be ruptlatud from thll
spocimens. At lellst 25 of tho 30
.
( '1 )"1 (lSI SpeCJfll/:lt!
.
b~g'I'III'I'I"g
\,')'th
a' 110\\' r.l·g"r"tte
specimons tested must nwut thll
"',"
i
' , , '
• ,'- "
' •
(1) Test specl/llImsr
I'H111e tes t'lllg f or 4-;. mUll!
' tes,
I)el'formance critmiu of this para!!ra[lh
(4) ,.011
"
reqllimnwnts, From the illtorior firebarrier nlllter[ul sumo, In 1.0 be lested,
(;.}) t\l '\5 millllte,. jf tbe mockup
(n).
"~'
'!'
'I'
"I' I
(0) '['osl mllOrf. The test wport shall
a"i;enJD y tS smolu1!'mg. eX1H;guls I WIt 1
inHiaJlv 10 specimens shall be cut,
J
•
S
I
['
J
include,
at u minimum. the follOWing
Gomprisod of vertical 'lailEds each 203 x
npproprw!e llll~ani;, , ee su.lparts, an(
c
t
!
inlormation:
:i56 nun (8,0 x 14.0 in) (tIld hori7.outal
D or j lis part
(6) Removo cotton shoeting fabrk,
(1) Name and ~ddrHS5 of test
unels eaGh 203 x 229 mm (8,0 x B.O in).
P
,
f tIl
rh .
I
la boratory;
If the intorior fim-harrier waturi.Il is
femllillS 0 . s ane at< cover a ClC, am
(2) Dahl of tho test(s):
directional, the vertical I)Mwl I)iuces
interior fi1 1'0'I)arrinr malnrial from t he
(3) Namo of tho operator condm.:ting
shall be cut with tho long dimonsion
$11 b strate pane I$,
th
beiug in the warp direction. Tlw
(7) Carefully remove the SPUF
e(,4t)ost;
' 0 f t J\H test
C()mp IHte d nscri ptlOu
horizontal panol spedmeEs shall be cut subs tfa te t est panll Is un cl r. Ioan aII
specimens;
I'S' in the',
carbonaceous char from I)anels with il
l SPUF 511 Ilslrate
S UCII tllU! the stlort liiTll'lll"iOlI
'
(5) Mass d ata for naC,l
.
war!) diret:tion.
brush.
J'fOlll eaci I 1ll0CUp
ki
d
piece
inc
u 'mg:
(~) Spf;cinwn mOllnting, {i) For
(8) It' the mockup lUIS self
(i) Pm-test lUilSS;
V\!ltic:al panels. pluco the ;;O:l x 4:12 mm
(ij) Post.test mass; and
f1xtingllisbed by the end of the 45
(iii) The percent mass loss of the
(8.0 x '17.0 ill} standuro co flir lllbric OVf!r minute test, or if a gaseous
!he firo-barrie[ material OI: u 20:~ x 203
extinguishing agHllt (e.g. carbon dioxide SPUF substratlJ of each mockup
x 76 IlIllJ (B.O x 8.0x 3,0 iL) SPUF
or nitrogen) was applied to the mockup, assembly.
.
substrate pioco, Tho stund'ln.! c()ver
record tho muss of the un-clHlrrod
(ti) Sbitemcut of ovumll pass/fail
fabric: <lnd interior fiw-bardor slulll be
portions of the SPUF substrah" pieces to results.
ofienl(ld such that t.he top edges of th()se thu nearest 0.1 grams within 15 minutes
materials run from top ttl bottom. Attach lind proceod to § W:14,5(n).
§1634.6 Interior fire barrler material open
with straight pins and puI: smooth so
(9) If a mass·adding uxtinguishing
flame igni'lion resistance test.
that no alI gaps exist. Atta::h the GOtton
agent (e,g, , wator·hased agent) was
(a) Scope. This tllst procedure is
sheeting matmial to Ihe vertiGal panels
applied to the substrata, re-coudition
intondmllo mellsure the open flame
with slraight pins so that tne sheeting
tho SPUF substrate piecos as follows,
ignition msistance of interior fire·harrier
(i) Plac,' tho SPUF sllhstrnte pieces in
materials to b'l uSHd ill Type Jl
mUlerial will covor!hu dg,uetle when
placed in the ctCvice, app;-oximatuly 50
thnllclivo Dow of a laboratorv air hood
upholsternd furniture. This test applies
mill (2.0 i1:) from the top cf thn pan,,].
to dry fur at least 24 hours. "
to materials including. but notlillliled
(ij) For horizontal !Janel.;, place Ihe
(ii) Measure and wcord tho mass of
to, intmiu)' fabrics or high Inn hallings
the SPUF substruto piuces to the nearest to qualify them as firu..bun-iMs.
203 x 280 mm (8.0 x 11,0 m) standard
cover fabric over the intor:or firt~·harricr 0.1 grum.
{b) Summary of test met/lOd. Ten
on the 127 x 203 x 76 mm (5.0 x 8.0 x
(iii) PIUCH the spur substrate pieces
. initial test specimens are required for
:UI in) spur substrate pio~:(!s. The
in t!le active flow oftho laboratory air , the interior firc-barrier sumplr. Tim
standard l:tlVCr fabric and; nlerior firehood to dry for at Joust thwn additional:_""hltllrlOf fJre-bnrriur material to be tested
barrier shall btl ori<mtor! sLch that the
hours.
is placnd !;elW(mn a ';!UndHr(j COI't'!'
top oclges of thIJiie matoria:s run from
(iv) Measure and rer:ord the lIIilSS of
lllhric ilnd slundunl foarn substrate ,md
the spur substrate pineos to the nearest iv;~:cmblnd U"l oJ llJi'!."! lesl {nOlnn, An
thIJ c:revicu to the front. Atmeh with
'VI

t'
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(9) Starting at tho lowest part of the
conditioned in accordance with subpart
vertical section on ono side. dip both
E of this part.
tho firu-barrior sp()cimnll aud standard
(k) Tost spocinllms. (1) Tho interior
fire-harrier spAcimAn llAeded for each
Govor fabric: lo the frame. At the top
comer, make a diagoll(ll fold of thn fin:
test is 10Z0 x 700 ± 10 mrn (40 x 27.5
barrie; specImen separate from tho
± 0.4 in). From the intorior flte-barrim
standard cover fabric. Maku a similar
specimnn. cut triangular cut-outs
centored 575 mm (22.5 in) from lhe lOp
fold with the standard cover fahric and
securo all the folded lavers (both firn
edge on both sides. The size of these
cut-outs sh,lll be approximatdy 55 x 135 barrior and standard Olver fabric) to thll
fl'l1ll1c with metal clips to tlu: side of tlw
± 5 mm (2.1 x 5.25 ± 0.2 in) high. See
test frmne. R~:peat for thn other side.
subpart E of this part and Figure 5.
(2) If the interior firc-barrinr material
(10) When Ihe bar:k SeCtiOll is
is directional. the specimen shall be cut cOlllpluted, place lhe fnuno down so that
with lhe long dimension (1020 mm. 40
tho back of tho frame is on the table.
in) being in thn warp directioll and the
(11) Lift up the smallnr portion of the
top ndgn is defined as appropriate.
slandard cover fabric and 11 r()-barrior
(1) Mockup assvmbly. (1) Pos.itioll tho
specimen and lay tlW/I1 flal on tho hack
sPoat frame in tlH~ upright position.
panol.
Adjllst tho hori:wntal and vcrtit:al (seut
(12) Plac() the srnallur SPUF block
and buck) pannls by loosening the
with the 83 mm (3.25 ill) side flush
hnhvi}en d i,iLJnddrd CClV1Y"
dnd d
screw" holding the two panels in placo.
against tho S{lut section of thp. motal
5-itnndunJ fo~~rn suhstra'~e.
Pull the horizontal panel furward and
framo and pmss against the back panel.
(d) Test apparatus and LlUt(~l'i(JJs. The the vertical panel upwards c:rr:ating a
I.ooson tho sGl'{IW holding thll horizontal
lest apparatus and materials are detailed larger gap between the two panels at the panni and mnvp. lllll paneluIItil the
in subpart F. of tll is part.
crevice. Temporarily secure the two
pano! i,~ flush wHh l)H) smaller spur
lo) Ignition SOlJrr~. The ignition
panels in placo (expanded position).
foam block. TighllJn tho SGrt1WS so tIlllt
source is the nOllJinuJ 240 TIllll butanc
(2) Lay the interior fire-burrie!'
the horizonllll pauel is sucUr{).
gas f1amll descrihed in suhparl E of this
specimen flat und fuce up on the tubln.
(13) Pull the smaihrr soction of Ihn
part.
Lay the standard Gover fahric on top,
fire-harrier specimen and standard cover
(f) Standard cover fabric. (1) The
face up.
f.uhric ovor the spur- snut block und
standurd covor fabri(~ I1Jprcscnts a
(3) Fold tho two sides of the top
secure tlll~m to bottom front edge of the
moderately tlammable upholstery (:OV(:lr (larger) soetion of fabric and fire-barrier
metal frame tL~ing motal clips.
fabric. U::;e the stundard cnvm fubric
specimen (from the cutout upwards)
(14) He'position the assmnbly in the
specified in subpart E of this patt.
oyor tho fuce of tho standurd covnr
upright position.
(2) The standard cover bhric size
fabric.
(15) On one side, fold lho unsecured
rltlmied for oach tnst is 102Gx 700 J: '10
(4) Tbmad t!lEl folded standard covel'
front edge of the fire-barril~r specinuln
IIUlI (40 X 27.5 ± 0.4 in). FHJm the
fabric and fire-barrier specimen undor
back 'lgainst the SPUF block. Thnn,
standard CQVtlr fabril:. cut :riangular eut tho hori?ontlll rod lIlld p\111 them out
make a diagonal fold with the
outs Gtlntnrnd 575 mm (22.5 in) from Ihe from the back oftl1o metal test framo
u nsncllrod top edge of firn·harrior
top edge {)i\ both sides. Th';l si?c of those ijolillhe cutouts are lined lip with the
specimen flown on top of it. Repeat with
c:ul-outs shall be approxin:ately 55 x 1:i5 horiwntal rod.
tlw uMflC:ured ()dges of standard covnr
±5 mm (2.'l x 5.25 ±0.2 inlhigh. Sw
(5) Thread the folded standard Gover
fabric and eli p to thll buttmn of tlw
subpart E of this part and Figure 5.
fabric and fire-barrinr spucimnTl back
(g) SWndal'd polj'lueth(ue foom
over the rod and pull them out from the metal test frame. Repeat on the other
side.
subs/roie. (1) Interior fim-bnrrier
front of the fwmo.
(l{j) Ensure that the sland,!f(] cover
malorials shall be tested with a standard
(6) Linn lip and pull both lho top ilnd
fabric and fire-barrier specimens ate
polyurothano foam (SPUF: substrate.
bottom sections of the standard cover
smooth and uUrlD!' uniform ll:uslO\l III all
Use the SPUF suhstratu sp<.lcifieu in
fabric and Hal-barrier specimen so lilat
locutions to eliminato ,iiI' gaps hotw~lell
subpart E of this part.
the culouls are linnd up with tho lIlotal
the standard cover fabric. firt~·lmrrinr
(2J Two panels of the SFUF substl'attl
rod un buth sides and the standard
sp(lc:inwn, and tho spur blocks. Do not
shaH bn used. Tho vnrlical (back) block
cover fabric and fire-barrier specimen
allow il gap excoeding 3 mm [0.125
shall be 457 x 305 ± 5 mm (18.0 x 12.0
are laying Dal and free of folds and
inchJ along the s()l\tiback crevice. Sue
± 0.2 in) x 7fi ± 2 111111 (a.o :: 0.08 in)
wrinkles.
Figure 7.
thir:k. Tho horizontal (soutl block shall
(71 Place the larger SPUF block flush
(m) Test procedure. Have a mllans for
be 457 x a:> ± 5 mm (18.0 x :3.25 ± 0.2
against tho hack motal fralllt1 and rusting
in) x 7(; ± 2 mm (3.n j; 0.01.' in) thick.
on tim fire-harrier spodmou. Loosen the oxtinguishing the spocimeIl clos() at
(h) Me/o/lf!sl fmllw. Thl metal test
screws holding lhe vertical (back) panni hand. A hund·held carbon dioxide
extinguisher is adequate for most
frmnn shall r:ollsist uf two :ectangular
and lower the panel until the top of the
specimens; however. a watnr spray
llJ<ltal frames locked at rig!lt angles to
panel is flush with tIm lOp of the hlrgcr
~~ach other. A rod shull b{)~:ontinuo\ls
SPUF foam block. Tigl1lE:m Ihn screwS so syslmn should bu available as a back-lIjl,
ill (;aso the (~lrbon dioxide fails to
ucross thu buck of tl1() mllti:1 '[(1St framo,
that tho vmiical pan()] is socure.
completely extinguish lhe firo.
Soe subpart E uf this part znd Figure 6.
(8) Lift the larger portion of both lim
(i) Tf!st facility and cOrlllons. Thp. lest
(1) Protest. (i) Ta.re tho scale with the
lim-barrior specimen and standard cover
fadiity. (lxhausl system and cnutions are fabric: over the SPUF back block and
empty molal tost frame und clips (Jr, if
dotailed in subpart D of th.s part.
the sl:a1tl does not have tare capability,
:lUcuru thmn to tho top of tho buck
(j) C;oJl(fititming. All test spucimellS
record the mass of IlIlJtaltesl frame ilnd
sectlon ofthe metal frame using metal
and standard test miltoria];; shall ho
clips.
dips.

opon flame ignition sourl:l, is applied to
the erevic:e formlld by lho .' ntersuction of
the seat/hack surfacns or tLo mockup.
1\lSt Im~asurmnellts and o!:servations aro
wcorded during the 45-mbute test
duration. The mockup ass,!mbly must
not eXL"eed the TIIass loss limit. If tIm 10
initial spodmells meet the performance
criteria of pamgruph (n) of lhis soction,
the interior fire-barrier sample pa~ses. If
a failuro is rocordnd in any of tho 10
initial specimens. the ttlst shall be
repealnd OD an additional 20 specimens.
At loast 25 of tho 30 specimens tostod
must mellt thA performance critAria of
paragraph (n) of this secli(;n.
(C) SiJ1,n!{icuncu and use ThL'5 tust
;netholf'is "designed t-() rnC-bsurn the
rn~~istancn of nn intcrh"H' nnJ,·barrier
rnatt:du~ to nn oD·crt nan1c
:·HHnce tvhun ~lH'~ hurriEr' is
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(iil Assemble the mockup as
described in paragraph (I) of this
section.
(iii) R(~cord thn initial mass of tho
fabric/spociIIlonlStl bst rate assombly
direcl1y (if tared) or by suhtraction (if
not tared).
(iv) Cakulatfl and rocord lhe mass
corresponding to 20'Yo ma,;s loss of
initial mass ufthe mockup assembly.
(2) Lighting the ignite!' (.fawn. {i) Open
tho butane tank slOlo\'ly unllightlhe end
of tho burner lube, Adjust the gas flow
to tho uppropriatll rate to "chi eve a 240
mm fhHllH. SOil subpart E d this part.
(Ii) Allo'l' tlw flame to s:ubilizo for at
least 2 minutes.
(3) Startillg and perfonring th~ test.
(i) Plaee th lit burnor lubl! in the
crevico of tho mockup so that·tho (Ind
of tho igniter is at the cenHr of the
mOl:kup eqUidistant from ilithnr edge.
(ii) Apply the flame for 70 ± 1
seconds, then immediately remove
ignition sourco from tho IhoGkup.
Obsorvo the mo(:kup combustion
b(lhavior for 45 minutes.
~. ,(iiD ·.rnrrnind~o.u lnst fln, if any f,fHh:l
HHkpNlug r:undltlrrns {)C.J:U"S;
{/\) ·l·h(·~ H10cktlP solf-extil1,Qu1;;hnj;
(13) The 45min\Jln test duri,ilinn bas
l'hns,'d' n1'
. 'I(~:i;'l:r·'l': ''''',s. .(}'j'
1"""('j'"''''
. ,I,>. lllij,·hlp
_ ,_
,
mO!'" thon 20'J,{, mass joss nf 1110 initial
rni.L~;;'; befi'.-g'e 45 rninut(~s h.FVH eiansed.
(n) Puss/J;:tjj rritt;rlon. {'l} Thu sanlple
pusses if no mock\! p assombly has more
than 20% mass loss at the tlnd of the 45·
minute test.
(:0 Ifthtll0 initial specimens !ll(."Ct the
perfnnnilllcc crilurioll. the intnrior fire
barrier ~tlmple passes. If a failurtl is
fl!corded in any of tho 10 :nilial
spocimolls, tho test shall bo mpnat<~d 00
an addition'1120 spncimens. At least 25
of the 30 spucilllem tostnc must meet
tho pnrfonnallce criterion of this
paragraph.
(0) Tast report. Thu tnst wport sh;111
include. at a minilllllln, tb·) following
information:
(1) Name and addmss of thn /(lsl
laboratory;
(2) Dato of the 108t(S);
(3) Nuuw of opnrator cOJlduc.ting the
lost;
(4) Completo descri ptiOll of tlw tllst
\

>~

'<. .. -<~.(1."

~;;~

~··l"'~.

~",t.l

~~,j«~

spor:imells;
(5) Mass data for tho mockup
including:
(i) Initial mass;
(ii) Mass (;orl'Usponding to 20% mass
loss of initial mass;
(iii) Time to reach thn mass oqual to
20'% mass loss of the inithl mass;
Ov) Tho perr.ent mass loss of thn
mockup at 45 minutes.
(6) StHtmnont of overull pass/fail
results.
.

Subpart B-Requlrements Applicable
to Manufacturers, Labeling, Guaranties
§ 1634.7 Requirements applicable to
upholstered furniture manufacturers.

(a) GOlwml. Each munufacturnr
(including importers) of upholstered
furn ituro Stl bjcct to this part sha 11
ensure that each mUdo of upholstered
furnitum it manllfactllHls or imports for
introduction into commcrr.o mmplies
with nIl applicablo mqulrements of lhis
part.
(b) [..abd. Each article of upholstered
furnilurn sllbjtlct to this purt shull boar
a labQI conforming to tho roquirOlncnts
of § 1634.8.
(c) Certification. Tho certification
stiltollumt specifiod on tho labol
required by paragruph (ll) of this soclJon
con:.iitutus tho manufacturer's
cmtificatioll that the 8lticle of
upholstered furniture to which it is
affixod eomp1i(lS with all applicuble
r(l(!uirements of this part.
{d) Basis for r.()!'ti/ir.atioIl. The
manufacturer shall have an objoclivelv
reasonable basis for the cortification 
J'<.'iluired by paragraph (c) of this section.
Examples of an objectivoly f(Jusollable
basis for carti ficatioll am:
(1) Rocords of reasonable ,md
represeutative Illsts domonstrating
compliam:n with ull applicable
requirements of this parl for each cover
or barrior muterial mquirnd for the Type
uffurn iturn spncifi{!(J on the label
reqUired by § 1634.8; or
(2) Possession of guaranties mooting
the requirements of § 1634.9 for (ladt
covel' or barrier muteriall'eqllircd for the
Type of furniture fipecil'ied on the Iubel
wquimd by § 16:14.H (lnd maintaining
lhat the lllanufac.iurer has nol, by further
procossing, nogatiYely all'ected tho fire
performmH:e of any such cover or barrier
materiaL
(H) Hecare/s. (1) Every upholstcmd
furniture manufac:turer (induding
importllfs) subj(l(:t hl this parl shall
maIntain ['(~cords of the test results and
dctails of each tost pnrforrnec by or for
that manufacturer (including failures)
intended to 8l! pport certification in
uccordancu with paragraph (c) of this
sec!icJ!l. Details shall iuclude all the
information mquirod in tho Test Report
in accordance with §§ 'i634.4(nJ,
16:14:.5(0) and 1634.6[0).
(2) Records mquired by this paragraph
(0) shall be in English and kept at a
location in the United Slaws.
(;{) Records roquimd by this paragraph
(0) shall bo maintained by the
manufacturer during production of the
upholstered furnit um and for a p()riod of
at Inast three (3) yeurs a!'tor production
of th~! artido of upholst(m~d furniture
(;e;lSOS. These records shall be made
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availablo to C.ommission stuff upon
rnquest.
(f) Cessation of pmductioll. If the
lIlunufuc;turur becomes aware of any
information that Indicates that any
article of upholstered furniture
manufactured bv thut manufacturer fails
to Gomply with this part, the
manufacturer shall ceaSfJ production
and di$tribution of slIch upholstered
furniture until corrective action llas
been taken to ollsure that further
productiQn will conform to ill I
applicabhl rnquirnmtmts of this part.
(g) Notification to uphoLstered
fllrnitlJ1'8 maU!riaI suppliers. An

upholstored furnihlw m.mufactllrnr who
hecomes awarll of information
indicating that any cover or barrier
material used. or intcmdnd to bn used. in
upholstewd furni(ufl) produced by it
fails 1<) mellt any applicable requirement
of this part shall promptly inform the
supplier of that matfltial of the
deficiellcy. (Upholstered furniture
lllanufaGturers arn also reminded of the
reporting J'()quirom(lIlL~ of § 15 of tile
COllsumnr Produ(:t Safl~ty Act, 15 U.S.C.
20(,4, and implementing' regulations at
16 eFR part 1115.)
§ 1634.8 Labeling.

(a) Ea..h artide of upholstered
furniture subject to this part shull bear
a permanent, conspicuous, and logible
label wntaining:
(1) Nanl<! of thn manufacturer (and
importl1r, if any);
(2) Location of the mUllufw:tuwr (und
im portm. if any). inr:!lJ(!ing stl'll€t
address, city and state;
(:l) Month and year of manufacture;
(4) Modcl identification;
(5) Typll identificatioll (1.0., "Type 1"
or "Typo If"); and
(6) Thll statement "Tho manufacturer
herehv l:ortifins thallhis article of
upll()t:~tl)f(ld fnrniture Gomplies with all
applicable rcquinnuonts of Hi CFl{ part
16;-14".

(b) Tho information required by
paragraph (a) of this section shall bo set
forth separatoly from any othor
information appearing on the label.
Other information. ropresentations, or
disclosures, appearing on labels
requ ired by this section or elsewhero on
the itllln. shall not inttlrfere wilh,
minimize. detract from. or conflict 'with,
the wquirnd information.
(e) No purson shall remOVtlor
mutilate, or cause or participaln in lhll
remuval or mutilation uf, any lubd
requirod by this suction to bn affixnd to
any artidn nfupholstorod furniture.
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§ 1634.9 Requirements appUcable to

§1834.13 Sheeting material.

guaranties under section 8 "f the FFA, 15

(a) The specifications of the slwetillg
material aTl) as follows:
(1) P'ibnr GOntent: 100% cotton
(2) Color: White
(3) Construction: Plain WMVU, 19-:n
threads per square centimeter (120-210
threads per square inch)
(4) Wcight/sqm!ro yard: 125 ± 28 ghn 2

U.S.C.llS7.
(a) Gerwral. EilhOl' the manuf'lctllrer
of a finished article of upbolstered
furnitum subje(;t to this phrt or the
manufacturer of any cover or barrier
material subjcct to this pmt may issue
o guaranty in acr.ol'danf:f) 'vHb this
SIH:tioll. The guaranty shun specify thn
classifir.ation(s) (Typ(~ I or H) of
IIpholsterod furniture for \,·hkh the
guaranty is intendnd to be valid.
(b) Tests to support gUI1;unties.
Section 8 of tho F'laIl1tnablu Fabrics Act,
15 U.S.C. 1197, requJms that a guaranty
tllereunder ultimately be supportod by
reasonable and represeuta'ive tests.
Reasonable and representative tusts for
purposes of this part shall be tests
pnrformed sufficiently to demonstmte
that the tusted item conforms with each
applicable rcquirmmmt of this part.

(:1.7 ± 0.1'1 oz/y(J21.

(1) Density: ·1.8Ibif(1
(2) Indentatiun Load L)oflp.cti(lIl (lLD):
2:; 10 30

(3) Air purmeabiilty: Grouter than 4.0
ftHmin
(4) No Dame-retardant r.hllluical
treatmont as dntermillcd by post·
production Ghemical analysis.
§ 1634.15 Standard cover fabric (cotton
velvet} smoldering qualification for barrier

(b) Ttll) sheoting shall be refurbished
test.
berow lise with the following
(<1) 1'Iawmability propelties. The
laundering procedurtJ. Th(1 sheeting
~1andard cover fabric used in
material shall be washed llnd dried one
smoldoring tests f01' interior fif(! barriers
time in r:ccordance with suctions 8.2.2
in accordaI\{;e with § 1634.5, shall lUeet
and H.:L~i of American Associalion of
the folloWing ruquJruments: when tested
Textile Chemists and ('.olorists (AATCC)
dirocUy over a qualified SPlJF foam
Test MnthcKl 124-2001 "Appearance of
substrate following the procedure in
F'llbrics after Rupeatcd Home
§ 1634.4, tbe substrate mass loss average
Laundering." Washing shall bH
of 10 tnst results shall be 50 ± 5%.
.
pllrformod in accordancp. with sections
(b1 Tho standard covel' fabric shaH
8.2.2 and 8.2,:3 of AATCC Tesl Method
als() have weight/square yard: 10 Clz/vd 2 .
124-2001 using wm;h temperature (V)
(c) A 100'};, colton, velvet pile fabric
60 ± 3 "C: (140 ± 5 OF) specified in Table
of beige color, with no hackcoatillg and
SUbpart C-Apparatus and Materials
11 of that method, and the watm level,
tnwtnd with certain finishing d:emiculs
tor Smoldering Ignition Resistance
agitator speed. washing timr., spin speed involving a rosin catalyst that contains
Tests
and final spin cydn spncificd in
small amounts of molamiew, generally
"Normal/Cotton Sturdy" in Table HI of
§1634.10 Testroom.
dOlllOnstrdtes th~J desimd flmnmabilitv
the method. i\ maximulll wash load
(a) The test room shall Lave an
pllrfonmIlH..-u characteristics spodfiel
shnllim 8 pounds. Drying shall bo
appropriatH fire protoctior. suppmssion
§1634.16 Conditiontng.
performed in accordance with seetiun
SystllUl. A suitable extingdshl!lellt
(a) All togt specimens and standard
system such as a water boale fittlld with 8.3.1(A) ofthat test mfJthod, Tumhlo
Dry. using thn {}xhaust temperature (66~ test materials (including
a spray Ilozzill shall b(~ prcvided to
± 5 "C; 150~ ± 10 ~F) and cool do"vn time substrates, dgard\(ls, and sheeting
nxtingllisl: any ignited portions oftil()
of 10 mi.nutes spedtled in the "Durable
material) shall be conditioned at ,I
mockup assembly. Dry ch'mJical
tc:mpomture of 21" ± :1 QC (70" ± 5 OF)
extinguishing agmlts shull not bt) used to Press" conditions of Table IV of Ihe
method.
and hetwecn !:iO% i1l1d {j6% relative
extinguish or suppross sIlnldnring
humidity fUI' <It least 24 hours prior to
combustion since tho cheLlicals add
§ 1834.14 Standard polyurethane foam
testing.
lIlass thcw[of\J incnmsing :ho post·test
substrate.
(b) If conditions in the tnst room dn
m<Jss of th\! mockup remains. In
(a) The SPUF substrate is used for
not met!t these spocifh:ations, then
<Idditlon, straight pins, staples, a razor,.
assembly of the IlIOCkliPS for ovaluation Wsting must he initiatfld 'within 10
knife or scissors, a scale. cud a brush
of upholstery covor fabric and interior
minutes aftllr the spocimens are
and/or tongs may be needed to perfonn
fire barriers and to qualify standard
rpmoved from tho conditioning room.
the tests.
cover fabrics.
(b) If (:onditions in tho tist room do
(b) 1'1ammabilily performance, (1)
Subpart 0-Test facility, exhaust
not mm.Jt the conditioning
Openflallle pcrfonnanctJ. The SPUF
system, and hazards
spccifieatinns, then ll)sling must be
shall btl tested in ace:ordanr.e witJI the
initiatl-ld within 10 minutes after the
§ 1634.17 Test facility and exhaust system.
test pmcedurns specified in § '16:14.{j,
specimens arn removed fnrn the
Tho TOwn in whil:h tests undm this
hut without the lise of the stundard
r.onditioning roOlll.
parI nre conduc\(id shall have il volumn
Gover fabric and using a 5-second
impingement of the 35 mm butllTie f'lul1\n greater than 20 m 3 in order to contain
§ 1634.11 Specimen holder.
.~lIffici~Hlt oxygen for testi ng, or if
sp'lcil'ind in § 1[i:l4.20(d). In three
The specimen holder Sblll consist 0:'
smaller. tlw .room shaH have a
consecutive trials, using SPUF from tho
two wooden panels, each ~!ominul 203
prodm:tJonlot to be qualii1ed, the SPUF ventilation systom permitting tho
x 203 rnm (8.0 x 8.0 in) and !lOll1il1tlll!l
necessary flow of air. During the pretest
substrate shaH have 3 IIIass loss that is
mm (0.75 in) thickness, jo:ned together
and testing period, airnow rates shall bn
groatlJr than 20 pnrGnnt in lw;s than 120
at one edge. A rnoveable horizontal
maintnined below O:J mIs, mc:asured in
seconds after removal of the ignition
panel support is positioned on a
the locality of the mockup assemhly to
source.
cnntl'aUy located guide. SEe Figures 1
prOVide adequate !Iii movement witheml
(2) Smolclvriug performance. The
and 2.
spur shall 1m tested in accordance with disturbing the burning buhavior, Room
§ 1634.12 Ignition source.
vlllltilatioll rates bdmo und during tests
11111 test proceduros spct:lfied ill
shall be maintainer! at abollt 200 ft: l /
Tho ignition sourco for ,Ill smoldering § "16:14.4. but without thl} use of a cover
min. Airflow mlns in this rangu IIHvo
tnsts shall be cigamttes without filtur
fabric. lu thnJe cOllsecutiw trials. using
henn shown to provir!e adequate OXygl:n
SPUF from tlw production 101 to he
tips madn from 1l1llumI toLaGr.o, 1'15 ± 2
without physically distllrhing th(~
mm (:~.3 ;i; 0.1 in) long and with a
<llmlifind the SPUF substmtc shull have
burning behavior of the ignition source
packing donsity of 0,27 ± 0.02 gJi.:m:{
Illass loss less than 1%.
or the mocknp assembly. In addition,
(c:) The SPUF substrate shall havc Ihn
(0:16 ± 0.01 ovin") and II 'Dtal wuight
the ventilation system of the test facility
following specifications:
of 1.1 ± 0.1 g (0.039 ± 0.004 Oz).
OIlCO

spur

n
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flmSOllS.

(e) Flame hoight is Inudsurod ffOm the
center eud of the burner tube whnn hnld
horizont<lllv <Illd the f111mn is allowed to
hurn fr(~e1y'in air.

§1634.18 Hazards.
(a) Health and sar(:tv ris;"s associated

§1634.21 Metal test trame.
(a) The metal tust framo shull ClmS!st

with conducting the rcqui:'Od testing in
accordance with this partlf):l4 exist. It
is essential that suitabltl precautions he
taktm, which includu t1w Lse of
breathing apparatus and IFotective
dnthing. Products of cou:bustion am be
irritating and dungnmus te test
personnel. Test persollnel shou ld avoid
(lXpOSUnl to smoke and gasns pror!ncnd
during testing.
(b) A stlitabln means offire
tlxtinguishnwnt shall be at hand. When
the tt!fluillation point of tr.n tnst has
been reached <lnd the tim :s
extinguished, tlw pfllsHncl: of a back-up
fim tlxtinguisber is rllcomcumded. 11 is
ofton diftkult to detnrmilu when
combustion in a mockup tssembly has
cHased, evun after an cxtir:guishmcnt
action is taken, dUll to hurning deep
inside tho spedmnns. (',an, should he
laklm tha.t specirl\(?t\s af() dsposed of
only whml completely inm1.

of two rectangular stllel frames lodcd at
right anglos to ouch othor [&~l Figure 6).
(h) The frames shall be madl! of
nominal 25 mm x 25 111111 [1 x 1 inch}
sted Bngle 3 lIllll (0:125 im:hl thick. und
shall securely hold platforms of stoe!
mush set fi :t 1 mm (0.25 ± 0.05 inch)
below the hUllt faG(~ of each tnsl frame.
(e) An optional standurd edging
snction around the steel mesh wi II
provide protodiofl and groater rigidity.
The rod shall be continuous acmss the
back of the app<lwtus.

shall bn capablu of l)xtructng smoke and
toxic combustion products generated
during tusting for Iwullh <LId safuty

Subpart E-Test Facility and Material$
for Open Flame Ignition Resistance
Tests
§1634.19 Test

room.

The test mom shall be tiffin protected
and uquipped with a suitabln ventilation
system for exhausting smoke and any
toxic gases gonerated during testing.
§ 1634.20 Butane gas flame ignition
source,

[a) Tllll butane gas flunK ignition
source shall be ill uccOrdUllCll with the
following spucifications 03.' oquivaknt:
(1) Th(1 burner turn! shall Gonsisl of U
stainless steel tube, 8.0 ± C.l mm (5/16
± 0.004 im;h) outside dialr.etcr, 1i.5 :i: 0.1
mm (0.25(; ± 0.004 inchl Lttl!rnal
dimneter.
(2) The butane shall be ··C.P. Grade"
(chemically pure) butane, 99.0% purity.
(b) Ther':) shall bu a mealS to control
tho flow rate of hu lann.
(c) In the open llame test of section
1634.0 (l nominal 240 mm flamo butanu
is roquirod. Tho nominal 240 mm
butane flame is obtained by est<lblJshing
a flow ratc of hutaIll! gas that is 350 ±
10 mlfmln at 25 "C (77 "F) und 101.3
kPa (14.7 Ds1).
(d) In st:mdard Olntnl'iaJ qualiOGatioIl
tests for SPUF and Rayon, a nominal 35
mm butafliJ is fllquired. 'ne nominal :15
flUll butane flame is ohtained hy
establishing « flow rate of butai'w gas
thaI is 45:~ 2 m!fmin at 2:· 0(; (77 "F)
and '101.3 kPa (14.7 psi).

§ 1634.22 Standard cover fabric (rayon)
open flame qualification for barrier test.

(a) The slandard cover fabric lls£ld in
open flaml~ tllsL~ for interior fire barriers
shnH be tllsted in accordance with the
test procedures spl}cHied in § 1634.6
lIsing a 20 second application of the ;~5
mill butane gas flame specifil~d ill
§ 1634.20. In fivu consecutivtltrials, the
assembly UlUSS luss must bo gmater than
40% at 5 minutos whon tested with a

qualifiod SPUF.
(b) The standard rayon cover fabric

shall alse}:
(1) Be 100% bright mgular rayon,
scouwd, 20/2 ring spun baskn! W(!Hve
construction; and
(2) Have weight/squuw yard: 8.0 ±. 0.5
orJyd 2 •
§ 1634.23 Open flame tests fabric cut-out
dimensions.
Thf) fahric cul·Oul dimHllsions 1It.'eded
for instailing ill the mockup assembly to

conduf:l upon
Figure 5.

name tests are shown in

§ 1634.24 Standard polyurethane foam

substrate.
(a) The SPUF substrate used fOI"
assembly ofll1ockups shall moellhe
following l1arnmability performance
mqui rf!men ts.
0) The ::-iPUF shall be tested in
accordance with the open flame test
proc:edures spocified in § 1634.H, bUI
without the use of lho stnndal"d Cllvor
fabric and using a 5-secolld
impingomollt of the 35 nun butane flame
specified in § 1634.20[d). fn three
COllsecutive trials, lIsing SPUF from the
production lot to be quulifiod. the SPUF
substrate shall hal'[) a mass loss that is
groater than 20 porcent in loss than 120
sl~conds after mmovaJ of the ignition
sourc().
(2) Tho SPUF shall be tested in
accordance with Ibe smoldering test
procedures spllc:ifind in § 1634.4. but
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without the usn of a cover fahric. In
three consecutive trials, using SPUF
from the production lot to be lJualifind
tho SPUF substrate shall huvc a mass
loss less than 1%.
(b) The SPUF substrate shall have the
following specifications:
(1) Dflnsity: l.ulbifP
(2) Indnntation Load Dellection OLD):
25 to 30
(3) Air permeability: Gmater than 4.0
ft3frnin
(4) No name-relardant chomic<)l
tftlatllwnl as delurmllwd by post
production chemical analysis.
§ 1634.25 Conditioning.
(a) All test specimens and standard

tl1St materials shall be conditionfld at a
temperatum of 21 0 ±:{ "C (70" 15 "f.')
and betwccn Stl% and 66% rt!lHtivl1
humidity for at least 24 honrs prior 10
tnsting.
(b) If conditions in the test room do
not meet the conditioning
specifications. then testing must be
initiatlJd within 10 minutes ufter tho
specimens are reruoved from tho
l:onditJoning room.

Subpart F-Reupholstering
§ 1634.26 Requirements applicable to
reupholstering.

(,l) Section :~ of the F1anunuLle Fabrics

Act (15 U.S.CO "1 Hl2) prohibits, among
other things, tho "manufacture for solo"
of any product which f<lils to conform
to an applicahln standard issuHt! undm

thoFFA.
(lJ) Reupholstering upholstorod
furniture for sale is lIWnll factoring
npholstemd furnituH! for saIl! and.
therefore, is subject to the FFA and all
applicable requirements of this part.
(e) Roupholstering is any replacing of
llpholstowd furniture malHri;)1 th,lt is
subjol:t to any applicalJlu pt:rformance
requirement<; of §§ 1634.4 throngh
1634.6.
(d) If thn persoll who roupholslt1rs tho
upholstel'ud furniture intends to retain
the reupholstered furniture for his or
hm own lise. or if u customer hinl:> thl!
services of t11ll roupholslerer and
intends to takl1 back the fCuphoisterud
furniture for his or her own use,
"mallufacture for saht" hus not OGCllrrod
and such au article of ftlupho!slHrQd
FurnitllrH is nol suhject to this part.
(n) If an artid(l of nmpho!stcrcd
Furniture is sold or intended for sale,
either hy the roupholstnrcr or tlw OvVUHf
of the upholstered furnit\trfl who hims
the services of tho reupholsterer. sllch a
transaction is cOllsidnmd to Iln
"mullufm;tllrc for sui\)" and the article Qf
upholstered furnitllre is subject to all
applicable requirlnuHnls of lhb part.
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Dntlld: Feuruary 14. 2008.
Alberta E. Mills.
Acting Secretory. COllswller Fmduc1 Safety
Commissioll.
Note: Thl! following appendix will not
appear in the {;odo

List of Relennt
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Fodera: Regulations.

IRK:ument.~

Briefing memorandum flOIn Dale R. Ray.
Project M.1nllgcr. LJirec:torale :or EC(JIIomit;
Amllysis. to th'l Commission. "Regulatory
Alwruativcs for Upholstered ;:urniture
1.

Fhlllllllilbility," NOVHIll!)Or 20.2007.

2. Memorandum from Rohit Khanna &. S.
Mehta. Diroctamte far BngiucNing Sciences,
to Dale R. Ray. 1'rojo<:1 MllIulgnr, Directorate
for ~;conomk IInalvsis, "Tec:l1iG:ll Rationale
Report for the Draft Standard for IlH!
Flammability nf Uplwlslered Furnilurn."
Nov"m\)(lr Z007.
:l. Memonmdum from D. Miller.
Directomte fm Epidmuiology to Dille R. Ray,

l'rojOGl Munagnr. Dirnctorale for Economic
Analysis. "Analy,is of Laboratory Data for
Upholsterod Furniture," NO\'eml!er 16. 2007,
4. Memorandum from Robert Franklin. EG.
to Dale R. Ray. ProillGt Manager. Diroctomte
for Economic Analysis, Environmental
Assn$smmll (If a Draft Proposed Flammability
Standard for Residential Upholstllrod
Furniture," NovllUlher 2(lOi.
5.

Memorandum from Charlos L. Smith.

Directorate fnr &,:onomk Anuiysis. to Dllin R.
Rny. ProjclCt Manager, "I'mliminllry
Regulatory Amllysis of a Draft Proposed
FhllmnllbiJity RuIe to Address Ignitions of
Uphcllstered Fumiture." D')(~mher 2007.

6. Memorand'JID from Charlos L. Smith.
Dircdol1llo for Economic Analvsis, to Dl\lo R.

Ray. Projcct M1l71llgor. Uinll:tor;\tcl for
Bco:1Omic Analysis, "l'mposml l{ulmwtking
cm Uphol.stored Furniturll Flllllunabilily,
Initial J{ogulalOry Flnxihility AJ1aly~is,"
1){ll;nmher 2007.
7. MO[llor:mdulTI fmlll Martha A. Kosh,
Of/lee of the S()(:mtaty, 10 Di.rectoraie for

Economic Analysis. "Ignilion of I rpholsttlred
Pnrnitum by Small OPOll Flames <md/or
Smoldering Cigaretl.es," LiSl of Comments Oil
CF 04-2. Ducumbm 29. 2003, redsmJ October
Hl.2004.
B. Memm'"lUlclum from A. Bernatz. L.
Fansler & L. S(Xllt. lrJ Daln It Rav. Project
Manager. Direuomtn for Er.on01ilic Analysis.
"Test Progfllll1 for lipbolstery Fabrics und
FiC« Barriers." NovemboI 11.2007.
9. Momorandum rwmI'. SUll1Jllc~. Exec.utive
DirllCtor, to the Commission. "Fimling or No
Signifir.ant Impm:t from Implumentalin!\ of
the Propo.~ed Flammability Standard for
Residential Uphot~h1rlld Furniture:'
NO'\lombcr 19, 2007.
10. Memor.llldum .from W. Zamula.
Diroc!oratc for Er,Ouomic Analysis. l() Dille R

Ray. Projoct Manager. Directorate ftlr
Economic: Analysis. "Costs for NO!l·Falill,
Addmssahle Resiutllltial Civilian InjlIlies
Assodalod with UphO[sI(H'Oc! Fnmitum
Fims." Septmllhel' 0. 2007.
8lLUNG CODe 63S5-01-P

Figure 1 - Cigarette Ignition Specimen Holder - Base
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2 - Cigarette Ignition Specimen Holder - Movable
Horizontal Support Panel
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Figure 3 - Mockup Assembly for Upholstery Cover Fabric
Smoldering Ignition Resistance Test
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Cut -Ou.t Template Dimensions for Oper: Flame Test
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Stevenson. Todd
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Chris.Smith@coats.com
Friday, May 02, 2008 1:54 PM
CPSC-OS; Ray, Dale
Shantanu.Banerjee@COATS.COM; Bill.Stuckey@coats.com
Coats North America / CFR Part 1634 Comments

Attachments:

16 CFR Part 1634 Proposed Rule Uph Fum-Marked with Revision Suggestions by Coats
NA.pdf

16 CFR Part 1634
Proposed Rule...

Dale,
It was a pleasure to speak to you today about the possibility of draft revisions.
see the attached file with Coats comments.

Please

(See attached file: 16 CFR Part 1634 Proposed Rule Uph Furn-Marked with Revision
Suggestions by Coats NA.pdf)
Thanks,
Chris

Chris Smith
Director of Governmental Affairs, CNA
Coats North America
3430 Toringdon Way
Suite 301
Charlotte, NC 28277

Phone US:
Cell US:
Fax US:

(704) 329-5002
(704) 756-0819
(704) 329-5970

e-mail: chris.smith@coats.com
***************************************************

This communication may be confidential and privileged and the views expressed herein may,.
be personal and are not necessarily the views of Coats pIc. It is for the exclusive use~of
the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s), please note that any,
distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us by email
(Apps.Support@coats.com) or telephone our technical support helpdesk at Coats pIc. +44
(0)20 8210 5100 (UK 0830H - 1800H, Mon-Fri, GMT) and then delete the email and any copies
of it.
***************************************************
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Subject: Upholstered Furniture NPR
Reply to Federal Register Document of
Tuesday March 4 t \ 2008 Part II
Consumer Product Safety Commission
16CFR Part 1634
Standard for the Flammability of Residential Upholstered Furniture;
Proposed Rule
cpsc-os@cpsc.gov
Attention: Office of the Secretary,
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Room 502
4330 East- West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
Telephone (301) 504-7530
To whom it may concern,
The following comments are in reference to the published document.
1. Reference Vol. 73 ,no.43 11725 -paragraph 6 "Therefore, Increased material
cost probably would be $2.01 to 2.48 per linear yard" ... In Type II -where a
70second
240 mm open flame ignition is concerned, the robustness need for
adequate flame barrier is more realistic in the $3.25 to $4.25+ range. Assumption
is a 60" fabric for linear yard.
2. We are concerned that the constraints set in the Type II barrier test smoldering
and open flame would only allow higher cost fiber barriers (Kevlar, Nomex,
Basofil e.g.). In this event of the higher cost fiber flame barriers, the lower cost
chemically treated products may be ruled out. In our experience, these more
economical flame barriers are just as effective in performance for realistically
protecting SPUF from igniting (e.g., treated cellulosic/ polyester blends
commonly used to meet 16 CFR 1633).
3. It would appear that historical proposals of 1.5 inch butane flame (38mm) for 70
seconds would be adequate to create an ignition. The 240 mm flame ignition
seems to be severe and does not appear to logically align with commonly
occurring residential ignition sources. As proposed, this ignition source may rule
out more cost efficient materials that would adequately resist or retard ignition of
the foam as barrier materials for the forty five minute test duration.
4. 11743 Starting with item (6) "Remove Cotton sheeting ... to 1634.6 "Interior
Fire Barrier"...
a. The dissection of a burnt or completed test mockup with SPUF and the Standard
Ticking over the barrier (except for academia) lends to excessive error in the final
results by "novice" labs. We are referring to quality control at a typical textile or
furniture manufacturing site. Expensive equipment and highly trained individuals
would be necessary to accomplish the objectives of the test as written.
b. Relative to test complexity - inadvertent endorsement of the use of outside
testing facilities vs. in house quality control make domestically manufactured
materials thereof more cost prohibitive.
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The US manufacturer ofraw materials (textiles) and furniture experience severe
competitive strain caused by umegulated foreign government subsidized imports.
c. We do not see this as proper governmental stewardship. This arduous test as
written, and the cost of compliance, maintains an unwanted burden on the USA
manufacturer. The jobs and revenue they create should be respected in the effort.
Given lives are to be saved, much opportunity to improve the test and compliance
without compromising the technical objective remain.
d. Therefore I recommend the following to simplify the test for the novice or
manufacturing lab:

•
•

•

Weigh mass of all components separately before hand: standard ticking,
SPUF, barrier X, specimen holder.
Perform test as described up to the point of dissection (45minute termination)
either by placing test assembly and weighing on a nonflammableI5"xI5"
ceramic or concrete board(tare with the scale) on top of scale accurate to 0.1
gram.
Another idea is pre-weigh sample assembly with components on the scale,
perform the ignition test off the scale, and weigh assembly at forty five minutes.
Develop an algorithm to account for total assembly mass loss of the Standard
Tick, Barrier "X", cover sheet, and cigarette- that is *realistic for a passing result
and not requiring arduous assembly dissection.
E.g. Proposed or modified speCification:

"Equal to" or "less than" one percent mass loss specification of the SPUF is now
"Equal to" or "less than" five percent to ten percent??... accounting for the Standard
Ticking component weight loss, and weight loss of insulted Flame Barrier component
"X".
With the above proposed test procedure no arduous dissection is necessary. The
labor time required is therefore abbreviated, also creating a safer test design for the
operator.
e. I would suggest that if the test had to be extinguished by a mass adding system,
one could probably predetermine fit for use by looking at the dynamic weight loss.
This would involve running the test as prescribed on a ceramic type fireproofboard
placed on an appropriate scale in the testing hood or area. (Ref. Calf. 117 2004 draft).
As soon as the weight exceeds the proposed *realistic mass loss specification, the
test could be terminated and appropriately extinguished.
If it makes forty five minutes with recorded mass and is under *realistic mass loss
specification,(E.g. still smoldering) no dissection is needed. At this point the
assembly extinguishing can take place without test objective interference. This could
also abbreviate test cycle time. If it makes open flame or mass loss via proposed
failure mode, it is terminated anyway.
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Thanks for your careful consideration of these comments. Please feel free to
contact me for discussion.

Sincerely,
Ladson L.(Larry) Fraser Ir. - Research & Development

Precision Fabrics Group Incorporated
301 East Meadowview Road
Greensboro, NC 27420-1448
Phone: 336 -510- 3139; mobile 336- 209 -0333

larry.fraser@precisionfabrics.com
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Stevenson, Todd
From:

Fraser, Larry [Larry.Fraser@precisionfabrics.com]

Sent:

Friday, May 02, 2008 12:26 PM

To:

CPSC-OS

Cc:

Kale, Lisa; Small, Doug; Walton, John; Baldwin, Frank

Subject:
Importance:

,llpholstered Furniture NPR -Precision Fabrics Group Inc. 05-02-2008 -PFG reference
DR6044
High

Attachments: Ladson L Fraser (Larry).vcf; PFG NPR 05-02-2008 CPSC 16 CFR Part1634-Upholstered
Furniture NPR -March 4th 2008 CPSC federal registry.doc
Please see attached Upholstered Furniture NPR word document.
Per Tuesday March 4 th 2008 document CPSC 16CFR part 1634
Please advise any difficulty with attached WORD document-(read only) .
Sincerely,
Ladson L. Fraser - Precision Fabrics
Mobile 336 209 0333
The information and any files contained in this e-mail are intended only
for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
confidential, proprietary and/or privileged material. If you are not the
intended recipient you should not review, disseminate, distribute or take
any action in reliance upon the information. If you received this in error
please contact the sender and delete the material from all computers.
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Stevenson. Todd
Full Name:
Last Name:
First Name:
Job Title:
Company:

Ladson L. Fraser (Larry)
Fraser
Ladson
Research & Development - Nonwoven Products
Precision Fabrics Group Inc.

Business Address:

Other Address:

Greensbor Finishing Plant
301 East Meadowview Road
Greensboro, NC 27420-1448
Freight:
Greensboro Finishing Plant
200 Patton Ave.
Greensboro, NC 27406

Business:
Home:
Mobile:
Business Fax:

(336)
(336)
(336)
(336)

E-mail:
E-mail Display As:

Larry. Fraser@precisionfabrics.com
Ladson L. Fraser (Larry) (Larry.Fraser@precisionfabrics.com)

Web Page:

http://www.precisionfabrics.com

510-3139
887-4888
209-0333
510-3123
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Stevenson, Todd
From:

Ray, Dale

Sent:

Monday, May 05, 2008 1:55 PM

To:

Khanna, Rohit; Mehta, Shivani; Adair, Patricia; Fansler, Linda; Scott, Lisa; Smith, Charles L.; Miller,
David; Babich, Michael; Rodgers, Gregory; Aiken, Deborah

Cc:

Tenney, Allyson; Stevenson, Todd

Subject: Another NPR Comment
Well, here's one.
Todd, I assume he sent this to you separately (?)

Dale R. Ray
Directorate for Economic Analysis
U. S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East-West Hwy., Rm. 600
Bethesda, MD USA 20814-4408
tel: 301-504-7704
fax: 301-504-0109
dray@cpsc.gov

From: Blair Schrader [mailto:blair@schraderbeds.com]
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2008 12:01 PM
To: Ray, Dale
Subject: New Fum Regs

Good Morning Todd,
I would like to comment the CPSC Upholstered Furniture proposed regulations.
Getting to the point--I cannot believe that the CPSC would propose a regulation to destroy
another segment in which small business makes up the majority of the industry.
Please look at what the 1633 regulation has done to the Mattress industry as a hole. We have
been devastated on the supply side and the manufacturing side. I am hanging on because I
don't want to blame the government for my closing. I have weathered 52 yrs of the economy
and the regulations imposed on us by the State and the US government. But it makes me sad
to see where the CPSC has put the bedding industry(and mainly the small manufacturer.)
Not only is the Manufacturer affected but the consumer now gets reduced choice and an
inferior product.(IE--1 sided matts).
In the year since 1633 I know of 6 factories myself that have gone out of business and my
main supplier has also closed her doors. All this because of the CPSC's non responsiveness
to the small manufacturer.
I have had to diversify over the years. Upholstered furniture was a excellent addition to our
niche in the industry. Now CPSC will invade that segment and destroy that side of our
business thru the new regs.

5/512008
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You want answers and suggestions? Leave the Upholstery industry alone or at least exempt
the small manufacturer like OSHA has done. CPSC will destroy another viable part of the
nations small business economy or make us go underground like has been done in the
Mattress industry!
CPSC should concentrate on the regulations it now has on the books.
We should all be responsible for our own actions and quit being regulated to death. How can
all this shift in responsibility be upheld while USA businesses are closing their doors?

MANY THAN KS!
Blair J. Schrader
E.J. SCHRADER CO., INC.
SINCE 1956

5/5/2008
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BY FAX AND MAIL
May 5,2008

Desk Officer
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, DC 20503
Re:

Upholstered Furniture NPR

Dear Desk Officer for the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC):
The National Textile Association (NTA) is pleased to comment on the Consumer
Product Safety Commission's proposed mandatory Upholstered Furniture Flammability
rule published in the March 4, 2008 Federal Register, pages 11701 - 11752. There
are serious testing and recordkeeping issues which would have an enormous negative
impact on our members, specifically the upholstery fabrics industry. We have also
addressed several alternatives not included by the Commission which we believe are
more cost effective and would not reduce the levels of safety for the pUblic.
The NTA is the largest trade association representing the U.S. Textile Industry, and
consists of approximately 100 companies that spin yarns; manufacture fabrics; dye,
finish and print fabrics; and cut and sew top-of-the-bed textile products. Our comments
are submitted primarily on behalf of our Upholstery Fabrics Committee, a committee
comprised largely of small businesses that manufacture an enormous number of
upholstery fabric styles and products, many in lengths as small as 50 linear yards or
shorter. Most products produced by these decorative fabric weavers range in price from
moderate to upper end, and they are sold to furniture manufacturers and distributors
that service the upper end of the furniture market.
Lack of Test Data to Clearly Substantiate a Mandatory Standard. The Consumer
Product Safety Commission proposed this regulation, which has as its centerpiece a
test for upholstery fabric flammability that is entirely new to our industry. The proposal
was made without the necessary testing to determine if the standard would, in fact,
produce safer furniture. The Agency has produced very little small-scale test data and
no full-scale testing to substantiate the technical assumptions that have been made in
the proposed rule.

,I..--.

Over the past 30 years, no other CPSC rule that we know of has been proposed where
technical data, including small-scale and full-sale tests, have been so skimpy and have
not been available for review by the impacted industry. It appears this particUlar
proceeding was "rushed" to a vote to meet the late February deadline when the
Commission would lose its quorum again.
Impact on Small Business Greatly Underestimated. According to our industry experts,
less than two dozen upholstery fabric manufacturers produce the large majority
upholstery fabrics in the U.S. and about a dozen of these would be adversely affected
by the proposed flammability rule. These firms, comprised almost entirely of small
businesses, manufacture the large majority of all upholstery fabrics that fall in the
categories of "Severely Cigarette-Ignition-Prone Cellulosics" and Moderately Cigarette
Ignition-Prone CeHulosics" as outlined in the March 4 Federal Register on page 11722.
The impact this mandatory furniture flammability standard would have on these small
businesses in greatly underestimated in the proposed rule. In fact, for these few
companies alone, the testing and recordkeeping burden is magnitudes greater than that
suggested by the Agency
Table I below lists the testing costs and recordkeeping costs for a sample of six small
decorative weavers, members of NTA, who were able to provide data within the short
comment period on the enormous number of styles of fabrics that would be required for
testing under the Agency's proposed rule. Companies have combined similar products
to reduce the overall number of required tests and have used the cost per test data
referenced in the Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis.
These estimates are extremely conservative because there was not enough time to
tests fabrics and determine which would pass the fabric test for Type 1 Furniture and
therefore be approved for use on Type 1 Furniture. Companies "assumed" that their
Upholstered Furniture Action Council * (UFAC) class I fabrics would pass the
Commission's fabric test for Type 1 Furniture and, therefore, could be used to make
furniture designated as the Commission's Type 1. However, Commission staff
acknowledged that their testing has shown that some UFAC class I fabrics fail the new
CPSC fabric test for Type 1 Furniture. Because of this fact, we likely projected that
more of our members' fabrics could be used on CPSC Type 1 Furniture than is the
actual case.

B

1,758,000

1,895,000

c

4,197,000

4,575,000

0

5,750,000

520,000

6,270,000

E

5,600,000

234,OQO

5,834,000

F

5,375,000

481,000

5,856,000

Total

25,080,000

1,916,000.

26,996,000

For these six companies, annual costs, after the initial year, would be approximately
$1,500,000 for the range of new patterns introduced annually. Recordkeeping costs for
these six companies after the initial year would be approximately $140,000.
It is important to note that the companies that participated in this survey have
workforces that range in size from 50 to 250 employees. None of the companies, or
any of that comprise the group most vulnerable to this standard, have testing labs that
can even come close to conducting the volume of tests which would be required by the
rule. Therefore, virtually all testing for compliance would be outsourced to commercial
testing labs which would likely be severely overwhelmed if the standard is promulgated
as proposed. This brings into question the $50 per test value assigned by the Agency;
as demand goes up, normally costs rise accordingly.
Skills of technicians who would perform the fabric flammability tests are very important.
These technicians should be trained professionals who are capable of making technical
judgments on issues such as whether any smolder exists at the conclusion of 45
minutes. This judgment is critical in reporting accurate data.
The overwhelming question, though, is whether the fabric test for Type 1 Furniture is a
true predictor or indicator of how a fabric performs, and more importantly, how the
furniture performs. The fact that the test has not undergone a precision and bias study
or any other evaluation leaves open the issue of whether it is acceptable for regulatory
purposes.
The Commission's tests are so new that very little small-scale and no full-scale testing
has been generated to determine relevance of small scale to full scale. This work, at a
minimum, should have been done before moving to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
phase of developing a mandatory standard.
Alternate Proposals. Based on requirements under the Initial Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis, we believe several important alternative approaches to the proposed
mandatory standard were omitted and we would like to suggest several that we believe
have merit. The options we are suggesting would likely reduce the cost of the
regulation without reducing the level of safety contained in the proposed rule.
Alternative 1. Fabric Test Using Fiberfill Barrier. The large majority of furniture
(estimated to be 95%) is currently manufactured using a polyester fiberfill material

between the cover fabric and foam. This synthetic product serves as a smolder barrier
and can provide protection from ignition of interior components when using certain
cover fabrics that do not pass the fabric test for Type 1 Furniture. We believe that by
adding a Type 1A fabric test (same mock-up apparatus and pass/fail criteria as the
fabric test for Type 1 Furniture but with non-slickened fiberffll barrier placed between the
cover fabric and foam) as an option before requiring the expensive barrier material for
Type 2 Furniture would provide greater flexibility for fabric and furniture manufacturers
and would enable more fabrics to be used with minimal or no additional furniture
construction costs. The level of safety should be unchanged from the Commission's
proposal.
While we cannot quantify the cost savings this option would bring about for the fabric
and furniture industries due to the shortage of time to evaluate this new proposal, we
hope to have more specific information by the May 19 closing date for public comments.
Nonetheless, we view this as a tre'mendous opportunity to reduce the overall cost of the
standard and an option that would reduce the huge burden on our members and other
companies faced with the same upholstery fabric cost issues associated with the
proposed rule.
Alternative 2. Reduced Ignition Propensity (RIP) Cigarettes. In the NPR, CPSC refers
to RIP cigarettes by saying "Particularly noteworthy is the expected growth in the
availability of cigarettes that reduce the probability of igniting upholstered furniture."
The agency continues by saying that RIP cigarettes are expected to greatly reduce, but
not eliminate, residential fires started by cigarettes. However, it stops short of
suggesting a role for RI P cigarettes either in the proposed mandatory standard or any of
its alternatives.

The second largest cigarette manufacturer, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, has
declared that it will convert its entire line of cigarettes to the self-extinguishing type by
the end of 2009, and other large cigarette manufacturers are moving in the same
direction, it seems that RIP cigarettes should playa vital role in any standard for the
future.
If a mandatory standard is necessary, we believe a major alternative to the
Commission's proposal should be to test fabrics using RIP cigarettes instead of the
standard non-filtered, non-RIP Pall Mall which is no longer being produced. The RIP
cigarette should be the standard ignition source for all alternative methods suggested in
this letter.
. In our opinion, the Agency's proposal should be re-evaluated simply on the fact that the
standard cigarette required for testing by the mandatory proposal has not been
produced since February 2008 and this has created a shortage of cigarettes for testing
purposes - if you are not able to find a source that has a supply of standard cigarettes
in inventory, those who wish to test are at a severe disadvantage for evaluating
upholstery fabrics. This is especially critical since the Agency changed to a completely
new fabric test for which no small-scale data were available except for a small number

of samples tested and maintained by CPSC's laboratory. The new test became
available to the public at the time the proposed standard was announced.
Alternative 3. Exemption from the Rule. While it is a well known fact that heavyweight
cellulosic fabrics do not perform as well as lighter fabrics or fabrics made of other fibers
in small-scale and large-scale smoldering tests, there are no data available to suggest
that these heavyweight cellulosic fabrics are involved in actual furniture fires where a
smoldering ignition source is present. The main reason for this lack of data is that
heavyweight cellulosic fabrics are used on high-end furniture that is sold to customers in
upper economic levels who normally have much lower smoking rates and live in
occupancies with working smoke detectors and, many times, sprinkler systems.

The long history of data on furniture fires fails to isolate heavyweight cellulosics as a
major or even minor real life furniture fire problem when smoldering ignition was the
cause. In fact, discussions with several prominent expert witnesses who have been
active in furniture flammability cases and have testified in numerous fire investigations,
emphatically state that heavyweight cellulosic upholstery fabrics are generally never
involved in furniture flammability cases
To the contrary, most furniture flammability cases have occurred in lower
socioeconomic communities where less expensive furniture has either been purchased
or passed down through families or has been purchased at other second hand sources.
Many times, these cases involve older furniture that is worn in some areas and normally
is covered with fabrics other than heavyweight cellulosics. With this being the case, an
option for the Commission to consider is to exempt furniture covered with heavyweight
cellulosic fabrics from the mandatory standard because, from a practical point, this is
not the furniture type which is involved in flammability incidents.
In closing, we appreciate the opportunity to file comments on the true costs of testing
and recordkeeping which would be borne by many small upholstery fabric businesses if
CPSC's proposed upholstered furniture standard is promulgated. We also appreciate
the chance to suggest several additional alternatives that we believe would much less
costly to American consumers but would not reduce the level of safety described in the
Commissions' proposal.
Sincerely,

Karl Spilhaus
President
KS/jl
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From:

Hardy Poole [hpoole@nationaltextile.org]

Sent:

Monday, May 05, 2008 3:31 PM

To:

CPSC-OS

Subject:

Comment to the Consumer Product Safety Commission

Attachments: OBM letter0001.pdf
Please see National Textile Association comment on the Consumer Product Safety Commission's proposal
mandatory Upholstered Furniture Flammanability rule
pUblished in the March 4, 2008 Federal Register, pages 11701-11752.
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It It
May 19, 2008

Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
433u East VvesI f-ligt"lway
Bethesda, MD 208'14
cpsc-os(~cpsc,gov

Re:

Upholstered Furniture NP,R

Dear Madam Acting Secretary:
The National Textile Association (NTA) is pleased to file comments regarding the
Consumer Product Safety Commission's (Commission) proposed Standard for
the Flammability of Residential Upholstered Furniture. We have been strong
proponents of improving the flammability characteristics of upholstered furniture
and are long-time supporters of the only formal program directed to this purpose,
the Upholstered Furniture Action Council's (UFAC) voluntary program, and are
proud of the accomplishments this program has achieved.
We also realize that the continuous reduction in deaths from smoldering furniture
fires has also been due to a variety of other factors such as the role of smoke
detectors and the fact that fewer American now smoke.
The NTA is the largest trade association representing the U.S. Textile Industry,
and consists of approximately 100 companies that spin yarns; manufacture
fabrics; dye, finish and print fabrics; and cut and sew top-of-the-bed textile
products. Our comments are submitted primarily on behalf of our Upholstery
Fabrics Committee, a committee comprised almost entirely of small businesses
that manufacture an enormous number of upholstery fabric styles and products,
many being in runs as small as 50 linear yards. Most products produced by our
decorative fabric weavers range in price from moderate to upper end, arid they
are sold to furniture manufacturers and distributors that service the upper end of
the furniture market.

1

Introd uction
Our industry has been involved in Upholstered Furniture flammability issues with
CPSC for more than 30 years. We have seen a vast number or approaches to
address the flammability problem, and we have discussed numerous technical
approaches with Commission staff and other industry sectors. However, we
have never seen the Commission move so quickly to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPR) stage with so few hard facts and concrete data. The NPR
appears to have been hurriedly assembled with very little small-scale data and
no full-scale data to support the proposal, truly a step taken without the normal
back-up study and supporting information expected for a proceeding that has
been underway for over three decades. The technical aspects of the proposal
seem to be based on unproven assumptions.
In fact, Commissioner Moore, in his February 1,2008 statement said," ....the
design and implementation of the validation testing for this proposed standard
will be critical in determining how effective the draft standard will be in reducing
fire deaths and injuries." He also said he intends to pay close attention to the
preliminary regulatory analysis which relies heavily on a number of unproven
assumptions. 1
Commissioner Moore also believes that, "Until validation testing is done on large
scale mockups or full-scale furniture samples, we do not know how effective the
standard will really be or how well the bench-scale mockup is at predicting
effectiveness.,,2 This powerful statement suggests that the rule was not
developed fully enough to be advanced to the NPR stage and an enormous
amount of testing by industry and the Commission remains to be done.
We believe the proposal is incomplete in that it did not address several key
issues that are critically important to reduce furniture flammability incidents. The
upholstery fabrics sector in the United States has changed drastically over the
past five years and the proposal does not appear to acknowledge these changes
as it includes out-of-date and inaccurate information in its analysis and overlooks
several other promising options for addressing the problem.
By proposing a completely new fabric smoldering test method in the NPR and
then allowing only limited time for industry to collect fabrics and conduct tests the
proposal does not allow for a thorough evaluation of the method by those who
will be most greatly affected, thus eliminating the opportunity for industry to
evaluate the full impact this method will have on the upholstery fabrics industry.
We strongly encourage the Commission to allow adequate time for the
upholstery fabrics industry to evaluate this new test method, and we encourage
the Agency to immediately share with us its test data based on the new method.

Statement of The Honorable Thomas H. Moore on the Vote to Approve the Federal Register
Notice for the Upholstered Furniture Rulemaking
.
2 Statement of The Honorable Thomas H. Moore on the Regulatory Alternatives to Address the
Flammability of Upholstered Furniture
1
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There are no short cuts in evaluating this new test. CPSC staff has said that
many UFAC class 1 fabrics will pass the new CPSC test method, but staff is
quick to follow up by saying that all UFAC class 1 fabrics will not pass, thus
leaving it up to the industry to evaluate the almost unlimited number of styles of
fabrics produced to determine which will meet the new CPSC test and which will
not. (See attached May 5,2008 NTA letter to OMB for indication on testing and
record keeping costs associated with the Commission proposal). Adequate time
for the Commission and industry to complete testing to fully evaluate the
proposal and its impact on the industry and consumers is imperative before the
issue is considered as a final rule.
What is the Problem?
The problem being addressed is primarily smoidering ignition of upholstered
furniture. It is a well-known fact that heavyweight cellulosic (cotton, rayon, etc.)
fabrics do not perform as well in smoldering tests as thermoplastic fiber fabrics or
lighter weight cellulosic fabrics. But the Commission should not ignore that the
key portion of the issue is identifying actual fabrics that are involved in furniture
fires. At this point we have not seen any data on this issue, and we believe that
the agency should develop a profile on the fabric types involved in furniture fires
before the proceeding advances.
Speaking of heavyweight cellulosic fabrics that tend to be smolder prone, the
staff notes in the NPR that, "To the extent that furniture with smolder prone
fabrics is more often found in higher-income households with lower smoking
prevalence, the benefits of a flammability rule could be reduced somewhat."
We have contacted several expert witnesses who have participated in hundreds
of furniture flammability suits throughout the nation over the years. According to
them, heavyweight cellulosic fabrics have not been highlighted in furniture fires
and therefore we believe these types of fabrics are being falsely accused as the
culprits in the problem. Surely they might not perform as well as thermoplastic or
lighter weight cellulosic fabrics in laboratory smoldering tests, but are they
actually involved in the relatively few remaining furniture fires resulting from
smoldering ignition that occur each year? We believe that they are not and
therefore they should not be singled out as the culprits when they are rarely
involved in fires. We would like to see the Agency's data showing the degree of
involvement of heavyweight cellulosic fabrics in actual furniture fires started by
smoldering sources.
Performance Basis of Fabric for the Proposed Type I Furniture Standard
At this point, we have not seen test data, either small-scale or large-scale, that is
adequate to show that the proposal will be effective in reducing smoldering fires
in upholstered furniture. Therefore, we believe, at this point, that the proposal is
arbitrary and capricious, and severely penalizes only one sector of the supply
chain, the small business dominated decorative fabric weavers.
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Fabric Industry in Transition
The upholstery fabrics industry has been undergoing a massive transition
especially over the past five years with the changes accelerating greatly in the
last two years. Of the five upholstery fabric companies mentioned in the NPR,
none is an active fabric producer in the U.S. today. Though the number of
domestic upholstery fabric manufacturers noted by CPSC staff was 100 to 200,
today's count is closer to two dozen and the large majority are small business.
These small businesses employ between 50 and 250 employees and provide an
almost unlimited number of styles of fabrics for the furniture industry.
An indication of the enormous testing and recordkeeping costs which would be
thrust on these small businesses is contained in the May 5, 2008 NTA letter to
the Office of Management and Budget. You'll see in our calculations on the
number of tests required per company, based on our sample of manufacturers,
that the total number of tests is magnitudes higher than the number projected by
the Commission.
The NPR describes the tremendous changes in the upholstery fabrics industry in
recent years. It reported that one manufacturer, previously a major U.S.
producer of upholstery fabrics that was liquidated in 2007, estimated that 60
percent of furniture upholstery fabric sales were imported by the end of 2006.
This trend has continued.
Reduced Ignition Propensity (RIP) Cigarettes
The NPR's opening sentence addressing RIP cigarettes makes a powerful
statement: "Particularly noteworthy is the expected growth in the availability of
cigarettes that reduce the probability of igniting upholstered furniture." This
relatively new product can have a greater impact on reducing the number of
furniture fires started by smoldering sources at a lower cost than any single
solution that has been proposed. According to the Coalition for Fire Safe
Cigarettes, 76% of the U.S. population is now or soon will be better protected by
RIP cigarettes.
The percentage of our population affected by RIP cigarettes continues to grow.
We recognize that RIP cigarettes will not necessarily provide 100% protection
against smoldering furniture fires but it should address a very large proportion of
these fires, and the impact should be realized much quicker than any mandatory
standard. Because of the extremely important role of RIP cigarettes in improving
overall fire safety, we would like to be kept apprised of the Agency's progress in
evaluating the impact of RIP cigarettes on upholstery fabrics, and we will be
pleased to provide assistance with fabric samples, etc. if needed.
Because of the rapid increase in the number of jurisdictions requiring RIP
cigarettes, we believe if a mandatory standard is promulgated, it should, as a
minimum, rely on RIP cigarettes for small-scale and large-scale testing. This
recommendation is particularly timely since the production of the Commission's
standard cigarette for testing upholstery fabric and furniture (non-filter king size
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Pall Malls) ceased last February and its manufacturer, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, has stated it does not plan to make this product any longer.
Leading cigarette makers are moving quickly to RIP-type products. As stated in
the NPR, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, which makes about one third of the
cigarettes sold in the U.S., has announced that it intends to market only RIP
cigarettes by the end of 2009, and other cigarette manufacturers have indicated
similar trends. The impact of RIP cigarettes should be evaluated carefully as the
least costly, quickest and most efficient way to reduce deaths, injuries and
property damage from fires resulting from smoldering ignition sources.
The Coalition for Fire Safe Cigarettes has several very impressive facts about
RIP cigarettes on its homepage. Prominently displayed is the fact that:
NFPA research in the mid-1980s predicted that fire-safe cigarettes
would eliminate three out of four cigarette fire deaths. If cigarette
manufacturers had begun producing only fire-safe cigarettes then,
an estimated 17,000 lives could have been saved by now.
Applying this projection to the latest data on deaths attributable to smolder
ignition of upholstered furniture, the reduction would be more than 200 lives
saved. Truly, no standard could achieve this improvement level in fire safety as
fast as RIP cigarettes.
Fabric Test for Type 1 Furniture
The fabric test for Type 1 Furniture is similar to other tests which the Commission
has reviewed but contains enough different aspects that it is impossible to predict
how a fabric will perform in the new test based on past performance. This means
that fabric testing conducted by industry and government alike over the past 30
years cannot be used to determine the impact of the new fabric test for Type 1
Furniture and therefore, only new fabric tests which meet the requirements of the
new proposal will have value.
It would also be helpful to have the Commission staff's test data based on this
new method which would help us select the most meaningful fabric types for our
review. Though we plan to test products using CPSC's fabric test for Type 1
Furniture, it is extremely important to acknowledge that the test method has not
undergone an evaluation to determine its precision and bias.
We have tried to develop small-scale test data to include in this statement but
time has not allowed us to do so. However, we will be conducting an expanded
program on fabrics in the future and would like to gain more knowledge of small
scale testing by having access to the Commission's test data. Our intention is to
continue our testing program and, we hope, evaluate the true impact of the
proposed fabric test for Type 1 Furniture and also evaluate several options to this
method.
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Options for Fabrics that Do Not Pass the Fabric Test for Type I Furniture
According to the Commission's proposal, fabric manufacturers have three
options when a fabric does not pass the Type I Furniture test: 1) the fabric can be
re-engineered; 2) the fabric can be treated with flame retardant (FR) chemicals;
and 3) the fabric can be sold for use in Type 2 Furniture using an appropriate
barrier. All three options lead to incurred costs and options one and two incur
additional changes in fabric aesthetics such as drape, hand and perhaps
functionality.
The textile industry has done an enormous amount of fabric re-engineering to
achieve class 1 UFAC fabrics. Changes in constructions, fiber blends and other
parameters have optimized the smoldering performance of these fabrics and
additional changes will lead to large shifts in the overall types of fabrics offered
by our industry - changes that our customers do not desire.
While it appears that the FR requirement for polyurethane foam was dropped due
to concerns about human health and chemical safety, this change places more
emphasis on the upholstery fabrics industry to use FR chemicals to provide
fabrics for Type 1 Furniture. Though the Commission staff says it is unlikely that
fabric suppliers would use FR treatments, the industry considers- the use of FR
chemicals as a feasible option to meeting the proposed rule for some fabrics.
The upholstery fabrics industry does its best to select chemical systems which
are believed to be safe and will always follow this strictly; however, it is important
to point out that chemical treatments on fabrics, by their very nature, provide an
opportunity for exposure to chemicals via absorption (skin contact), inhalation
(breathing) and ingestion (oral contact). Treated polyurethane foam appears to
provide exposure only via inhalation and that exposure is minimized due to the
cover fabric acting as somewhat of a barrier.
Add A New Version of the Fabric Test for Type 1 Furniture
Alternative 1 in our letter to the Office of Management and Budget describes a
variation of the fabric test for Type 1 Furniture. which we propose be added as an
option to satisfying the Type 1 Furniture fabric. (For discussion, refer to the
added test as the fabric test for Type 1A Furniture.) The test is identical to the
proposed fabric test for Type 1 Furniture, including the same pass/fail criteria,
except unslickened polyester fiberfill is placed between the cover fabric and
foam. This slight change provides additional improvement over typical slickened
battings used in today's furniture construction, and fabrics that meet the pass/fail
criteria of the fabric test for Type 1A Furniture should be allowed for use in
appropriate furniture constructions.
In the NPR, CPSC staff says that many smolder-prone fabrics can sometimes
overwhelm the inherent smolder resistance of synthetic filling materials such as
polyester batting, and we agree. However, it is a known fact that polyester
batting such as unslickened polyester fiberfill can provide insulation properties
that will prevent smoldering ignition of furniture for some, but clearly not all,
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fabrics that are categorized as smolder prone. The addition of this fabric test for
Type 1A Furniture would allow more fabrics to be used safely at a much lower
cost to the consumer than the required application of a barrier for Type 2
Furniture.
In conducting these tests (Type 1 and Type 1A), we propose that RIP cigarettes
be used. With state laws rapidly changing to require RIP cigarettes and with the
requirement already in place to impact cigarettes sold in states that contain more
than three quarters of the U.S. population, it is reasonable to substitute RIP
cigarettes into the test protocols to reflect' real life exposure. A standard that
does not specify RIP cigarettes will be out dated before it is promulgated.
Imported Upholstery Fabrics and Furniture
With the rapid increase of upholstery fabrics and furniture imported in the United
States and with limited resources by the Commission, U.S. Customs Service and
other federal enforcement agencies, we strongly encourage coordination among
those organizations with authority to determine if these imported products meet
the required level of compliance in the United States, and that swift and
appropriate action be taken for those who are not in compliance.
Test Data and Analysis
Due to the complexities of collecting fabrics and conducting the new CPSC fabric
. test for Type 1 Furniture, no test data is available for submission with our
comments. However, we will be conducting a variety of test to determine the
impact of the Commission's new fabric test for Type 1 Furniture on the many
products made by our members.
As noted in the March 4,2008 Federal Register NPR notice, parties may
request the opportunity to present comments orally before the Commission. We
intend to request this opportunity and would like to present more information
about the impact this proposed regulation will have on our industry, once we
have had the opportunity to evaluate it fully.
We appreciate the opportunity to file our comments on this important rulemaking.
Please let me know if I can answer any questions.
Sincerely,

py
Karl Spilhaus
President
KS/jl
Attachment: May 5, 2008 NTA Letter to OMS
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BY FAX AND MAIL
May 5,2008

Desk Officer
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, DC 20503
Re:

Upholstered Furniture NPR

Dear Desk Officer for the Consumer Product Safety Commission (GPSC):

~

The National Textile Association (NTA) is pleased to comment on the Consumer
Product Safety Commission's proposed mandatory Upholstered Furniture Flammability
rule published in the' March 4, 2008 Federal Register, pages 11701 - 11752. There
a re serious testing and recordkeeping issues which would have an enormous negative
impact on our members, specifically the upholstery fabrics industry. We have also
addressed several alternatives not included by the Commission which we believe are
more cost effective and would not reduce the levels of safety for the public.
The NTA is the largest trade association representing the U.S. Textile Industry, and
consists of approximately 100 companies that spin yarns; manufacture fabrics; dye,
finish and print fabrics; and cut and sew top-of-the-bed textile products. Our comments
are submitted primarily on behalf of our Upholstery Fabrics Committee, a committee
comprised !argely of small businesses that manufacture an enormous number of
upholstery fabric styles al)d products, many in lengths as smarr as 50 linear yards or
shorter. Most products produced by these decorative fabric weavers rang~ in price from
moderate to upper end, and they are sold to furniture manufacturers and distributors
that service the upper end of the furniture market.
Lack of Test Data to Clearl}! Substantiate a Mandatory Standard. The Consumer
Product Safety Commission proposed this regulation, which has as its centerpiece a
te$t for upholstery fabric flammability that is entirely new to our industry. The proposal
was made without the necessary testing to determine if the standard would, in fact,
produce safer furniturel The Agency has produced very little small-scale test data and
no full-scale testing to substantiate the technical assumptions that have been made in
the proposed rule.

Over the past 30 years, no other CPSC rule that we know of has been proposed where
technical data, including small-scale and full-sale tests, have been so skimpy and have
not been available for review by the impacted industry. It appears this particular
proceeding was "rushed" to a vote to meet the late February deadline when the
Commission would lose its quorum again.
Impact on Small Business Greatly Underestimated. According to our industry experts,
less than two dozen upholstery fabric manufacturers produce the large majority
upholstery fabrics in the U.S. and about a dozen of these would be adversely affected
by the proposed flammability rule. These firms, comprised almost entirely of small
businesses, manufacture the large majority of all upholstery fabrics that fall in the
categories of "Severely Cigarette-Ignition-Prone Cellulosics" and Moderately Cigarette
Ignition-Prone Cellulosics" as outlined in the March 4 Federal Register on page 11722.
The impact this mandatory furniture flammability standard would have on these small
businesses in greatly underestimated in the proposed rule. In fact, for these few
companies alone, the testing and recordkeeping burden is magnitudes greater than that
suggested by the Agency.

L

Table I below lists the testing costs and recordkeeping costs for a sample of six small
decorative weavers, members of NTA, who were able to provide data within the short
comment period on the enormous number of styles of fabrics that would be required for
testing under the Agency's proposed rule. Companies have combined similar products
to reduce the overall number of required tests and have used the cost per test data
referenced in the Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis.
These estimates are extremely conservative because there was not enough time to
tests fabrics and determine which would pass the fabric test for Type 1 Furniture and
therefore be approved for use on Type 1 Furniture. Companies "assumed" that their
Upholstered Furniture Action Council * (UFAC) class !'fabrics would pass the
Commission's fabric test for Type 1 Furniture and, therefore, could be used to make
furniture designated as the Commission's Type 1. However,. Commission staff
acknowledged that their testing has shown that some UFAC class I fabrics fail the new
CPSC fabric test for Type 1 Furniture. Because of this fact, we likely projected that
more ofour members' fabrics could be used on CPSC Type 1 Furniture than is the
actual case.
Table I: Testing and Recordkeepin

1,895,000

5,750,000

6,270,000

5,600,000

5,834,000

5,375,000

5,856,000

25,080,000

26,996,000

For these six companies, annual costs, after the initial year, would be approximately
$1,500,000 for the range of new patterns introduced annually. Recordkeeping costs for
these six companies after the initial year would be approximately $140,000.
It is important to note that the companies that participated in this survey have
workforces that range in size from 50 to 250 employees. None of the companies, or
any of that comprise the group most vulnerable to this standard, have testing labs that
. can even come close to conducting the volume of tests which would be. required by the
rule. Therefore, virtually all testing for compliance would be outsourced to commercial
testing labs which would likely be severely overwhelmed if the standard is promulgated
as proposed. This brings into question the $50 per test value assigned by the Agency;
as demand goes up, normally costs rise accordingly.·

~

Skills of technicians who would perform the fabric flammability tests are very important.
These technicians should be trained professionals who are capable of making technical
judgments on issues such as whether any smolder exists at the conclusion of 45
minutes. This judgment is critical in reporting accurate data.
The overwhelming question, though, is whether the fabric test for Type 1 Furniture is a
true predictor or indicator of how a fabric performs, and more importantly, how the
furniture performs. The fact that the test has not undergone a precision and bias study
or any other evaluation le.aves open the issue of whether it is acceptable for regulatory
purposes.
The Commission's tests are so new that very little small-scale and no full-scale testing
.has been generated to determine relevance of small scale to full scale. This work, at a
minimum, should have been done before moving to the Notice of Proposed Rul~making
phase of developing a mandatory standard.
,

Alternate Pn:>posals. Based on requirements under the Initial Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis, we believe several important alternative approaches to the proposed
mandatory standard were omitted and we would like to suggest several that we believe
have merit. The options we are suggesting would likely reduce the cost of the
regulation without reducing the level of safety contained in the proposed rule.
Alternative 1. Fabric Test Using Fiberfill Barrier. The large majority of furniture
(estimated to be 95%) is currently manufactured using a polyester fiberfill material

between the cover fabric and foam. This synthetic product serVes as a smolder barrier
and can provide protection from ignition of interior components when using certain
cover fabrics that do not pass the fabric test for Type 1 Furniture. We believe that by
adding a Type 1A fabric test (same mock-up apparatus and pass/fail criteria as the
. fabric test for Type 1 Furniture but with non-slickened fiberfill barrier placed between the
cover fabric and foam) as an option before requiring the expensive barrier material for
Type 2 Furniture would provide greater flexibility for fabric and furniture manufacturers
and would enable more fabrics to be used with minimal or no additional furniture
construction costs. The I~vel of safety should be unchanged from the Commission's
proposal.
While we cannot quantify the cost savings this option would bring about for the fabric
and furniture industries due to the shortage of time to evaluate this new proposal, we
hope to have more specific information by the May 19 closing date for public comments.
Nonetheless, we view this as a tremendous opportunity to reduce the overall cost of the
standard and an option that would reduce the huge burden on our members and other
companies faced with the same upholstery fabric cost issues associated with the
proposed rule.

L_

Alternative 2. Reduced Ignition Propensity (RIP) Cigarettes. In the NPR, CPSC refers
to RIP cigarettes by saying "Particularly noteworthy is the expected growth in the
availability of cigarettes that reduce the probability of igniting upholstered furniture."
The agency continues by saying that RIP cigarettes are expected to greatly reduce, but
not eliminate, residential fires started by cigarettes. However, it stops short of
suggesting a role for RIP cigarettes either in the proposed mandatory standard or any of
its alternatives.
The second largest cigarette manufacturer, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, has
declared that it will convert its entire line of cigarettes to the self-extinguishing type by
the end of 2009, and other large cigarette manufacturers are moving in the same
direction, it seems that RIP cigarettes should playa vital rolsin any standa~d for the
future.'
.
If a mandatory standard is necessary, we believe a major alternative to the
. Commission's proposal should be to test fabrics using RIP cigarettes instead of the
standard non-filtered, non-RIP Pall Mall which is no longer being produced. The RIP
cigarette should be the standard ignition source for all alternative methods suggested in
th is letter.
. In our opinion, the Agency's proposal should be re-evaluated simply on the fact that the
standard cigarette required for testing by the mandatory proposal has not been
produced since February 2008 and this has created a shortage of cigarettes for testing
purposes - if you are not able to find a source that has a supply of standard cigarettes
in inVentory, those who wish to test are at a severe disadvantage for evaluating
upholstery fabrics. This is especially critical since the Agency changed to a completely
new fabric test for which no small-scale data were available except for a small number .

of samples tested and maintained by CPSC's laboratory. The new test became
available to the public at the time the proposed standard was announced.
Alternative 3. Exemption from the Rule. While it is a well known fact that heavyweight
cellulosic fabrics do not perform as well as lighter fabrics or fabrics made of other fibers
in small-scale and large-scale smoldering tests, there are no data available to suggest
that these heavyweight cellulosic fabrics are involved in actual furniture fires where a
smoldering ignition source is present. The main reason for this lack of data is that
heavyweight cellulosic fabrics are used on high-end furniture that is sold to customers in
upper economic levels who normally have much lower smoking rates and live in
occupancies with working smoke detectors and, many times, sprinkler systems.

The long history of data on furniture fires fails to isolate heavyweight cellulosics as a
major or even minor real life furniture fire problem when smoldering ignition was the
cause. In fact, discussions with several prominent expert witnesses who have been
active in furniture flammability cases and have testified in numerous fire investigations,
emphatically state that heavyweight cellulosic upholstery fabrics are generally never
involved in furniture flammability cases.

L

To the contrary, most furniture flammability cases have occurred in lower
socioeconomic communities where less expensive furniture has either been purchased
or passed down through families or has been purchased at other second hand sources.
Many times, these cases involve older furniture that is worn in some areas and normally
is covered with fabrics other than heavyweight cellulosics. With this being the case, an
option for the Commission to consider is to exempt furniture covered with heavyweight
cellulosic fabrics from the mandatory standard because, from a practical point, this is
not the furniture type which is involved in flammability incidents.

In closing, we appreciate the opportunity to file comments on the true costs of testing
and recordkeeping which would be borne by many small upholstery fabric businesses if
CPSC's proposed upholstered furniture standard is promulgated. We also appreciate
the chance to suggest several additional alternatives that we believe would much less
costly to American consumers but would not reduce the level of safety described in the
Commissions' proposal.
.
Sincerely,

Karl Spilhaus
President
KS/jl
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Stevenson, Todd
From:

Mary Jane Bolek [mbolek@nhfa.org]

Sent:

Wednesday, May 07, 20082:47 PM

To:

CPSC-OS

Cc:

Steve DeHaan

Subject:

NPR - Standard for Flammability of Upholstered Residential Furniture

Attachments: image001.emz; oledata.mso
Dear Secretary Stevenson:
Below are comments from Steve DeHaan, Exec. Vice President, National Home Furnishings Assn., with regard to
the subject NPR:
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May 5, 2008
Nancy A. Nord
Acting Chair
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Madam Chair:
California homebuilders, represented by the California Building Industry
Association (CBIA), wish to register their concerns regarding new chemical
standards recently proposed by the Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC) that are in direct conflict with California's robust fire-safety regime.
The standard, proposed by the CPSC in November, 2007 for residential
upholstered furniture - which is much less stringent than California's existing
furniture flammability standards - would seriously impact the California
homebuilding industry by effectively rendering obsolete the state's standards
for fire-safe furniture in homes. Indeed, the proposed regulation preempts
the California standard and sets a precedent for less protective standards for
a broader range of commercial and consumer products in the state.
Additionally troubling is that the new standard is being advanced as a new
consumer "safety" change - purporting that the flame retardant chemicals
long used in these furniture products are harmful to humans, animals and the
environment and discourages manufacturers and other producers to
discontinue use of these safety products. This admonition against the use of
fire retardants appears to run afoul of the CPSC's own research on flame
retardants which within the last decade determined that the chemicals used
were effective and safe for use in residential product applications. What's left
is the absence of guidance to manufacturers, suppliers, retailers and
ultimately consumers as to what is safe and what isn't and at great expense
to the national economy.
CBIA recommends that the CPSC withdraw the current proposed new
standard and, as has been done in the past, work toward developing a more
reasonable, balanced and safe standard utilizing fire-safety experts and other
relevant stakeholders in the process.
Thank you for your consideration.

Home Builders
Association of
Tulare & Kings Counties
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Industry Association
Sacramento

othy L. Coy
Senior Vice Presi ent
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May 5, 2008
Office of the Secretary
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
Dear Chairman Nord:
The California Chamber of Commerce, CalChamber, would like to express our concern regarding the
direction the CPSC is taking to weaken fire safety standards in California.
The Commission issued a proposed standard in November, 2007, for residential upholstered furniture
that is substantially less stringent than California's existing furniture flammability standards. It would not
apply to the most flammable components of upholstered furniture and does not include an open flame
test, used for decades under California's performance-based standard to simulate actual sources of
ignition common in residential settings. This standard, if adopted as is, would preempt the California
standard and set a precedent for less protective standards for a broader range of commercial and
consumer products.
We are also concerned that the Commission's proposal is predicated on the false premise that all flame
retardant chemicals are harmful to humans, animals and the environment. In fact, the CPSC proposal
specifically states that the standard should not rely on use of chemical flame retardants, and in so doing
sends a message to manufacturers that they should discontinue use of products that have proven
effective in significantly reducing incidence of residential fires, related deaths and injuries. This statement
also disregards the CPSC's own research on flame retardant chemicals, leading to a determination in
1998 that half of the 16 substances tested were effective and safe for use in residential product
applications.
Corporations have a social responsibility to distribute products that meet the highest standards of
consumer safety. The CPSC should not adopt standards that erect regulatory barriers to achieving this
objective. The current proposal would create a gap in public fire protection, and thus represents a very
real threat to public health and safety that vastly eclipses any theoretical risk associated with incidental
exposure to flame retardant chemicals.
In 2004, fire-fighters, physicians, environmentalists and manufacturers reached consensus on a proposal
that would provide maximum fire protection for the public and preserve flexibility for manufacturers in
order to ensure consistently safe, high quality products. We recommend the Commission issue a new
proposal that incorporates this consensus approach, and which will not preempt proven measures
already in place, such as in California.
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cc: cpsc-os@cpsc.gov

1215 K Street, Suite 1400
Sacramento, CA 95814
9164446670
www.calchamber.com

Federal Register 73 FR 11702 (March 4, 2008)
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Stevenson, Todd
From:

Simmons Bill - High Point Plant [BiII.Simmons@Kohler.Com]

Sent:

Tuesday, May 06,20089:11 AM

To:

CPSC-OS

Subject: Federal Register 73 FR 11702 (March 4, 2008)
I am writing to express my concern regarding the proposed standard for the flammability of upholstered furniture,
73 FR 11702. The proposal addresses the testing for ignition of fabrics from a smoldering cigarette. The test is
based on using a Pall Mall cigarette in testing that will no longer be made. Before a standard is issued, testing
should be done using the new Pall Mall fire safe cigarette which may alter test results achieved to date on a
variety of fabrics. The root cause of upholstered furniture fires is the ignition source and a reduction in the heat
source through reduced ignition propensity cigarettes is a significant step in decreasing the potential of a fire.
I do not understand why a fabric must be tested 10 times for compliance. Most test are conducted on a single
pass/fail basis and continued testing of a fabric will only increase costs dramatically. If a single test results in a
failure, flame retardant treatments could be applied to the fabric and retested for compliance saving the consumer
additional costs and the manufacturer a lot of testing time and expense. The application of fire barriers adds
considerable expense to the product and can affect the comfort of the furniture.
I would request that further testing be completed with the new ignition source and results analyzed to determine if
the proposed standard is applicable. Thank you for your time and consideration of my concerns.
Regards,
Bill Simmons
Baker Furniture Company

5/6/2008

GORDON H. DAMANT
DAMANT AND ASSOCIATES
3550 Watt Ave., Suite 5
Sacramento, California 95821
Phone 916-485- 7018
Fax 916-481-0252
gdamant@lycos.com and gdamant2@yahoo.com

May 6, 2008
Office of the Secretary,
Consumer Product Safety Commission
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814

Comments Related to 16 CFR Part 1634 - Standard for the Flammability
of Residential Upholstered; Proposed Rille
The following comments are provided in response to the 16 CFR 1634
proposed rule for the Flammability of Upholstered Furniture, published in the
Federal Register on March 4, 2008, pp. 11702 - 11752. After having worked on
flammability problems related to upholstered furniture, mattresses, and a
variety of other consumer products for the past 40 years both as a regulator
and as a consultant, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important
fire safety issue.
General Comments
To say that I am disappointed in the proposed flammability rule for
upholstered furniture would be a gross understatement. I am frankly appalled
that after about 35 years of effort seeking a solution to the serious and
pervasive problem of furniture flammability that the current (incomplete)
proposal is apparently the best solution that the Commission has been able to
develop.
On November 29, 1972, more than 35 years ago, the U.S. Department
of Commerce published a Notice in the Federal Register indicating that a
flammability standard for upholstered furniture may be needed 1. When the
I

Federal Register, Vol 37, No. 230, November 29, 1972, Department of Commerce, Office of the Secretary (15 CFR
Part 7), Upholstered Furniture, "Notice of Finding That Flammability Standard or Other Regulation May Be Needed
and Institution of Proceedings".
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Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) commenced operation in 1973,
and assumed responsibility for the promulgation and enforcement of standards
pursuant to the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA), the Commission inherited the
previously published Federal Register notice. Almost from the first day if its
existence in 1973, more than 35 years ago, the CPSC has focused on issues
related to the flammability of furniture. It sobering to note that a review of U.S.
fire statistics since 1973 reveals that about 30,000 victims, many of them young
children, have lost their lives from fires that are reported to have been started
by the ignition of upholstered furniture. In addition to the many tragic deaths
that have been caused by upholstered furniture fires since 1973, tens of
thousands of additional victims have sustained debilitating burn injuries from
furniture fires. Many of these burn survivors have sustained disfiguring injuries
that will remain with them for the remainder of their lives. Many of these
deaths and injuries have resulted from upholstered furniture fires caused by
direct open-flame ignition. I suggest that the victims, and their families, would
gain little satisfaction from the proposal that CPSC has produced after years of
vacillation on this critically important issue of fire safety and consumer
protection, that fails to address direct open-flame ignition of furniture.
The CPSC's failure to address this critical product safety issue
expeditiously is frankly appalling, and is a great stain upon the reputation of a
federal agency whose primary responsibility is product safety. With regard to
improving the flammability of upholstered furniture it is my opinion, and that
of many others, that the CPSC has failed miserably to provide the type of
consumer protection and safety leadership that U.S. citizens expect from a
federal agency.
One of the purposes of the Consumer Product Safety Act is stated as
follows- "To protect the public against unreasonable risks of injury associated
with consumer products". Virtually every year since the CPSC started
publishing annual "U.S. Fire Loss Estimates", deaths resulting from
upholstered furniture fues have been the number-one cause of U.S. fire deaths
for any U.S. consumer product under CPSC's jurisdiction. The cumulative U.S.
loss of life and burn injuries that have been caused by the ignition of
upholstered furniture is a tragedy of major proportions. But an even greater
tragedy is that it has taken the CPSC, a Federal agency with the specific
responsibility for consumer product safety, more than 35 years to even formally
propose a flammability standard to address this critical U.S. fire safety problem.
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Almost every day I receive copies of press releases from the CPSC that
memorialize that the agency has recalled X number of products (sometimes
involving lO's of thousands of individual products) for known or suspected
safety violations. Many of these releases contain language that suggests that,
although the CPSC knows of no actual injuries or deaths resulting from the
alleged safety defect(s), the recall action is taken to prevent injury or death that
might occur due to the continued use of the potentially dangerous product. In
such instances it appears that CPSC errs on the side of caution and takes
preventative action to forestall potential injury. The contrast and disconnect
between such recall regulatory actions (even though they are apparently
initiated under a different section of the Act), and the CPSC's 35-year response
to the catastrophic public safety problems caused by higWy flammable
residential upholstered furniture is beyond belief. Yes, the problem has been
and continues to be challenging, but while CPSC has vacillated from one
potential solution to another, other more progressive government agencies
both in the United States and Europe have successfully implemented fire safety
standards that address both cigarette and small open-flame ignition of furniture
used in both residential and public occupancies.
Perhaps there may be criticisms of existing standards, and perhaps they
are less than perfect. But the bottom line is that others have attempted to
address this critically important fire safety problem, have developed standards,
and have provided a level of protection and fire safety to their citizens that has
been sadly lacking throughout much of the United States, primarily due to
CPSC's ineptitude in addressing this critical fue safety issue. In the meantime,
although apparently expending a great deal of time, money and employee
resources, CPSC has substantially abdicated its responsibility, by failing to
expeditiously and comprehensively address this important fue safety problem.
Over a 35-year period CPSC has achieved very little relating to the fue safety of
upholstered furniture, and has provided no safety to the public from furniture
fires, despite the multitude of tragic deaths and injuries resulting from such
fires. In my opinion the current CPSC proposal does little to improve the
problems caused by residential furniture fires.
Upholstered furniture and bedding products constitute the major fuel
loads in most homes. Both products, unless modified to be ignition resistant,
are easily ignited by small flaming and smoldering ignition sources. The
Commission's activities in recent years to address the open-flame ignition of
mattresses and bed sets was a significant step forward in the fire safety of U.S.
homes. In the mattress rulemaking the CPSC recognized the potential fuel load
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of bedding systems. The agency further acknowledged that a significant step
forward in U.S. residential fire safety could be achieved, not only by preventing
ignition of bed sets, but also by significantly delaying the onset of flashover
from bedding fires that may rapidly put an entire residence at risk.
Many in the fue safety community were greatly encouraged by the
CPSC's approach to the fue safety of bed sets and anticipated, since bedding
products and upholstered furniture are closely related, a similar approach would
be used in the rulemaking relating to upholstered furniture. However, the
science-based approach to fire safety employed in addressing the fire problem
of mattresses and bed sets is sadly lacking in the current CPSC proposal related
to upholstered furniture. The fact is that upholstered furniture may constitute a
greater fuel load, and may be responsible for more rapid fire growth, than
bedding products. But the CPSC has inexplicably chosen to largely ignore the
fue growth and flashover dangers presented by upholstered furniture in the
current proposal. It should also be pointed out that mattress producers have
been required to comply with a mandatory CPSC standard for cigarette ignition
resistance since 1974,2 unlike the furniture industry that, outside of California,
have faced no mandatory flammability requirements of any type for residential
furniture. One can only conjecture that the difference between a cooperative
and progressive industry, and one perhaps less cooperative and less
progressive, played a significant role in the Commission's approach to this
critical fue safety issue.
History and Recent Developments
As previously noted the CPSC has been involved in upholstered
furniture flammability activities since the early 1970's. In the early 1970's the
CPSC worked with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in the
development of a proposed test method for the cigarette ignition of furniture.
A proposed cigarette ignition test"method, PFF 6-76 3, was developed by the
Center for Fire Research at NBS and was provided to the CPSC in the mid
1970's. The record shows that 30 years ago the CPSC was presented with a
cigarette test method for upholstered furniture, developed by one of the most
prestigious fire research organizations in the world. For some reason that is not
clearly apparent, even though in November 1978 CPSC staff recommended
2
3

16 CFR 1632 - "Standard for the Flammability of Mattresses and Mattress Pads (FF 4-72 amended)".
Back-Up Report for the Proposed Standard for the Flammability (Cigarette Ignition Resistance) of Upholstered
Furniture PFF 6-76, NBSIR 78-1438, Joseph Loftus, Center for Fire Research, National Engineering Laboratory,
National Bureau of Standards, Final Report June 1978.
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that the NBS test method, with some modification, be published as a proposed
standard. The Commission chose to reject the modified NBS proposal in favor
of monitoring a furniture industry voluntary program developed under the
auspices of an industry furniture consortium, the Upholstered Furniture Action
Council (OFAC). It should be noted that the test method developed 30 years
ago at NBS (pFF 6-76) has been adopted, with modifications, as consensus test
methods by both the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), and
by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA).4,5
It is ironic that today, CPSC has apparently rejected the UFAC program,
which it had previously been so willing to embrace, and is now proposing a test
method that addresses the same flammability issue for which a technical
solution was proposed by the NBS 30 years earlier - ignition of furniture by
smoldering cigarettes. One can only speculate on the lives that might have been
saved, the injuries prevented, and the property loss that may not have occurred,
had the CPSC not equivocated on this important safety issue 30 years ago.
Unfortunately it is apparent to many that for the past 30 years, in the area of
upholstered furniture flammability, the CPSC has failed dismally, and has been
less than diligent, in its stated mission of providing any real consumer safety or
protection on this important fire safety issue.
The current activity related to furniture flammability can be traced to a
petition filed by the National Association of State Fire Marshals (NASFM) in
1993 6• The NASFM petition requested a mandatory standard to address the
flammability of upholstered furniture, and suggested several existing test
methods the CPSC should consider. It is perfectly clear from the petition that a
major thrust of NASFM's request was that CPSC not only focus on cigarette
ignition of furniture, but also specifically address issues related to open-flame
ignition of furniture products. State Fire Marshals were particularly concerned
with reports of rapid fire development in modern homes when typical items of
upholstered furniture were the first items to ignite. Investigators and fire
researchers report that flashover from fires involving modern furniture may
occur in as little as 3 minutes - long before the typical fire department is able to

4

ASTM E 1352 - "Standard Test Method for Cigarette Ignition Resistance of Mock-Up Upholstered Furniture
Assemblies".

5

NFPA 260 - "Standard Methods of Tests and Classification System for Cigarette Ignition Resistance of Components
of Upholstered Furniture".

6

Petition for Promulgation of Upholstered Furniture Fabric Flammability Regulations Under the Flammable Fabrics
Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1191 et seq., Submitted by the National Association of State Fire Marshals, March 31, 1993.
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arrive at the fire scene, giving residents little time for detection of the fire, or
escape from it.
Additionally it has been clear to flre authorities for many years that the
major fuel load in furniture fires is the highly combustible filling-material
hidden beneath upholstery fabrics. In recent years fire authorities have pushed
strongly for either the protection of the highly flammable furniture filling
materials, using some of the fire blocking techniques currently employed in
current mattress production, or replacement of the filling materials by
appropriate fire retardant materials. It has also been clear to both fire
authorities and flre researchers for years that standards which primarily address
the smoldering resistance of furniture cover fabrics and filling materials that are
intimately adjacent will not suffice to prevent the rapid involvement of
furniture fillings should even small open-flame ignition occur.
After due deliberation the Commission voted to partially grant
NASFM's petition in 1994, published an Advance Notice of Public Rulemaking
(ANPR) 7, and specifically instructed CPSC staff to evaluate, and give
consideration to all available furniture flammability test methods in the
development of an appropriate CPSC furniture test standard. In October 1997
CPSC staff forwarded a briefing package to the Commission in which the staff
concluding that a small open flame standard was feasible and a CPSC standard
could effectively reduce the risks to consumers, including risks from both small
open flame and cigarette ignitions. Subsequently, in 2003, the Commission
voted to issue a second ANPR that included both cigarette and small open
flame ignition in the CPSC rulemaking on furniture flammability.
For many who had followed the CPSC furniture flammability activities
over the years it was clear that the Commission had made the correct decision,
though perhaps very belatedly, in choosing to address both cigarette and small
open-flame ignition. It was the right thing to do, and we were encouraged that
the Commission had finally seen the light and had chosen to follow a correct
and scientifically valid approach to the furniture fire safety problem. To say the
least I, along with many others, was astounded in late 2007 when informed that
the CPSC had backed away from its previous position and was now
concentrating only on cigarette ignition of furniture.
7

ANPR 59 FR 30735. June 15, 1994. The portion ofNASFM's petition requesting a small open-flame standard was
granted; the portion requesting a large open-flame standard was denied; and the portion requesting a cigarette ignition
standard was deferred pending further information about the effectiveness of the voluntary industry program on
cigarette ignition of furniture.
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The circumstances behind this apparent radical change of direction by
the CPSC are somewhat vague, but in 2007 acting chairman Commissioner
Nancy Nord apparently acting unilaterally instructed CPSC staff\ to change
direction once again and to develop a flammability standard for furniture based
only upon resistance to cigarette ignition. It interesting to note that this
important fire safety decision was made in relative secrecy, even without the
knowledge of Commissioner Thomas Moore 9 . It is also apparent that, to my
knowledge, this critical decision was made without the benefit of any open and
public input or comment, particularly from interested parties, consumer groups
or organizations such as the National Association of State Fire Marshals, who
were the petitioners for an upholstered furniture standard in 1993, and who
had specifically requested that CPSC address the serious fire problem of open
flame ignition. For an agency that has prided itself over the years on the
openness of its regulatory process, the circumstances of the apparent process
by which this critical decision was made leaves much to be desired and raises
many questions relating to the openness of CPSC's decision making. The
drastic change of direction by the CPSC clearly appears to repudiate the
essence of the valid NASFM petition that had been granted by the Commission
in 1994 and reiterated by additional Commission votes in 2003.
Upholstered Furniture Flammability
A review of U.S. fire statistics, as well as investigations of fires caused by
furniture, shows that upholstered furniture fires are primarily caused by three
types of ignition source - cigarettes, small open-flames, and a variety of
electrical devices. Cigarette-caused furniture fires always start as smoldering
flres. The smoldering process may continue for as little as 30 minutes, but
furniture may smolder for many hours, before the transition to flaming
combustion. In some cases furniture smolders itself out, without ever flaming. lO
Small open-flame ignition of furniture, is usually caused by matches, lighters,
and candles, and is frequently associated with child-play. The serious problem
of child play has been well documented in several reports published by the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) ,11, 12 Ignition of furniture by
8

Acting Chairman Nancy Nord, Opening Statement - Upholstered Furniture Biefing, December 6,2007.
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Statement of the Honorable Thomas H. Moore on the Regulatory Alternatives to Address the Flammability of
Upholstered Furniture - December 27, 2007.
McCormack I.A., Damant G.H. and Williams S.S. "Flaming Combustion of Upholstered Furniture Ignited by
Smoldering Cigarettes", 12th International Conference on Fire Safety, Clarion Hotel - Millbrae, California, January
12, 1987.
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Children Playing with Fire: U.S. Experience, 1980 - i991, John Hall, NFPA, August 1993.
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small-open flame typically results in a much more rapid fire process than is
seen from the cigarette smoldering process. Depending on the exterior
upholstery fabric, ignition of furniture may occur within a few seconds, and fire
propagation in the worst cases can result in flashover of the room of origin in
as little as 3 minutes. Ignition of furniture by electrical devices may follow a
variety of paths, most of which lead to either initial smoldering, or rapid
flaming combustion.
The exterior fabric on furniture (the upholstery) potentially plays a very
critical role in the initial phase of furniture fires. With respect to cigarette
ignition and the potential for furniture smoldering, fabrics made from cellulosic
fibers - primarily cotton, rayon and linen - are much more likely to become
ignited and start the smoldering process, than are fabrics made primarily from
other textile fibers, such as thermoplastics and thermosets. Cellulosic fabrics
tend to smolder while man-made fabrics such as polyester, nylon,
polypropylene (olefin), acrylic, and modacrylic do not smolder under cigarette
ignition conditions, although some localized melting of the fibers may occur
from cigarette contact.
The potential for cellulosic fabrics to smolder increases as the weight of
fabrics increase. In other words heavyweight cellulosic fabrics are theoretically
likely to be a much greater smoldering problem, than are lighter-weight
cellulosic fabrics. However, heavy weight cellulosic fabrics tend to be some of
the more expensive upholstery fabrics and are typically used on high-end,
custom furniture, and are often specified by a design professional. It should
also be noted that fire investigations and studies show that furniture fires occur
less frequently in the types of affluent homes that are likely to have furniture
covered by custom heavy-weight cellulosic fabrics. So the use of the most
smolder-prone upholstery fabrics, does not necessarily increases the fire risk
from careless use of cigarettes, since such fabrics are typically used in homes
where cigarette-caused fires are less like to occur in any event.
A detailed report, involving cigarette tests of about 1200 pieces of
furniture - tested full-scale - has been published. 13 This report looks in detail at
the effect of fabric on the smoldering potential of upholstered furniture when
ignited by cigarettes. Incidentally, I am unaware that the CPSC has ever
performed a similar comprehensive cigarette ignition study of complete articles
12

Patterns of Fire Casualties in Home Fires by Age and Sex, 1986 - 1990, Alison L. Miller, NFPA, June 1993.

Cigarette Ignition of Upholstered Furniture, Damant G.H., Journal of Fire Sciences, Volume 13, No 5, pp. 337-350,
. September - October 1995.
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of furniture during its 35-year investigation into upholstered furniture
flammability.
Although the use of thermoplastic-based fabrics is advantageous in
resisting smoldering, their performance under flaming ignition conditions is
much less stellar. Many thermoplastic fabrics when heated, by even a small
open-flame, will immediately melt and rapidly ignite. The ignition and melting
of thermoplastic furniture fabrics quickly exposes furniture filling materials
(typically materials such as flexible polyurethane foam and polyester fiber
batting, which constitute the major fuel load in most furniture) to the burning
conditions. Unless the highly flammable filling materials are flame retardant, or
are protected by some type of a fire barrier system, the result is often rapid
flame development, and the potential for room flashover within minutes.
In contrast, furniture covered by cellulosic fabrics, particularly of
medium to heavy fabric weight, are more difficult to ignite by small open
flames; generally burn much more slowly than do thermoplastic fabrics; do not
melt; do not quickly expose the furniture filling materials to flames; and often
provide a protective carbonaceous barrier over the highly flammable filling
materials, that may last for many minutes. In other words cellulosic fabrics are a
much safer choice than are many thermoplastic and thermoset fabrics when
considering small open flame ignition of furniture. Cellulosic fabrics may not
prevent small open-flame ignition of furniture, but many laboratory tests have
shown that their use does significantly delay full furniture fire involvement, and
can provide many additional minutes for fire detection and suppression, as well
as precious and vital additional time for potential victims to escape from a
furniture-caused residential fire.
In the mid 1970's the State of California conducted an industry survey of
fabrics used on furniture offered for sale in California. At that time about 75%
of the fibers used in California furniture fabrics were cellulosic, and the
remaining 25% were mostly thermoplastic. The high percentage of cellulosic
furniture fabrics in use no doubt related to the significant problem of cigarette
ignition reported by fire statistics at that time. About 15 - 20 years later
California conducted a similar survey, and the result was quite different. The
second survey revealed that about 75% of furniture fabrics were now made
predominantly from thermoplastic fibers, and the remainder from cellulosic
and other fibers. There is no reason to believe that the results of these surveys
would not also reflect the distribution of fibers that would have existed on
furniture sold throughout the U.S. in these time periods. The California surveys
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showed that over a period of about two decades a remarkable transition had
occurred in the types of fibers used in upholstery fabrics. Not surprisingly, over
this period fire statistics also showed a marked decline in the number of
furniture fires caused by cigarette ignition. 14
The current CPSC furniture proposal focuses only on cigarette ignition
of furniture, except for cases that are considered Type II by the CPSC proposal
(for Type II furniture a fire barrier system must be used that is both cigarette
and open-flame resistant). Currently it is estimated that about 80 - 85% of
furniture fabrics are made from fibers that are thermoplastic or thermoset and
generally would not be considered to be Type II. The previously referenced
study (Footnote 13), reports that about 95% of furniture covered with fabric
containing at least 80 percent of thermoplastic fibers was inherently cigarette
resistant. The study further showed that a very high percentage of furniture was
cigarette resistant (about 93%) when the upholstery fabric contained as little as
50% of non-cellulosic fibers. In other words a very high percentage furniture
with upholstery fabrics containing 50% or greater of thermoplastic fibers is
likely to be automatically cigarette resistant, even in the absence of the
proposed CPSC standard. Further, it is likely that the CPSC-proposed standard
may encourage furniture producers to discard, or severely limit, their use of
cellulosic fabrics (many will be Type II and require a fire blocking system), and
promote the use of fabrics that are predominantly thermoplastic.
But here's the problem. In general, cellulosic fabrics are much better
than fabrics based upon thermoplastic and thermoset fibers with respect to
open-flame ignition. The fire hazard of thermoplastic/thermoset fabrics is
from open flame. To prevent rapid propagation of furniture fues and
protection
of highly
combustible
filling materials, it is
the
thermoplastic/ thermoset fabrics that are the most dangerous and that require
the use of a fire barrier system. But the proposed CPSC standard implicity, if
not explicitly, encourages the use of thermoplastic fabrics, and requires a small
percentage of cellulosic Type II fabrics to be used with fire barriers. The CPSC
proposal seeks to achieve a slight gain in performance from cigarette ignition,
at the expense of a potentially creating an increased problem from open-flame
ignited furniture fires. From this aspect alone, the CPSC proposal is clearly a
backwards step in achieving a true improvement in furniture fire safety. To
achieve a real improvement in furniture fire safety, it is the
It should be noted that a number offactors were probably also responsible for the decline in cigarette caused
furniture fires, such as, but not limited to, increased use of residential smoke detectors, fewer smokers, and the
California and UFAC standards for furniture flammability.
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thermoplastic/ thermoset fabrics that should be used with a fire blocking.
However, the CPSC proposal does not require protection of filling materials
when used with fabrics that are the greatest danger with regard to small open
flame ignition.
A number of factors contribute to the marked improvement in the
cigarette igrul10n resistance of upholstered furniture in recent years (See
footnote 14). In the 1980's and early 1990's the State of California conducted
annual surveys of upholstered furniture offered for sale in California. 15 Over an
ii-year period California randomly purchased from furniture retailers about
200 articles of furniture each year for the purpose of determining the
flammability properties of furniture sold in California. Every piece of furniture
was tested full-scale to determine resistance to cigarette ignition - testing was
performed in accordance with California Technical Bulletin 116. 16 To measure
cigarette resistance, multiple test cigarettes were placed on every furniture
location where a cigarette might accidentally lodge. In 1981, the fust year of the
survey, 60% of the furniture purchased ignited and smoldered when tested by
standard cigarettes. The test data for succeeding years are shown in the
following table:
Year

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

15

Percent of Furniture
Ignited by
Cigarettes
60
40
36
30
20
12
18
0
2
6
5

Damant G.H. and Nurbakhsh S., "Development of Flammability Standards in California for Upholstered Furniture
and Bedding Products for use in Residences and Public Buildings", Flame Retardants '94, Queen Elizabeth
Conference Center, London, England, January 26-27, 1994.
California Technical Bulletin 116 - "Requirements, Test Procedure and Apparatus for Testing the Flame Retardance
of Upholstered Furniture", January 1980, State of California, Department of Consumer Affairs, Bureau of Home
Furnishings and Thermal Insulation.
.
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Even though California TB 116 has been a voluntary requirement in
California, the high rate of compliance with it has been impressive. The key
factor that resulted in improved cigarette resistance of upholstered furniture
sold in California appears to have been the gradual transition from cellulosic
upholstery fabrics to fabrics made from thermoplastic and thermoset fibers
over this time period. This is a change that was experienced throughout the
U.S., and the national reduction of U.S. cigarette-caused fires demonstrated by
fire statistics appears to be reflective of the transition to more smolder
resistant fabrics.
Added to the factors already referenced that appear to have contributed
to more cigarette-resistant furniture (even in the absence of any CPSC
regulatory intervention), we now have the promulgation in many states of
requirements that all cigarettes sold be of "low ignition propensity". At the
time of preparation of these comments, the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) reports that 27 states, representing about 60 percent of the
U.S. population, have enacted laws requiring the sale of cigarettes of reduced
ignition propensity, with ten states (New York, California, Vermont, Illinois,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Oregon, Maine, Montana and Kentucky)
already having laws in effect. 17
Even though it is unlikely that cigarettes of reduced ignition propensity
will prevent all furniture fires, it is very likely that a high percentage of newly
manufactured furniture will be cigarette resistant (even without the CPSC
proposal), and that a substantial percentage of furniture currently on the market
will be less likely to be ignited by reduced ignition propensity cigarettes once all
the state laws are enacted. All of the above factors point to the fact that it is
clearly apparent that the current CPSC furniture flammability proposal is "too
little - to late", and that the CPSC proposal fails to address a very serious
furniture fire problem - ignition by small open-flame.
Flame Retardant Chemicals and Other Fire Safety Improvement Measures
In comments related to an open-flame standard for upholstered
furniture the CPSC has recently expressed concern over the potential use of
flame retardant chemicals to achieve improved fire safety. CPSC's suddenly
expressed concern on the issue of flame retardants appears to inconsistent with
the position that CPSC took just a few months ago while addressing the 16
CFR 1633 flammability standard relating to mattresses and bed sets. During the
17
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public comment period for 16 CFR 1633, CPSC received many comments
regarding the use of FR chemicals in mattresses. CPSC staff addressed this
issue as follows:
"A major concern of consumers commenting on the
proposed standard is the use of flame retardant (FR) chemicals in
mattresses. At the time the staff conducted its preliminary
qualitative assessment for the proposed standard, data on
potential exposures to FR chemicals used in mattresses did not
exist. Since then the staff has conducted a quantitative risk
assessment to provide a more accurate estimate of the potential
risk to consumers associated with exposures to these FR
chemical!chemical classes in commercially available FR-treated
barriers that may be used by mattress manufacturers to meet the
draft final flammability standard. Results of the quantitative risk
assessment indicate that there are a number of commercially
available FR-treated barriers that can be used to meet the staff's
draft final mattress flammability standard. These chemicals are not
expected to pose any appreciable risk of health effects to
consumers who sleep on treated mattresses":
"As indicated in the staff's earlier environmental assessment and
confirmed in the updated environmental information,
manufacturers appear to have a number of alternatives for
meeting the staff's draft final standard that will not result in
unacceptable adverse impacts to human health or the
environment. Moreover, government agencies, advocacy
organizations, academics, and chemical manufacturers are
monitoring and conducting research on the environmental and
health impacts of different FR chemicals and other materials.
There are regulatory and other mechanisms that can be used to
control the use of speciHc flame retardants if they are ever found
to pose unacceptable adverse impacts on human health or the
environment.,,18
In the Executive Summary to 16 CFR 1633 Mattress Briefing Package
CPSC staff provided extensive additional documentation regarding "Potential
Health Issues Associated with Flame Retardant Use" and "Exposure to Flame
18
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Retardant Chemicals", as well as devoting one entire section of the Briefing
Package (TAB D) to this important issue. 19, 20 It is clear from a review of the 16
CFR 1633 rulemaking that CPSC staff did not have a major concern over the
potential use of certain flame retardant chemicals in products that are used for
sleeping purposes, and in fact stated in public documents, "These chemicals are
not expected to pose any appreciable risk of health effects to consumers who
sleep on treated mattresses" and "manufacturers appear to have a number of
alternatives for meeting the staffs draft final standard that will not result in
unacceptable adverse impacts to human health or the environment".
Mattresses, Bed Sets and Upholstered Furniture are not dissimilar
products. In fact they are remarkably similar. With the exception of fabric
choices used for furniture and mattress applications, and differing geometric
configurations, virtually all components (the concealed filling materials, metal
springs and wood), are identicaL It is therefore fascinating that FR chemicals
are found to be acceptable by CPSC, and "not to pose any appreciable risk of
health effects to consumers" in one application and for one product, but
apparently not the other.
There is a great amount of confusion and misinformation circulating
currently about flame retardant chemicals, as well as other chemicals generally
associated with usage in a variety of plastics and textile applications. Much of
this misinformation is generated by organizations whose agenda is clearly not
fire safety, and who appear to have a very little understanding of the science
behind many of the chemicals that they allege to be unacceptable. There are
many in our society who apparently have no interest or concern about the
tragic deaths and debilitating injuries that result from fire, provided that their
chemophobic agendas are satisfied.
Today many chemicals, particularly flame retardants, are found "guilty by
association". Because one or two flame retardant chemicals have been found to
present an unacceptable risk, many chemicals (sometimes not even closely
related chemically) are being implicated by irresponsible organizations whose
sole agenda appears to be the spread of chemophobia. CPSC's apparent
position related to the potential use of flame retardants in upholstered furniture
does little to alleviate the confusion and misinformation. In fact, it does the

Briefing Package - Final Rule for the Flammability (Open Flame) of Mattress Sets, 16 CFR 1633, pages 16 - 17, 22
26, Executive Summary.
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opposite and plays right into the hands of those who would seek
consumers of safe solutions to serious ftre safety problems.

to

deprive

CPSC's position related to the safety to chemicals used for consumer
applications needs to be based upon the best science available, and not
emotional rhetoric. Fire safety and public health are not an "either/or"
situation. To protect the U.S. public we can and must have ftre safe products
that also provide no health risk. Fire safety and public health are not mutually
exclusive, as many of the proponents for banning literally hundreds of
chemicals would have us believe.
Fire Barriers and Fire Blocking Systems
Putting aside the issue of the use, or non-use, of flame retardant
chemicals in upholstered furniture applications, in any event their use may not
be crucial to improving the open-flame ignition ftre performance of
upholstered furniture. Since the early 1970's a variety of fIre blocking systems,
or ftre barriers, have been developed by numerous suppliers. Many of these
products and materials are speciftcally intended to improve the fIre
performance of furnishings. Numerous documents memorializing the
development of fIre-blocking systems for furnishings have been
published. 21 ,22,23
The implementation of full-scale ftre tests for mattresses, bed sets, and
upholstered furniture, such as California Technical Bulletins 121, 129, 133 and
603 and 16 CFR 1633 at the federal level, as well as consensus test methods
and standards such as ASTM E 1537, ASTM E 1590, ASTM E 1822, and
various NFPA requirements, has resulted in a literal explosion in the
development of new and innovative ftre barriers for furniture and bedding
applications. Most of these ftre barrier systems are made from inherently ftre
resistant ftbers, and many of the barrier systems are represented as containing
"no flame retardant chemicals". It is important to recognize that most of the
inherently FR ftbers used in the fire barriers that are currently used in
furnishings have been safely used for years in other ftre safety applications such
21
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as fire/heat protective clothing - where they are often in direct contact with the
wearer's skin. Today virtually 100 percent of the mattresses and bed sets sold in
the U.S., to comply with the stringent provisions of 16 CFR 1633, incorporate
fire barriers in their design. The specific intent of using the fire barriers in
mattresses and bed sets is to reduce the likelihood of the fire involvement of
mattress filling materials, and to delay the potential for flashover (for example,
the mattress standard, 16 CFR 1633, allows only slow controlled burning for
the first 30 minutes after ignition, with a limit on the amount of heat that can
be released by the burning bed set).
The U.S. furniture industry is no stranger to the use of fire barrier
technology. Since 1984 millions of pieces of upholstered furniture have been
sold in the U.S. with fire blocking or fire barrier technology. Virtually every
piece of furniture sold in the U.S. designed to comply with the provisions of
California Technical Bulletin 133 uses a fire barrier system. Although TB 133 is
a California standard, its use is widespread throughout the U.S. in contract
furniture that is intended for use in a variety of public buildings (other
standards such as ASTM E 1537, the Boston standard - BFD IX - 10, and the
New York/ New Jersey Port Authority standard are all similar to TB 133).
As indicated above, mattress producers selling in the U.S. have embraced
fire barrier technology for use in all residential mattresses and bed sets sold to
comply with 16 CFR 1633. The use of fire barriers in bed sets appears to be no
impediment to their manufacture or sale. The cost of the barriers has declined
markedly as their use has become more common, and barrier suppliers assure
us that there is plenty of industry capacity to meet the needs of the furniture
industry. Therefore, there appears to be no reason that fire barriers could not
be used with great effect in upholstered furniture. Their use in residential
furniture would result in a quantum improvement in the fire safety of furniture
currently sold for use in consumers homes, and would result in a significant
decline in the deaths and injuries that are currently caused by furniture fires.
The CPSC is apparently committed to reducing deaths and injuries from unsafe
consumer products. Ladies and gentlemen of the CPSC, there is a viable
solution to the furniture flammability problem, we need you to embrace it and
provide some real leadership on this important fire safety problem. The current
CPSC proposal fails to provide the solution that is required.
The frustrating aspect of the current CPSC flammability proposal for
upholstered furniture is not only that cigarette ignition resistance is merely a
partial and incomplete solution to a significant fire safety problem, but that
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solutions to the open-flame ignition resistance of upholstered furniture,
including the use of fIre barrier technologies, are readily available. There is no
reason to believe that the fIre barrier products that have been embraced by the
mattress industry would not be equally effective in reducing the open-flame fIre
hazard of residential furniture, and would at a minimum achieve the same
objectives that CPSC found persuasive, and embraced, when addressing
mattress flammability. Namely prevention of rapid fIre involvement of
furniture filling materials, and minimizing and/or delaying full-room flashover
when an article of furniture is ignited in a typical residential fIre. If CPSC found
it important to minimize and delay flashover from residential mattresses and
bed set fIres, why is it not also as important, or even more so, to achieve the
same goal and objective with furniture, given the extreme fuel load and fIre
hazard of much modern' furniture? Faced with the currently available
technologies for improving the fIre safety of furnishings, CPSC's reluctance to
address this important fIre safety issue is even more baffling and inexcusable.
The CPSC's inconsistent approach to this critical fIre safety problem leaves
much to be desired, and leaves those of us who have been involved in
upholstered furniture research, testing or regulation for so many years
frustrated and greatly disappointed.
Validation Testing
It is understood that CPSC plans to perform validation testing to ensure
that the proposed furniture flammability mock-up standard will be predictive of
furniture fIre performance in real scale. Obviously such validation testing is
critically important if one is to conclude that the mock-up tests mean anything
relating to real-life performance. It is diffIcult to understand why validation
testing was not performed prior to proposing a standard. Surely it would be
helpful to know if one is heading in the right direction before proposing a
potential solution to a problem. Typically regulatory agencies validate their
approach to problems before they formally propose the solution. Such an
approach is more economical, provides greater confIdence in the proposed
solution, and is the right thing to do, scientifIcally. The current plan by CPSC
to conduct validation testing after proposing a standard does not give one a lot
of confIdence in the CPSC process, and is typical of the convoluted and
vacillating approach that CPSC has used to address the furniture flammability
problem for the past 35 years.
Full-scale fu:e tests are also extremely helpful in understanding the nature
of a problem. To my knowledge CPSC has done little full-scale fIre testing of
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upholstered furniture in their attempt to fully understand the furniture
flammability problem, or to help in the development of potential solutions.
Performing full-scale investigative testing does not mean that the solution
needs to be a full-scale test, but it clearly does give one a critical understanding
of the nature and dynamics of the fire problems that need to be addressed.
Other than a report of 27 full-scale tests in CPSC's 1997 furniture flammability
briefing package,24 which incidentally I found to be of very little value and
about which I disagree with CPSC's conclusions, I am unaware of any
comprehensive evaluation by CPSC of full-scale performance of upholstered
furniture under both cigarette and small open-flame ignition conditions.
The Potential Impact of CPSC's Proposal on Other Furniture Standards
The Consumer Product Safety Act and the Flammable Fabrics Act
(FFA) both address issues related to preemption of local standards. Both of
these Acts indicate that state and local jurisdiction standards for products that
address the same risk of injury, and that are inconsistent with CPSC standards,
are preempted by the standards adopted by the CPSc. 25 ,26 Essentially both Acts
prohibit a state or local jurisdiction from having a standard for a product that is
inconsistent with or not identical to a CPSC standard, that addresses the same
risk of injury (or specifically with respect to the FFA if the local standard or
regulation is designed to protect against the same risk of injury from
occurrence of fire). The Acts do, however, permit States and local jurisdictions
to apply for exemption from preemption.
As previously noted, the current CPSC proposal addresses only cigarette
ignition of upholstered furniture, and ignores ignition of furniture by other
sources, such an open-flame and electrical devices. However, the State of
California has in place residential furniture regulations (since 1975), that
address ignition of furniture components and mock-ups by both cigarettes and
small-open flames. For 33 years California regulations have required furniture
sold in the State to exhibit resistance to both cigarette and open flame ignition
when tested by the requirements of Technical Bulletin 117. With the potential
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adoption of the CPSC furniture proposal, there is the very real threat that the
California standards will be preempted. 27
If the CPSC proposal were equal to, or more stringent than, the existing
California standards, preemption would be less of an issue. But that is not the
case. While it is true that to some extent, the CPSC's un-validated proposal
addresses cigarette ignition of furniture, the open-flame ignition scenario is
totally ignored. If the California standards were to be preempted by the CPSC
proposal, they would in fact be replaced by a standard that only addresses part
of the problem, and which totally ignores the problem of open-flame ignition.
In fact it is probably that furniture made to comply with the CPSC proposal
might be more susceptible to open-flame ignition, due to an expected transition
towards the use of thermoplastic fabrics and away from the medium-to heavy
weight cellulosic fabrics that are common to high-end furniture.

The California furniture flammability regulations, in effect since 1975,
legally apply only to furniture sold in California. On a demographic basis about
12 - 14 percent of furniture sold in the U.S. is sold in California. However,
compliance "vith the California furniture flammability regulations is far more
widespread. Over the last 10 - 15 years, many U.S. furniture producers,
including most of the largest U.S. producers, have converted. all of their
production to be in compliance with the California requirements, irrespective
of the point of sale. In addition several large retail chains sell only California
complying furniture throughout the U.S. I estimate that currently 40 - 50
percent of furniture sold in the U.S. is made to comply with the current
California furniture flammability standards.
Can CPSC really be serious about proposing a furniture flammability
standard that potentially invalidates and preempts a standard that has been
embraced by about 50 percent of the furniture industry, without providing an
equivalent level of safety, or at least an alternative or additional test method
that furniture producers can use to evaluate the small open-flame ignition
resistance of their products? Is CPSC able to document that number of
furniture fIres that did not occur, that were so minor that they were unreported,
or that progressed more slowly, because of compliance with current California
standards? Can CPSC speak to the number of lives that were saved or injuries
prevented because furniture fIres were prevented or developed more slowly, or
CPsc Advisory Opinions related to CPSC preemption have indicated that the risk of injury from burning products,
such as furniture and mattresses, does not depend upon the method or type of ignition. Ignition by cigarettes or open
flame are apparently treated as being the same risk of injury for Federal preemption purposes - Advisory Letter from
the CPSC Office of the General Counsel to Thomas W. Power, December 8, 1983.
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because residents were given additional time to escape, due to the California
standards being in place?
One has to assume that, at least in part, furniture makers voluntarily
complied with the California standards because they thought they were making
safer furniture, it was the right thing to do, and they wanted to provide their
customers with an additional level of safety (concerns related to product
liability and the advisability of making uniform products might also be factors).
Is CPSC prepared to now tell U.S. furniture makers, that it is all right to
discarded the flammability requirements that they have chosen to comply with,
and that it satisfactory to sell furniture that may flashover the homes of their
customers in 3 - 5 minutes? Does CPSC condone this type of ftre
performance? Is CPSC willing to inform U.S. consumers that it is OK to buy
furniture that may destroy homes, and potentially cause death and injury to
their children, in a matter of minutes? For an agency whose mission is one of
consumer safety, these options seem egregious and preposterous.
There may be some small incremental beneftt to be gained from CSPC's
cigarette ignition proposal. But CPSC's failure to address the serious problem
of open-flame ignition of furniture, as well as the potential for invalidating a
widespread standard that does address open-flame ignition to some degree, is
far too great a price to pay. It is ironic that several years ago after developing a
proposed revision to California Technical Bulletin 117, the California Bureau of
Home Furnishings delayed implementation of the revised standard in a
commitment to work cooperatively with CPSC in the interest of developing a
comprehensive solution to the U.S. furniture fire safety problem. Perhaps if
California had continued to promulgate the revision to TB 117, we would not
ftnd ourselves in the unfortunate position that we are in today. Overall it is my
opinion that CPSC's cigarette test proposal by itself does not significantly
improve U.S. fire safety, and is clearly a step backwards. For that reason alone I
am unable to support the CPSC proposal.
At a minimum it is imperative that CPSC not go forward with the
current proposal until a comprehensive solution to the serious problem of
furniture ftre safety has been achieved that addresses both cigarette and small
open-flame ignition, as previously voted on and endorsed by the Commission.
The cost of losing current standards that do address open-flame ignition of
furniture, to at least some degree, due to preemption is too high a price to pay.
Hopefully, a comprehensive solution could be achieved within a reasonable
time frame and with minimal additional delay, particularly since the CPSC staff
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has already developed and published several prior proposals to address open
flame ignition.

Summary
Most homes contain two primary fuel packages: upholstered furniture
and bedding products. U.S. consumers now have the benefit of mandatory fire
standards for mattresses and bed sets addressing both cigarette ignition (since
1974), and open-flame (since July 2007). However, U.S. consumers have no
such current benefit, outside of California, related to flammability standards for
upholstered furniture. The furniture rulemaking has provided the CPSC an
opportunity to rectify this serious deficiency.
CPSC's proposed rule does little to address this deficiency in a serious
way. In fact the proposed rule, for the reasons stated earlier, may actually be a
backwards step in fire safety. Many of us who have followed CPSC's furniture
related activities over the years are greatly disappointed by CPSC's failure to
comprehensively address the serious fire safety problems caused by highly
flammable furniture. It seems clear the CPSC current proposal is more of a
politically acceptable solution than one truly based upon the objective of
protecting consumers from the ravages of furniture fires. The societal impact
of furniture fires in recent years, involving thousands of deaths, injuries, and
extensive property loss has been a national tragedy. About 3,000 victims lost
their lives in the World Trade Center tragedy, and the governmental and
societal response was impressive. In recent years about 30,000 citizens, many of
them young children, have perished in furniture fires. CPSC's response - little
more than a band aid.
By it's very charter, CPSC has a responsibility to protect consumers from
unreasonably dangerous products. For 35 years, CPSC has substantially
abdicated that responsibility with respect to furniture flammability. The current
proposal does little to make amends. Althol;lgh it is apparent the CPSC believes
that open-flame ignition of upholstered furniture is not a high priority, it is
doubtful that the thousands of victims of recent furniture fires and their
21

families would agree, and certainly those who are on the front lines of fighting
furniture related house fues, and who have to cope with the coundess victims,
have great difficulty in accepting CPSC's failure to comprehensively address
this issue.
Many government agencies are faced with severe time constraints when
developing standards and regulations. Many agencies are required by law to
complete standards, regulations and rulemaking within certain prescribed time
periods. It is apparent, based upon the current experience with upholstered
furniture, that the CPSC is not limited by any such constraints. However, it is
hard to believe that in 1972 when Congress was engaged in producing the
Consumer Product Safety Act, it contemplated that the CPSC would spend
about 35 years working on a single flammability standard, and then propose a
standard that only addresses a portion of the overall problem. Perhaps it is
timely that federal legislators are taking a fresh look at the process under which
CPSC develops consumer product safety standards.

If the CPSC is really serious about addressing problems associated with
the flammability of furniture, it is imperative that a standard addressing both
smoldering and flaming ignition be proposed. Anything less is a serious
disservice to the consumers that CPSC is charged to protect. More than 30
years of activity on this important consumer safety issue is far too long for any
government agency. There has been far too much vacillation on this issue. Far
too many lives have been lost, and far too many children and adults have been
injured. Now it's time for the agency to take a leadership position by proposing
a comprehensive solution to the problem of upholstered furniture flammability.
As they say - where there's a will, there's a way.
If there is a positive in the proposed rulemaking, it concerns the well

thought out and encouraging comments of Commissioner Thomas Moore.
Some of Commission Moore's comments are among the more insightful that I
have seen from the CPSC on this issue. I agree with Commissioner Moore that
the current proposal could be considered a first step in the process of
addressing furniture flammability. But only on two conditions. There must be a
commitment at the agency to rapidly and comprehensively address the issue of
open-flame ignition, and there must be no preemption of existing standards
until CPSC comes up with a viable and scientifically acceptable solution to this
vexing problem. Anything less is a disservice to U.S. consumers, and a
backwards step in fue safety.
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I am also encouraged by recent actIVIty involving Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) and the NFPA's Research Foundation to take a fresh look at
the open flame ignition of furniture. I have made a personal commitment to
assist in this project. Commission staff are currently monitoring this activity. It
is critically important that the CPSC remains actively engaged in this project.
There have been times in the past when CPSC has displayed a "not invented
here" attitude on issues related to consumer product flammability standards.
The time for parochialism has long past - fIre involving furniture, and other
consumer products, is an important issue that has either directly or indirectly
affected thousands of lives in recent years. It is time for the CPSC, the
furniture industry, other associated trade associations and companies, and other
interest parties to become fully engaged in this important issue. Foot dragging
and obfuscation on this issue has gone on for far too long. The time has come
for all parties make a determined effort to provide consumers with what they
have the right to expect - safe furniture products. We can and must do better.
I appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments related to
furniture fIre safety. I have spent the best part of 40 years working on a variety
of issues related to consumer product flammability. This is a consumer product
safety issue about which I have strong feelings. Over the years I have had the
opportunity to work closely with the Commission on many issues, and have
over the past 35 years developed personal friendships with many employees of
the Commission. These comments, although genuine and perhaps strong, are
not intended to demean any past or current employee of the Commission. It is
clear to many of us that Commission employees often work under diffIcult
circumstances and are faced with challenging procedural requirements.

Gordon H. Damant
Damant & Associates
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Comment by GBH International on CPSC NPRM on
Upholstered Furniture Flammability
Summary
The regulation for the flammability of upholstered furniture by means of 16 CFR 1634, as
proposed in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Federal Register / Vol. 73, No. 43 / Tuesday,
March 4, 2008 / Proposed Rules), is severely flawed and needs to be amended or withdrawn.
There are ten reasons for this, as shown below. Further details of each reason will follow, when
they are expanded on.

1. The proposed regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition of the upholstered furniture
cover fabrics without providing any regulation for the foam or for any other padding or filling
contained within the upholstered furniture. This means that any material will be able to be used
as padding, filling or foam material within upholstered furniture, even if that material is
extremely flammable (such as a flammable solid) or even explosive.

2. The proposed regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition of the upholstered furniture
cover fabrics but does not require any flaming ignition testing of fabrics. This means that any
fabric without a cellulosic content will be permitted to be used as an upholstered furniture cover
fabric, since fabrics that are 100% plastic (typically thermoplastic) will virtually never ignite by
smoldering ignition.

3. The proposed regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition of the upholstered furniture
cover fabrics but permits fabrics that fail the smoldering test to still be acceptable for use in
upholstered furniture if they are placed over a barrier and the barrier meets an open flame test.
This means that even fabrics that are ignited by the effect of smoldering cigarettes will be
permitted to be used as upholstered furniture cover fabrics.
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4. The proposed regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition of the upholstered furniture
cover fabrics without providing any regulation for the interior fabrics, barriers (except when used
with smoldering cover fabrics), filling materials, deck padding used under loose cushions,
decorative trims and welt cords contained within the upholstered furniture. This means that
many materials that are not permitted to be used under the voluntary requirements of the
Upholstered Furniture Action Council (UFAC), which requires that all of those materials
described above are tested, will be permitted to be used within upholstered furniture.

5. The proposed regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition of the upholstered furniture
cover fabrics without providing any regulation of the flaming ignition of any material (other than
barriers for use with smoldering fabrics) contained within the upholstered furniture. This means
that this ignores the key issue in a fire: heat release. Heat release rate is the key factor in
determining the fire hazard of upholstered furniture and is a much more important factor in fire
safety than is ignitability.

6. The proposed regulation involves testing the cover fabric of the upholstered furniture only.
This means that the heat released by the filling materials in upholstered furniture is ignored even
though the heat released by the filling materials is much greater than that released by the cover
fabrics.

7. The proposed regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition only. This means that
upholstered furniture containing materials releasing enormous amounts of heat very rapidly, to
such an extent that they can overwhelm sprinkler systems and hurt first responders such as
firefighters, will be permitted to be used.

8. The proposed regulation involves regulation of smoldering ignition of cover fabrics only in
upholstered furniture, in spite of the fact that the voluntary requirements from the Upholstered
Furniture Action Council (UFAC) which require that all residential upholstered furniture
component materials be tested for smoldering ignition, have been an important factor in the
decrease in fire fatalities associated with upholstered furniture in homes since they were
implemented in the 1970s. Additional requirements for smoldering ignition have also been in
place for many years as implemented by the state of California and voluntarily followed by many
manufacturers: the entire upholstered furniture item (in California Technical Bulletin 116) and
all upholstered furniture filling materials (in California Technical Bulletin 117).

9. The proposed regulation involves regulation of smoldering ignition of cover fabrics in
upholstered furniture only in spite of the fact that the requirements of the British regulation for
the flaming ignition of all components of residential upholstered furniture since the 1980s has
resulted in a much more dramatic decrease in the fire fatalities associated with upholstered
furniture in homes in Britain compared to statistics in the US.
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10. The proposed regulation will have no significant effect in decreasing fire losses resulting
from upholstered furniture and may even result in an increase in fire losses, especially fire deaths
and injuries.

Further details:
1. The proposed regulation contains no requirements for fire performance of any of the filling
materials. This means that any filling material can be used. The proposed CPSC test does not
require that any filling material to be used in the furniture be assessed at all. In the smoldering
test for the cover fabric, a standard polyurethane foam is used and not actual materials from the
furniture item to be approved.

One example of a material that can be used as a filling material for upholstered furniture is
non flame retarded polyurethane foam. Of course this material is used now. However, we
now know that non flame retarded polyurethane foam is a flammable solid in accordance
with the CPSC (and fire code) requirements for flammable solids (contained in the US Code
of Federal Regulations in section 16 CFR 1500.44) because it ignites easily and burns too
fast (see evidence in Attachment 1). This means that more care is needed rather than less
care, especially after 14 years of studies on the issue since the National Association of State
Fire Marshals' petition. Fire codes do not allow storage of more than 125 pounds of
flammable solids per "control area", with control areas required to be separated from one
another by fire barriers. The fire codes allow, as an alternative, that the building be
constructed as a "hazardous material location", and no homes, stores or warehouses are built
like that. Since it is not unusual for one upholstered sofa to weigh 170-200 pounds or more,
that means that one sofa can contain enough flammable solid material to exceed the
maximum allowable quantity of flammable solids. The fact that fire codes don't apply the
regulation to non flame retarded polyurethane foam (or upholstered furniture containing it) is
no excuse for continuing to permit the use of such a dangerous product in upholstered
furniture without a proper protective barrier.
All toys sold in the US comply with ASTM F 963, "Standard Consumer Safety Specification
for Toy Safety", which contains significant levels of safety protection for toys. The
requirements are being administered by CPSC with the support of trade associations,
including the Toy Industry Association (TIA) and the Juvenile Products Manufacturers
Association (JPMA). In fact, TIA stated that "The Toy Industry Association supports
Congress' federal legislative efforts to strengthen U.S. toy safety laws and believes a
national, unified set of regulations is the best approach to ensure the safety of our nation's
children." A key requirement within ASTM F 963 is the protection from lead content in
toys. However, ASTM F 963 specification also requires that all toys must pass a
flammability test to ensure that they are not flammable solids. The flammability test
(contained in 16 CFR 1500.44) from ASTM F 963 applies to any toy at least 1 inch long,
with some exceptions. The exceptions are mostly outdoor products, such as bicycles and
sporting goods. The specification also specifically excludes furniture. The contrast between
the two rules is stark: a stuffed toy cannot contain a block of non flame retarded polyurethane
foam that is just over 1 inch long (or has a volume of 1 cubic inch), but a living room
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upholstered furniture set can contain blocks of foam that are some 5 feet long (and have
volumes of some 11,000 cubic inches)! If the same foam is contained in a mattress it has to
be covered by a barrier that resists an open flame (based on the 16 CFR 1633 test). Even
more ironic: a child's upholstered chair does not have to be flame retarded but her doll's
chair must have flame retarded foam.
The proposed CPSC regulation is silent on the use of any other filling materials, including
some that may be extremely dangerous in their own right.
The state of California has had some requirements for both smoldering and flaming ignition
of all components of upholstered furniture for many years, with California Technical Bulletin
117. Even though that regulation is not enough to provide fire safety it is much better than
what is being proposed by CPSC in that it guarantees that very dangerous materials cannot be
used as filling materials.
The state of California has also had a requirement
Bulletin 116, that the actual upholstered furniture
This also offers some added safety protection, when
foam only, since it would show whether the actual
can resist smoldering ignition.

for many years, in California Technical
item be tested for smoldering ignition.
compared to the simple use of a standard
combination of cover fabric and fillings

2. The proposed CPSC regulation contains no requirements for flaming ignition requirements of
the cover fabrics. This means that fabrics that ignite very easily from a dropped match or lighter
will be able to continue to be used for upholstered furniture.

Work conducted by researchers in the cotton industry (Wakelyn et aI., Attachment 2) have
shown that fabric modifications made so that a cellulosic (such as cotton) fabric is less
susceptible to smoldering ignition will not result in improvements in the performance of the
fabric with regard to flaming ignition. Thus the proposed regulation will do nothing to
protect against flaming ignition of cellulosic (cotton-based) fabrics.
Work conducted by many researchers has shown that fabrics which have no cellulosic
content will practically never ignite by the effect of smoldering ignition sources, such as
cigarettes (see for example Attachments 3-4). That means that virtually any fabric that is not
cellulosic will be able to be used as a cover fabric for upholstered furniture.
The regulation in 16 CFR 1610, for apparel fabrics, involves a very small open flame test.
This test is extremely mild and its requirements can be met by almost all fabrics, with some
exceptions: raised surface fabrics and very lightweight fabrics can fail the test. In fact the
test has been credited with protecting people, particularly children and the elderly, from
suffering burns when their clothes catch fire (see Attachment 5). The proposed regulation
would permit the use of fabrics that are banned from use in apparel.

3. The proposed CPSC regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition of the upholstered
fumiture cover fabrics but permits fabrics that fail the smoldering test to still be acceptable for
use in upholstered furniture if they are placed over a barrier and the barrier meets an open flame
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and a smoldering test. This means that even fabrics that are ignited by the effect of smoldering
cigarettes will be permitted to be used as upholstered furniture cover fabrics.

The flaming ignition test for barriers is a butane open flame test in which none of the
materials intended for use in the upholstered furniture item, other than the barrier itself, are
tested. The barrier is tested between a standard foam and a standard cover fabric. The
smoldering ignition test is also conducted without using the cover fabric intended for use to
see whether the fabric and barrier combination would be ignited by cigarettes. This failure is
important since the preliminary test has already shown that the fabric itself will be ignited by
cigarettes. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the cover fabric/barrier/foam combination
will not undergo smoldering ignition.

4. The proposed CPSC regulation involves testing for smoldering ignition of the upholstered
furniture cover fabrics without providing any regulation for the interior fabrics, barriers (except
when used with smoldering cover fabrics), filling materials, deck padding used under loose
cushions, decorative trims and welt cords contained within the upholstered furniture. This means
that many materials that are not permitted to be used under the voluntary requirements of the
Upholstered Furniture Action Council (UFAC), which requires that all of those materials
described above are tested, will be permitted to be used within upholstered furniture.

The UFAC set of tests includes tests for interior fabrics, barriers (except when used with
smoldering cover fabrics), filling materials, deck padding used under loose cushions,
decorative trims and welt cords contained within the upholstered furniture. The same tests
are also included in the ASTM E 1353 and NFPA 260 standards. By CPSC choosing not to
require any of the additional tests it provides lower safeguards than the voluntary safeguards
that the furniture industry has had in place since the 1970s.
The UFAC voluntary flammability requirements are being complied with by 117 furniture
manufacturing companies which are members of UFAC, as shown on their web site (see
Attachment 6). It is likely that additional manufacturers also comply, without paying the
UFAC dues. This means that a very large fraction of the manufacturers (probably the vast
majoritY) who sell upholstered furniture in this country are complying with regulations that
protect more than the proposed CPSC regulation would do.

5. The proposed regulation does not involve testing for flaming ignition of any upholstered
furniture material (other than barriers for use with smoldering fabrics). This means that the
proposed regulation ignores the key issue in a fire: heat release. Heat release rate is the key
factor in determining the fire hazard of upholstered furniture and is a much more important
factor in fire safety than is ignitability. Attachment 7, work by V. Babrauskas and R. Peacock,
explains why heat release rate is the most important fire safety issue.
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As explained by Babrauskas and Peacock, the effect of doubling the heat release rate of one
upholstered furniture item in a standard room is that the survival time is reduced by a factor
of more than three times (from> 600 seconds to just 180 seconds). On the other hand, if the
time required for furniture ignition is doubled it has virtually no effect on survival time.
It has been shown by a significant amount of work that a single upholstered furniture item
can release enough heat to get a room to flashover. Flashover is "a stage in the development
of a contained fire in which all exposed surfaces reach ignition temperatures more or less
simultaneously and fire spreads rapidly throughout the space." As explained by NFPA 555,
Guide on Methods for Evaluating Potential for Room Flashover, flashover occurs when the
surface temperatures of combustible contents rise, producing pyrolysis gases, and the room
heat flux becomes sufficient to heat all such gases to their ignition temperatures. In a small
room (similar to a typical bedroom) flashover occurs when heat is released at a rate of 1,000
kW (1 MW); typical upholstered furniture items often exhibit heat release rates that are much
higher than that, with values of2-5 MW being quite typical (see Attachments 8-11).

7. Upholstered furniture items such as the ones that caused the fire in the furniture warehouse in
Charleston, SC, on June 18, 2007, will still be allowed.

In that 2007 fire "An inferno raced through a Charleston, South Carolina, furniture
warehouse, collapsing its roof and killing nine firefighters" in "the single greatest loss of
American firefighters in the line of duty since the September 11, 2001, attacks" where "the
fire quickly spread throughout the building, which collapsed less than 30 minutes after the
blaze began." Later investigations (which are proprietary with results that cannot be made
public) have shown that multiple upholstered furniture items in a storage or display facility
release enormous amounts of heat very rapidly, to such an extent that they can overwhelm
sprinkler systems. These materials and products would still be permitted if the proposed
regulation is approved. They will endanger the lives of our first responders, namely our
firefighters.

8. The proposed regulation does nothing more (and perhaps even less) than the voluntary
requirements of the Upholstered Furniture Action Council (UFAC), which includes required tests
for testing of all residential upholstered furniture component materials and not just the cover
fabric. Evidence shows that the UFAC requirements have been an important factor in the
decrease in fire fatalities associated with upholstered furniture in homes since it was
implemented in the 1970s.

Moreover, the state of California introduced, in 1980, regulations for all upholstered furniture
items sold in the state, in California Technical Bulletins 116 and 117. These regulations have
been voluntarily adopted by many furniture manufacturers countrywide. CA TB 116
requires that all upholstered furniture items themselves to resist smoldering ignition, and
thereby tests the cover fabric in combination with the actual filling and barrier materials used
9and not the cover fabric alone). CA TB 117 tests all filling materials for smoldering
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ignition and also contains flaming ignition tests. The California requirements provide a level
of resistance to smoldering ignition comparable to that in the UFAC voluntary guidelines.
Some statistics are found in Attachment 12 and in NFPA statistics. In 1982, 20.1 % of all
civilian fire fatalities in the USA started with the ignition of upholstered furniture; a number
that has remained fairly steady: 18.2% in 1994-1998, and 19.0% in 1999-2002. Smoking
materials (comprising cigarettes, matches and lighters) have been associated with starting
upholstered furniture fires leading to 449 deaths in 1994-98, 336 deaths in 1999-2002 and
300 deaths in 2002-2005. Four key factors are associated with the improvements: (a) the
smoldering cigarette standards (a mandatory 16 CFR 1632 introduced for mattresses in 1973
and the voluntary UFAC standard for upholstered furniture introduced in the late 1970s), (b)
the implementation of California Technical Bulletins 116 and 117 in 1980, (c) the decrease in
cigarette smoking and (d) the increased penetration of residential smoke detectors. NFPA
statistics indicate that smoking-related home fires starting in upholstered furniture have
declined by 87% from 1980 to 2005. The number of upholstered furniture fires that started
with cigarettes was almost 25,000 in 1980, while it was only some 11,000 for all other
ignition sources combined. By 2004, the number of upholstered furniture fires starting with
cigarettes was down to under 2,000 and was significantly lower than those for other ignition
sources.
Therefore, it appears that the voluntary UFAC system and the California requirements are
having an effect on cigarette initiated fires. In order for the proposed CPSC regulation to
further reduce the incidence of cigarette-ignited fires, it must be adequately demonstrated
that the proposed smoldering ignition test of the cover fabric is more stringent than what is
currently in use. That has not been done and, in fact, it is extremely unlikely that even the
upholstered furniture smoldering fire losses will be severely affected by the proposed
regulation
Some major reasons why upholstered furniture items are still being ignited by cigarettes
appear to be: (a) upholstered furniture lasts for many years, (b) older upholstered furniture
items tend to migrate to homes in lower socia-economic strata, where fires are more frequent,
(c) many of the non compliant items are imports, and (d) cushions, blankets and other fabrics
are often draped on furniture (especially old and used items) and, if they are cellulosic
fabrics, they will be susceptible to smoldering ignition. It is unlikely that introducing the
proposed mandatory requirements will have a significant effect on these reasons.

9. The proposed regulation involves only requirements for smoldering ignition of cover fabrics in
upholstered furniture, while the requirements of the British regulation for the flaming ignition of
all components of residential upholstered furniture since the 1980s has resulted in a much more
dramatic decrease in the fire fatalities associated with upholstered furniture in homes in Britain
compared to statistics in the US ..

Data from a study conducted for the British government (Department of Trade and Industry,
Attachment 13) shows that the fire fatalities in the UK are much lower than those in the US
for fires where upholstered furniture is the item first ignited (see Table 1, with some data
updates to 2004). The decreases are primarily associated with the changes in fire safety
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requirements for upholstery in the UK. The results clearly show that the decrease in fire
fatalities per capita in the UK was very fast over the first 10 years following the UK fire
safety regulations (introduced in 1988), and is continuing. The US fire fatality rate (which
was not much larger than the UK one in 1988) has decreased much more slowly. The UK
fire losses are almost completely associated with old furniture, since there are so few fires
where the material first ignited is "combustion-modified foam upholstery". Table 2 shows
that there were only two fire fatalities associated with upholstered furniture using
"combustion-modified foam upholstery" between 1996 and 2002. In the US, where
upholstered furniture does not use "combustion modified foam", the associated fires and fire
fatalities are much higher, as shown in Table 3.

Table 1. Comparison of Fire Fatalities per Million Population in the United Kingdom
and in the US for Fires Where Upholstered Furniture is the Item First Ignited
Year

UK Population
(millions)

US Population (millions)

Fire Fatalities per
Million UK

Fire Fatalities per
Million US

1988

57.0

245.8

3.4

3.9

1997

58.9

267.8

1.5

2.5

2002

60.2

287.6

1.1

1.7

2004

59.8

> 285

0.1

> 1.5

It is worth pointing out that the decreases in fire incidents and fire fatalities in the UK have
led to a significant amount of economic savings by the society, as shown in Table 4. The
data, for upholstered furniture only, come from the study commissioned by the UK
Department of Trade and Industry which looked at the effects of the 1988 legislation in terms
of lives saved, decreased number of injuries and economic impact. The study indicated that
710 lives (and over £5 billion) were saved over a 10 year period, in spite of the relatively low
smoke detector penetration into the UK at the time. The report also stated: "In addition
where fire started in another item but involved upholstered furniture in the house, furniture
complying with the Regulations will not catch fire as quickly as non-compliant furniture,
thus allowing occupants more time to escape from a fire. This is particularly relevant where
smoke alarms detect the fire early. These additional benefits could mean that the actual
number of lives saved could be as high as 1860 in the period from 1988 to 1997." In fact, a
follow-up UK study showed that neither smoke detector penetration nor the changes in
smoking patterns could explain the improvement in fire losses. A further particularly
important economic aspect revealed by the UK study is the fact that the increased cost to
industry of developing and selling products with greatly improved fire performance was not
passed on to the consumer. In fact prices of upholstered furniture during the period studied
increased at the same rate as those of other household products, or of inflation.
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Table 2. Fire Losses in the United Kingdom
When the Material First Ignited is "Combustion-Modified Foam Upholstery"
Year

Fires

Fire Fatalities

Fire Injuries

1994

0

0

0

1995

Not available

Not available

Not available

1996

1

0

0

1997

7

0

5

1998

14

0

2

1999

8

1

1

2000

13

0

3

2001

41

1

9

2002

58

0

19

Total

142

2

39

Table 3. US Fire Losses in Homes Where Upholstered Furniture is the Item First Ignited
Year
Fires
Fire Fatalities
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

36,850
33,830
27,480
24,560
24,080
23,110
22,120
20,760
20,180
18,050
16,360
16,160
15,190
14,330
13,970
13,300
12,790
11,800
11,580
11,000
10,320
9,490
8,840

1,356
1,360
1,185
1,099
1,093
931
1,068
1,030
1,098
883
867
676
631
653
669
659
652
655
543
472
632
639

502
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Table 4 - Benefits Resulting From UK Upholstery Regulations up to 1997
Annual benefit
Annual benefit
Cumulative benefit
Benefit measure
Number of dwelling fires
Total lives saved
Lives saved for upholstery as
item first ignited
Total non-fatal injuries saved
Injuries saved for upholstery as
item first ignited
Loss adjusted cost saving £m/yr
Final cost saving £m/yr
Total cost saving £m/yr

1992
3,715
169
65

1997
8,769
362
138

1988-1997
42,754
1,856
710

1,548
526

3,315
1,126

17,000
5,774

23
507
530

53
10,835
1,138

249
5,567
5,615

Note: the exchange rate between the £ and the $ is approximately 2 in April 2008.

10. The proposed regulation will have no significant effect on decreasing fire losses resulting
from upholstered furniture and may even result in an increase in fire losses, especially fire deaths
and injuries.

At the February 2008 International Code Council fire code development hearings it was
proposed to protect US consumers from being exposed to new upholstered furniture items
with non flame retarded polyurethane foam, by having all such furniture either meet the
California Technical Bulletin 133 (or its equivalent ASTM E 1537) test or have the foams
meet the British Standard BS 5852 crib 5 fire test. This was not approved. The upholstered
furniture retail industry proposed that any store displaying or selling upholstered furniture
must be sprinklered. This was approved. This is clearly nothing but a baby step forward,
since (a) it has be shown that having a large numbers of upholstered furniture items burning
in one store will overwhelm many sprinkler systems and (b) each individual item will burn
vigorously once it gets into a home (and very few homes are sprinklered). It was interesting,
however, that these proposals caused significant debate.
Calculations indicate that over 8,000 Americans have died in fires starting with upholstered
furniture since the National Association of State Fire Marshals petitioned CPSC to institute a
mandatory flaming ignition requirement.
Furthermore CPSC is responsible for the
implementation of the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA) (passed in 1953 to regulate the
manufacture of highly flammable clothing, such as brushed rayon sweaters and children's
cowboy chaps, amended in 1967 to expand its coverage to include interior furnishings) since
it was created in 1972. This means that CPSC is responsible for regulating the manufacture
of foams and other highly flammable materials used in interior furnishings, such as
upholstered furniture. Since CPSC has undertaken this responsibility, about 30,000
Americans, many of them children, and a large number of firefighters (such as the 9 victims
of the June 2007 Charleston upholstered furniture warehouse fire) have lost their lives in fires
that started in upholstered furniture products.
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It is also of interest that CPSC granted the NASFM petition, in theory, while not acting in
practice. The recent NPRM in fact has CPSC reversing itself and denying the NASFM
petition to act on regulation of flaming ignition of upholstered furniture. It is to be hoped
that CPSC will reverse itself again and act in the interest of public safety and regulate the
flaming ignition of upholstered furniture.

Dr Marcelo M. Hirschler
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